3. ECSTATIC RTADINGS IN SUFISM

The following presentation of Sufi discourse is essentially based on the same disposition as was used in the analysis of Syriac discourse, but the differences in the
contents and emphasis of the Sufi material bring about some changes in the
arrangement. The general characæristics concerning the nature and limitations of
language also apply to Arabic Sufi discor¡¡se, and so unnecessary repetition conceming tlrese is avoided as much as possible.

3.1.

TIIE ENABLING CAUSE

Sufi literatr¡re provides plenty of allusions to particular methods. It is noteworthy
that, alttrough usually not very detailed, they are not disparaged either. The Sufi
attitude towards human effon to promote the appearance of ecstasy will be
discussed further in chapter 3.3.2. First we shall take a look at the general
enabling methods that correlate with the experience but not necessarily with
actual causalþ.

3.1.1. General Methods

The Sufi setting is entirely different from the monastic context of the Syriac
scrolls. Rather than remote hermit cells, the practical context is usually cornmunal: the participants in Sufi gatherings live in the "world". The practice of solitude
does exist as a temporary method, but interestingly, the difference (or any specu-

lation on the relation) between these two radically divergent contexts is not
presented in ow corpus in relation with mystical experiences.
The general term for all exertion to produce ecstasy (wajd) is tawã¡ud, a
derivative of the corresponding ecstatic roolWJD. According to Hujwiri's defrnition, tnvãjud is 'taking pains to produce wajd'.| Q¡Sayn defines tawãjud as
"petitioning of ecstasy through some kind of free will'.2 Jilani, too, recognises
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that 'spiritual ecstasy' (wajd al-rûhãnþa) usually comes by means of exterior
influences and stimuli.3

The other side of the matter, however, is that when ecstasy is an intent of
determined efforts, the outcome is not spontaneous and the subject's attention
may be distracted to va¡ious forms at the expense of content. Hujwiri states that a
merely outwa¡d tawãjud, which is imitation of outer movements and methodical
dance, is "absolutely unlaurfirl".4 Niffari offers striking criticism of the nature of
ecstasy produced by recitation of the Qur'an: "The (divine) word tums into ecstasy (wajd), but using the word to induce ecstâsy tums unto the raptures induced by
words."5

Generally speaking, the ascetic attitude of life is a kind of indirect cause
behind the ecstatic phenomenq but in the textual discouse the causality between
ascetic practices and actual ecstasy is not expressed in very clear terms. This is
not entirely by chance. Hujwiri states as his own view that "although mortifications a¡e excellent, intoxication and raptrue cannot be acquired at all", the meaning being that an experience cannot be a product of human effort if it is supposed
to be a real experience.
This provides some elucidation as to why the methods arc not explained in
great detail in the present corpus. In literary discou¡se the stress is placed on the
ideal nanre of the experience and on the purity of the motives leading to it. All
actions in the mystical life should take place for the sake of God alone, surely not
for the sake of the activities themselves. Authors who emphasise this, like Niffa¡i,
have a constånt "de-methodologising" tendency in their discourse. Niffa¡i's divine
subject may even exhorü "How could you be with me, when you are (occupied)
between'descending' (nuzût) and'ascendin g' Gu'ùd)'ú
The first prerequisite of the experience, in logical order, takes place before
the actual ecstatic methods: one should of couse learn to know what to do and
what kind of obstacles to remove. This is, generally speaking, where Sufi instruction and discipline is needed. "Who knows the veil, is nea¡ to the unveiling".T
This is connected with a basic requisite mentioned by Niffari: since the mystical
experience takes place in the psychological dimension one must first know it. "If
you do not know who you are, you do not belong to the people of my mystical
knowledge ('aht ma'rift)."8 Self-knowledge, however, is subjective and thereby a

3 Jil-ir Sitr ol-Asrãr,ll9 Secret oÍSecres,90.
4 Hu¡r"iri, Kashfat-Maþjúb,415.
5 Niff"ri, Mawãqif,34:5 (Arberry's Fanslation slightly alæred).
6 niffati: Mar+,ãqíf,21:6.r.¡-Jl¡ J¡¡ll ¿,+r ;;i.¡ s.:* ¿¡l:
? N¡ffarri: Mcrr'ãqif,29.2. .'^ ''<tl ,.r. ¡-"-l +r¡ -rl i¡^ dr
8 Niff*i, M&'ãstl l4:9; cf, Nlffari:, Mut<|hãmbãt,141.
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matter of practice and personal direction, and consequently the textual corpus
does not directly discuss it to a large extent in relation to the mystical experience.
And in any case it is a kind of implicit prerequisite: at üe moment of the experience itse[ one's 'sellexperience' must be set aside.g
In logical order, the next enabling cause that is required would be acceptance
of the experience. This somewhat obvious aspect is implicitly present in the discourse.

It is not, however, taken

as a subject ofindependent exploration in the dis-

course which, according to what we might call a "Semitic paradigm", puts more
stress on God's might than on the individual's responsibility. Niffari, however, in
his chapter on 'choice' (ikhtiyùr) portrays this featr¡¡e as if he was illuminating it
from various perspectives, all the while implicitly, however. "I have planted at
every gate a tree and a spring of cool water, and I have made you to thi¡st"lo -

what is required is acceptance.
Contemplation, or a contemplative attitude, is certainly an important factor
behind the experience; it is usually implicitly present in the discourse. Junayd,
however, declares boldly that "If a man says a//ãå without first experiencing contemplation (muíãhada), he is a liar."ll Junayd's idea is that God as an entity, as
an "object", is so different from all other objects ttrat he must be approached in a
way which is correspondingly unique. This is a basic aspect in 'contemplation',
which is, however, a wider phenomenon. A functional way to define it is to state
that in contemplation one sees all things through (one's conception of) God, or
that one sees God in all and before all. According to Niffari, God has "friends

who do not see except through Him".l2 Contemplation (iahãda), unlike vision,
implies some knowledge.

3.

13

1.2. Specific Methods

What then is one to do in practice? This question, a most interesting one, is given

relatively little and non-systematic attention in the present texts, partly

because

the subject is more a matter of practical instruction. Evidently one is supposed to
pray. Islamic ritual prayer, however, is more a matter of sobriety and hence not
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mentioned in our corpus as a cause of mystical experience.l4 Yet prayer in the
general sense is counted among the prerequisites. Niffa¡i's divine subject urges:
"Pray to me with your hear! and I will reveal to you the pleasure in prayer."t5

Yet on the other hand, in the sensitive world of man's inner dimensior¡
praying, as a verbal activity, may also be a hindrance to mystical experience.
When the sense of the presence of supernatural power is intense, one should pay
no attention to thoughts that suggest that one should sart petitioning, which
would be essentially a pursuit of the state that was already at hand. The position is
described by Kalabadhi in the following story:
God's neamess (gurb allùþ cut me off fiom the (desire to) petition God (su'ãl allãh).
Then my soul contended with me, that I should petition God, but I heard a voice saying: "After you have found God, do you petition another than God?"Ió

For this reason, prayer is not presented as a logical postulate of mystical experience; it rather belongs to the context from which the experiences arise.
As examples of specific tawãjud Hujwiri gives some meditative practices
such as representing to one's mind the bounties and evidences of God, thinking of
union (íttlsãI) and of the practices of holy mer¡ and the recitation of the Qur'an.¡7
The latter is for Sufis even more important than the Psalter for Ch¡istian monks,
due to the different understanding of revelation. For Sufrs the mere listening to
God's speech is a sacramental experience, for it is where the transcendent God is
brought near to the human level, and accordingly the one who recites the Qur'an
in a sense becomes a mouthpiece of God through whom His eternal word moves.
The specific methods mentioned by Jilani include recitation of the Qur'an "with a
beautiful voice", the chanting of poetry and the special Sufi ritual of dhilc.ts
Niffari, on the other hand, seems to be in opposition with his negative
rema¡ks conceming those who want to stay up all night in prayer reciting all the
sections of the Qur'an but do not really pray. Niffari's point is that the concentration on the rosaries and verses and other methods that a¡e more or less separate
entities disconnected from the rest of man's existence are not able to guarantee
genuine mystical experiences. t9

t4

l5
tó

On the contrary, we are told that ecstatic states may cease for the time of ritual pñ¡yers.
Qu5ayri: Rßãia,66.
Niffari:Muthãtabãt,9;2.,:1*Jl j c.- ¡:¡ ¿,. cll .'-'-<i .'r.r::. J !Þ
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The most interesting details on the matter a¡e revealed in the discourse

of

Niffari, in spite of the cryptic character of his verses. Among the enabling causes
in the psychological dimension perhaps the most important is concentration,
which may be seen as an outgrowth of medit¿tion, a dynamic culmination of the
contemplative attitude. According to Niffari, one should consider one's 'attention'
(hamm) and 'hea¡t' (qalb) as if they wer€ 'faces' (wajh) that one is supposed to
t.xn wholly towa¡ds the experience.2o The divine subject of Niffari's discourse
r¡rges one to beware ofpaying attention to any kind ofthought that occurs, not to
mention closer dealings with them. *When you stay before me, everything will
call you: beware ofpaying attention to it in your heart, for ifyou pay attention to
if it is as if you had answered to it."2l Concentration means that one sets aside
one's expectations22 and does not accept any discursive thoughts during prayer
but rather concentates on the motion of one's heart, seeking divine assistance
from it, and continues to recollect God during the sense of his absence so that no
other things might arise to disturb the forthcoming experience.23
When knowledge ('ilzr) with all its conditions Çawãmi) calls
and you answer it, you are separated from me (infasalta

yol

at the time of prayer,

'annf.""'

The process ofconcentration also applies during the acceptance ofthe experience
itself: Niffa¡i advises one to 'summon' to oneself as many qualities of experience
as possible and resort to those that one experiences as 'responding' most forcibly.
Experience the experience (wajd) of presenc€, in whatever quality the experience
(wajd) may come to you. If the qualities avoid yoq summon them, and the things
qualified by them, to your experience. Ifthey respond to you, w.ell; otherwise, flee to
the qualþ in which you experience the experience ofpresence.'J

Complete concentration is the logical postulate of the quality of totality present in
the experience. Concentation also means that when the experience is about to
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The nuances of the verbs used here are noteworthy: 'summoning' is expressed with the verb
da? which means to 'call', but often in a very causative sense: 'call forth', 'cause',
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come, unreserved surrender is required. Niffari's instructions are: "Experience the
experience of presence in whatever qualtty the ecstasy may come to 1ou."26
The remembrance of God, dhilv, the Islamic version of mantra practices, is

the most important fomr of tav,ãjud. The verb dhakara signifies remembering,
recalling, and hence reminding, mentioning. Dhib has a conesponding double
meaning, conüete mentioning and mental remembering. If these aspects are
understood as separate entities, the inner one is naturally seen as the more importånt. According to QuSayri, vocal remembrance or repetition (dhilv al-lisãn) leads
to inner remembrance (dhilv al-qalb), which in the widest sense is continual
remembrance, rmceasing orientation towards God.27 Jilani agrees that the dhílc of
language is the first step towards inner states of dhilç.28 The inner dhitç is credited with the fact that it is not restricted to time or place.2e
Kalabadhi differentiates th¡ee levels in dhilç depending on whether it deals
with remembering the one remembered, (dhib al-qalb, 'recollection of the
heart'), recollecting the attibutes of the One remembercd,, (dhilv awgãf almadhlcíir) or'contemplation of the One remembered' (íuhúd al-madhlnTr).3o
Shadhili gives four meanings îor dhilc:

(l)

Act of remembering (portion of the common people).

(2) Object of remembrance þunishment or bliss etc.).
(3) Dhib that evokes one's remembrance concerning
(a) good things from God,

(4)

(b) evils due to the lower sel{
(c) evils due to the Adversary and
(d) evils created by God.
Dhilç that causes one to be remembered by God.3l

The most common phrases in practising dhilç are subhãn a//ãå ('Praise the
Lord'), allãhu akbar ('God, is greater'), lA-ilùha-illi-llãh ('There is no God but
God') and al-þamdu lillùh (T\anks to God') and the simple invocation allãh,

26 Niflari: Mawãqf,72:14.,îJt .!r¡ç ii- .,i,:- ¡J..åJt..îr..1
27 Qdayri: Rkãla, 221-223; Principtes oÍ Suîsn, 207-209.
28 liluti Sirr al-As¡â¿ EG-81; Secret ofsecreß,45 (for details, see p. 242). The difference bet-

29
30
3l

ween inner and outer dåiÞ is also stepless in practice: the tongue may move but without the
voice, which is offen regarded as the third main type of manta ¡echnique alongside the silent
one and the one uttered aloud. lt is also to be remembered that the practice of dåilr¡ is not
restricted to mysics alone but is characteristic of Muslims in general.

Qu5ayri: Risata" 223 (t. Pñnciples ofSufisn, 209).
Kalabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'arruf,, ?6; Arberry, Dætrine of the SuJìs,98. Kalabadhi bases the
divisions on the writings of lbn'Ata.
Sabbagh:
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atlãh. These may be repeated a thousand times a day, for example.32 The twelve
names that a¡e supposed to be invoked in the inner dhilç are lù-ilAha-illã-llãh,

allãh, hû ('He'), haqq ('Truth'), lr6yy ('Life'), qayyúm ('Self-existing'), qahhãr
('Subduer'), wahhãb ('Donor'), fûtaþ ('Opener'), wãhid ('the Only One'), ahad
('One'), çamad, ('Eternal'¡.r:
In the practise of dhib the most important thing is to concentrate one's
thoughts intensively, so that ultimately dhilç is the only attribute of which one is
aware. "Real recollection consists in forgetting all but the one recollected."34 This

may, according to Hujwiri, lead to a kind of ecstasy in which one speaks something not resulting from one's own thought.3s On the other hand, the repetition of
even the best forrrula (lã-ílãha-illa-llãh), accotding to Sayfal-Din, does not lead
the common people to the highest degrees "even if they have heard it from a
sheikh who is the possessor of goveming control" unless it happens out of an untainted conviction.36

The importance of dhilç has been expressed with maxims like

'No

one

reaches God except by continual dhibu,31 "sufism is dhitç with concentration"
(Junayd)38 and justified with a Qur'anic commandment.3e According to Hujwiri's

explanation derived from (or into!) salvation history, all the prophets had their
own spiritual stations (maqaù and that of Muhammad was dhilt.ao In this way
dåiþ becomes a subject of its own in the Sufi discourse. The importance of the

32
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So Makhluf al-Qaba'iti in lbn 'Arabi: Safs of Andalusia, 123. Qu5ayri: Risãla, 22\ (tr.
Principles of 9ufisn, 206). Al-Tustari (d. 896) used allahu Sahidî, 'God is my witness'.
@öwering 1999,60.)

Jilani: Si¡r al-Asrãr,108, 115-116; the twelve
Secreß, 77,85-46.

n¿únes are

given by Bayrak in Secret of

Kahbadhi: Kitab al-Ta'arrul 74; Arberry: Dætrine oÍ the Sufis,95; Hujwiri: Kashf alMabjûb,254.

Hujwiri: Kashfal-Maljúb,2l4.
Chinick lgg2,

147.

Chiüick also stresses that usually there is nothing unusual about
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(p.

173).
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Qulayri: Risãla, 221 (fr. Ptit2ciples of Sufisn,20?). The sentence also shows the wide
meaning of dhifu as a general term for orientation towards God.

38
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Qu5ayri: Rßãta,2El (n. Principles of Sufisn, 304).

Qur'an 33:41 (yã 'ayyhã-ltadhîna 'ãnanú-dhkurúJlãha dhitf lnthîf; literally "O you
who believe, recollect God with a great recollection".) For example, Qu5ayri begins his
chapter on dhib with this sentence. (Yet Abdullah Yusuf Ali translates: "O ye who believel
Celebrate the praises of Allah, and do this often".)

Hujwiri: Kas¡f al-Mahjùå, 37l. "The station of Adam was repentanc€ (tawbat)that of Noah
tha of Abraham was resignation Qasfraat), that of Moses was contritíon (inabø), that of Þavid was sorrorv (/rnzn), that of Jesus was hope (rajã), that of John

was renunciation (zuåd),

(the Baptist) was fea¡ (khaUfi, and that of our Apostle was praise (dhib)." (Translation
Nicholson's.)
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mantra practice is implicitly connected with the belief in the power of the word,
conrmon in the thought of Semitic religions, in which the world is believed to
have been created by the word (kalina) of God, so that there is a kind of ontological kinship between speech and the world.at

The numerous praises oî dhílv in Sufi literature, however, encounter a peculiar but sublime counterbalance in the works of Niffari, who makes somewhat
arrogant rema¡ks about a state where the reiteration of dhilç is no longer necessary.
The recollection of Me in the visioo of Me is an oubage.42

lf you recollect Me in vision, you

are veiled by your recoltection.43

For Niffari the practice of dhilç is a veil, albeit the most elected thing that God
has manifested.4 He prefers a total, existential dl¡i,h: "Remember me in everything, and I will remember you in everything."45
However, Niffari does offer some practical advice as well. He urges on€ to
tum one's soul (or self, na/s) to an 'encounter' (liqí) of God once or twice every
day, casting away all extemal things, and meeting him alone. This takes place
through guarding one's heart, which enables one to keep one's attention under
control, and then tuming to God in the 'endings of prayers' (adbõr al-çalawãt) or
once a day and once a nighl.co One should turn one's attention from one's own
practice to the bountiful guidance of God, from cognition ( I/m) to forgiveness
('afY'¡.tz
The collective application of dhilq, that is samã', 'hearing' is a phenomenon
the nature of which it is impossible to express in a single word. The basic meaning
of the term refers to the hearing of Cod as the individual's act, and as a technical
term, general in Sufi use, to a special gathering of ecstatic music, a Sufi session.
The most detailed description of the ritual samã'is to be found in Hujwiri's
Kasf al-Mahjüå. The principles of his rules run as follows: Firstly, one should not
practice sazd' habitually by custom, but only so seldom that one does not lose

on€'s rever€nce for it. Secondly, sa¡nd'should not be set out according to one's
own will, but instead it should be practised when it comes by itself. Thirdly, a

4¡ E.g. Burckhardt ¡976, t0O.
42 Nitrari: Mat+,ãqif,23:6.
43 Niffti: Mul:hã¡abõt 30:1L True to his all-challenging
44
45
46
47

elsewhere that "the true servant is he who rests in the

Nitrari: Mawagf,49:2.
Niffari: Mmvãqif,33:27.
Nitrari. Mawãqif,55:4245.

Nitrari Mn'ãqif,55:4246.
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spiritual director should be present. Fourthly, samd'should not be practised in the
presenc.e of outsiders, "the common people". Fifthly, the singer should be a
respectable person free of worldly thoughts. Sixthly, the aim of samã'must not be
amusement. All artificial efforts should be put aside, and one should not exceed
the proper bounds until the søzã'itself manifests its power. The participant must
have the ability to distinguish stong natural impulses from real ecstasy (wajd),
which is meart to be followed, not repelled. Ecstasy must not be opposed when it
is intensiffing; nor should it be revived or stimulated when it is declining. During
ecstasy one is not allowed to expect help from anyone, but if it is offered, it
should not be refi¡sed. Seventhly, during the samã'it is forbidden to direct any
disturbing comments, questions, estimations or applause to the singer or to anyone
- this rema¡k obviously applies to those not in an ecstatic state themselves. And
lastly, beginners especially must be ca¡eñil (even neglect the whole practice, as
some maintain) because of the dangers posed by disturbing elements like women
watching the scene "on the roofs or elsewhere".48
From samã' we are able to shifr smoothly to the most troublesome ecstatic
method, that of dance (raqÐ. Our Sufi sources a¡e somewhat initâted conceming
raq¡, since it is in practice the most famous and best-known method, but from the
theoretical and theological point of view it is a most peripheral aspect. Kalabadhi
and Qu5ayri do not t¡eat it at all; Hujwiri has a short, somewhat fretfi.rl chapter on
dancing. According to him, dancing belongs entirely outside both Islamic law and
Sufism.
Dancing (rag¡) has no foundation either in the religious law or in the path. [...] Since
ecstatic movements a¡rd the practices of those who endeavour to induce ecstasy (Pers.
ahl-i tawãjud) resemble it, some frivolous imitators have indulged in it immoderaæly
and have made it a religion. I have met witb a number of common people who adopted
Sufism in the belief that it is this (dancing) and nothing more.4g

Jilani has the same position. He lists eleven heretical sects, six of which attempt to
reach ecstasy through dancing, singing, shouting or hand-clapping; some ofthem
also claim that the state to be reached is beyond thejurisdiction ofreligious law,
and still others practise gazing at beautiñrl faces, do not see any difference between the sexes or favour free sexual relations.S0
Solitude is not presented as a decisive key to the world ofexperience, as the
formation of Sufi ecstasy is basically social in cha¡acter. Even during seclusion

48
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Hujwiri: Kaúfat-Maþjúb,418420.
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the idea is to participate in the common pmyers in a mosque five times a day.sl
The fi¡nction of concrete methods of retreat (kihalwa) and seclusion ('azla) is the
inner purification which in tum functions as a prerequisiæ of the experience,
although logically speaking, it is not an absolutely necessary requirement, due to
the "o\ryn coming" of the experienge. Seclusion, spiritual exercise (riyã(a), silence
Qamt) and perseverance in dhilç puriff the inner being and hence "the repression

of outer sensation

opens the inner qualitie.n.52 fu1 explicit causal connection

between seclusion and mystical experience, however, is very seldom mentioned in

tlre texts. Niffari's divine subject does bid: "Go forth to the empty desert, and sit
alone, until I see yo¡."53 Nitrari and his admiration of solitary experiences, however, is a somewhat exceptional case in the present corpus.) Shadhili mentions as
a result of khalwa 'unveiling' (kaíf al-ghí¡ã), descent of mercy, experience of
true love and veracity (gtfu) in speech.54 "Some are provided drink without an
intermediary."ss Jilani mentions as the advantages of seclusion the enlightening of
the hea¡ and the reformation ofthe ego, caused by silence and spiritual exercise,
but counterbalances this immediately by stating that the way is not one's own, but
that of the Prophet and of those who follow him.s6

More than seclusion, however, the sources emphasise the necessity of a
spiritual gurde (muriiQ.57 Abu Yazid is reputed as having said: "He who has no
sheikh has Satan for his sheikh."58 The intermediary may be an angel, learned
man or a saint.59 The role of the Sufi community, however. appears in the texts
mainly implicitly or indirectly. For example, the 'circles of remembrance'
(majãIis al-dhila) are likened to 'meadows of Pa¡adise' (riyã! al-janna).60 T\e
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Jirlzmi Sin at-Åsrãr,98; Secret of Secrets, 127. Qhaprer 2l gives a detailed description of the
midnight prayers that the one in seclusion is supposed to perform. The fixed number of
certain prayers (e.g. 100) intimates the use ofthe rosary.

l2l, 124; cf. kcrer of Seøets,93, 95. According to Qu5ayri, the right
motive for seclusion is not to hide oneself Êom the evil ofthe world, but rather to save others
Êom one's own evil. QuSayri: R¡s¡/a, l0l-102(t. Principles of Sufsn, 19-20.) Foranecdotes in tavow of khalwa and 'ult, see ibid, l0l-104 (tr. 19-24) and Kalabadhi, Kitab alTa'arrul, I I l; Arberry, Doctrine of the SuJis, 147.
Jilani: ,S¡ir al-Asrãr,

Niffari Mawãq¿f 50:10.
Sabbagh: tlysticat Teachings (Durrat al-Asrar),

ll4.

Sabbagh: llysticat Teachings (Durrat al-Asrar), 144.
Jilaní: Sir- al-Asrãr, 124-125;Secret ofse*ets, 95.
E.g. Jilani: Si'z al-Asrãr,85, 102,

ll5,l35;Secrer ofSeuets,50, ?1, 85, l¡2.

Anonymous Sufi text from the l3th century, Chittick
Sabbagh:

Ilysticat Teachings (Dunat at-Asrar), 144.

Qu5ayri: Risãta,222 (n. Principtes of Sttftsz.,2OE).

lgg2,lgg2,55.
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main line of Sufism is social in character, and lclulwa remains merely a temporal
method that belongs primarily to the early stages of the path.6l
It is of cotrse difficult to say anything exact concerning the relationship between the rwo ideals. Yet they may be hamronised by stating that the ideal is to be
outwardly with men and distant from them inwardly.62 The seventy-one Sufis
introduced by Ibn 'Arabi include one sitting on the top of a mountain, one who
remained 60 years in his house "without leaving it once" and still another who
withdrew to the wildemess seeking solitude,ó3 but these a¡e mentioned more as
exceptional cases, albeit admired, the main line of Sufism being more collective in
cha¡acter.
Vy'e may also note the ideal of staying awake. Yet the practice, an extr€me
one, is very seldom dealt with in the sources of the present study, and when it
does occur, the question is expressed in quite a sophisticated way, based on the
somewhat technical questioning of the literary Sufì discourse. Hujwiri discusses
the question on quite an abstract level: why do other Sufis advise novices to avoid
sleeping as fa¡ as possible and would not allow "the lover sleep or rest by day or
oight", but others consider sleep as a gift ofGod and even encor¡rage their novices
to constrain themselves to sleep?ú
However, actual wakefirlness is considered to be one of the ideal pursuits,
partly because of the early hour of the Islamic moming prayer. Ibn 'A¡abi, for

example, mentions with reference to a sheikh who was "almost free from sin" that
he "would sometimes sleep the whole night through, which caused me doubts
regarding his spiritual effort.'ú5 According to Hujwiri, some sheikhs regarded
sleep as a state resembling death, and therefore considered "not permissible for a

novice to sleep except when he is overpowered by slumber". Ot"hers, however,
considered sleep as a state of innocence or even "God's act towa¡ds us" (Junayd),

6l

lbn'Arabi's hagiography show the ideal of modesty in communication.
Sufis who lived in society could, for examplc, keep "aloof from men and maintain long
periods of silence" (S4/Ìs of Andalus, 124), and another "was never the first to speak and
only answered when it was really necessary" (råid, 92). Al-Rundi is rcported to have "kept to
the mountains and coasts and avoided the inhabited areas for nearly thirty years." (ibid.,
Some examples in

I

62
63
64

65

l6).

Qu5ayri: Risãla, 102; Principles of Sufrsn,20.
Sitting on the mountain was not continual but only one of the practices he was known for.
Ibn 'Arabi: Sufis ofAndalus, I 18, 87, 126.
Junayd's answer is rhat sleep is to be prefened since it is God's gift, independent of the
human will, and his acts towards man. On this point Junayd is exceptionally in agreement
with the principles of drunken Sufism. Others consider sleep as a veil since it is not needed
in Paradise. Both views are supported with miscellaneous, mainly apocryphal, anecdotes.
Hujwiri: Kas hf al-Mahjûb, 352-334.

lbn 'Arabi: Sufts of Andatas, I I I (for praying in the nighq see also p. 140).
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will and even constrain himself to
sleep.6
Finally, we may note here that age does not necessarily set any limitations to
achieving ecstatic states, as is revealed by the following incident:
and thereby held that a novice may sleep at

He had a daughter under one year of age. So influenced was she by his spiritual state
that when the brethren had attended for the Invocation and had formed a large circle,
she would jump down ûom her mother's lap and stand in the middle of the circle on
her legs. At such times ecstasy would overcome her (Ibn 'Anbi).67

3.2. EXPRESSION

If

one wishes to find descriptions of the experience itself, what it is and what it
feels like, the Sufi sources give surprisingly few "direct" descriptions. The
emphasis of the discourse takes its cha¡acter from the more theoretical stages
presented below.

As we have seen before, there is no established, permanent vocabulary to
express the ecstatic experience, and the creation ofsuch terminology cannot take
place without theorisation that is inevitably more or less incommensurable. The
problem is definitely comprehended by the Sufis themselves. The following sayings are athibuted to al-Makki:
Ecstasy does not admit of explanation, because it is a secret between God and the rue
believers. Let men seek to explain it as they will, their explanation is not that secret,
inasmuch as all human power and effort is divorced from the Divine mysteries.68

There is no explanation for the nature of ecstasy (kayfWat al-wajd), for it is a seoet
God among firm believers (al-mu'minin al-mûeinîn).69

of

This is even more the case when the non-linguistic experience is silent in its manifestation and even in its methods. According to Hujwiri, the one who possesses a
state (/rãI), becomes silent in tongue, and its reality is proclaimed in his works
instead. "To ask about bãI is absu¡d, since

fdl is the a¡mihilation of speech."7o
divides the mental reality into apparently distinct sections
in a way that may be misleading or insufficient. Therefore, concentration on the
experience itself diminishes concentration on its expression. Niffari states plainly
The verbal

6
67

realþ

Hujwiri: KashÍal-Malljûb,351-352.
tbn 'Arabi:

Sttf:.s

of Andalas, 109. lowever, ttre end of the story reads: "She died before she

was weaned" (sic).

68
69
70

Hujwiri: Kashfal-Mafujûb,138.
Suhmi,202 (9s);Adab at-nutúk, 134.
Hujwiri: Kashfat-Mahjûb,369-370.
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that "the more the vision (ru'ya) increases, the more the expression ('ibãra) decreas€s."7l The sensitivity of the matter is shown by the fact that the cha¡acter

of

mystical experience may be reversed if the subject concentrates on the discursive
aspect. According to Niffari, if the state of concentration takes place on the verbal
level, it is actually separation.T2
Moreover, language itself is limited in expressing absolute truths because of
its instability. Niffari expresses this quite modem idea sublimely by stating that

'þeople of names are people of shadow".73
But on the other hand, semantic insufñciencies do not put an end to the
discussion, which is allusive in intention. Mystical discourse is essentially nonreaching by character, always tending to point further, One indicator of this is that
Niffari proceeds to declare that it is not only language (kalãm) but also silence
(sazrr) that can function as a veil during the mystical experience.T4
Mystical language operates in a twofold tension field. On the one hand, it is
bound to be insufficient, due to its operation with unlimited and indefinite entities,
the connotations of which a¡e constituted on a subjective basis. And on the other
hand, the terms are nniversal in form: they are the same for all users and recipients, and this common form may easily delude one into thinking that one has
grasped its meaning in its pure or ñ¡ll form. The misleading chamcter of language
is disclosed various times by Niffari in mærims like "expression is a veil" (al'ibãra sitr)t', "speech is a veil" (al-qa'n'I büAÐ76 or "letter is a veil" (al-þarf
þ¡jãb).77

Entanglement in human language and the outlines produced by it also support
the tendency, psychologically very naûral, to project human qualities and one's
o\iln conceptions onto the mystical realþ. Niffad is again well awa¡e of the
danger. His divine subject announces: "My attributes ('aw;ãfr) which a¡e supported by expression ( Tådrø) a¡e in a sense yor¡r attributes".Ts

7l Nitrti:
72

Møwãqif,2E:Z. Ru'ya is for Niffari a w¡de concept that does not imply actual visual

apparitions.

Nitrari: Mawõqif,33:3{. "How long will you be concentrated by nothing but words
(oryãt)2 [...J If you

73
74
75
76
77
?8

are concenEated by other than Me, you are separated so long as you are

concentrated."

Nitrari Mm'ãqif,67 10.,Êl

J.l .r-. fr J¡l

Nitran: Man',ãqif,28l0.The experience in this case is'vision' (ru'ya).
Nitran: Mawãqif,Z8.3.
Nitrari:

.:- ;r¡,-tt

Mau,ãqif2}ji.

Nitrarl: Møvãq{, 55'2,67.2.
Nitrari: Mørãqi{ 55:18.
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Alaþtical Expression

"|trc whole Sufi discourse takes place in some kind of relation to the mystical
experience, in the broad sense of the term. In order to find a description in which a
case ofactual ecstasy, an actual ecstatic experience, has been designated analyti-

cally, one should first unravel wbat "ecstasy" is in A¡abic, regardless of Sufism,
and then proceed by differentiating the symbolic terms in Sufi terminology (and
there are about a dozen of themT). This is, however, a very tricþ question. It is
in fact doubtfr¡l whether there ever \¡/as any literal discussion about "ecstasy" in
Arabic before the era of Sufism.
Besides, the whole question is perhaps formulated inaccurately. If the inner
states have no fixed criteria of identþ, the hunt for "exact equivalents" will
remain frr¡itless. And to be more exact: to what oîe should look for an equivalent?
Should the starting-point be the Greek Ëxmqors? Or perhaps the Syriac temhõ?
If this be the case, we are fortunate to have access to the portions of the

oldest surviving manuscript of the A¡abic New Testament, Mt. Sinai A¡abic
Codex l5l, which dates back to 867 AD, slightly predating or¡r Sufi corpus. The
fact that it was translated from Syriac by a man who could make comparisons
with the Greek original,so actually provides us with the Arabic equivalent of both
Ëxorqors and temhã. Perhaps a liüle surprisingly, the translator chose to translate
temha (ixoroorg) a5 sahw, lhe basic meaning of which is 'inattentiveness',
'absent-mindedness'. But does this choice tell of the equivalence of concepts or of
the difficulty faced by the tanslator? The usual classical Arabic usage ofsaåw in
fact refers more to inattention in the sense of negligence than to ecstatic states.
Fortunately, the text is provided with a note, most likely by the translator himselfl

where we are given an analytical definition of the mystical experience that is
expressed by ëxoraorg in Greek, temhã tn Syriac, and sahw in Arabic:
it makes the person free from his thoughs which generally come to him; and it gathers
all his though! and snatches his mind, and he sees distant absent matters as though they
a¡e near and present. And this is like the absent-mindedness (saåw) which fell upon
A.dam and Abraham.Sl

79
80

8l

These include sukr, wajd, íurb, dlnwq, 'adhb, sanã',fana', ghøyba,jadhba hãl, ghalaba,
lum'a-depnding on the context and the Fadition of interpretation.

The transtator BiSr ibn al-Sini an Eas Syrian, madc the translation in Damascus during
Ramadan, 253 AH (867 AD). His knowledge of Greeþ as well as his extensive knowledge
of theology, and even of Greek mythology, is apparent from the remarks in the margins,
which are most probably by him.

r:r[et¡¡o¡+, uJl 'r<¡ ù^ t3Jr:- úl ...ll :--*úl .{-lL

uj¡¿
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According to the defìnition, the experience consists of four characteristic features:
(1) discharge of ordinary discursive mental activity, (2) a concentrating effect, (3)
a sense of the mOre rapid, smoother motion of Consciousness, as I see the basic
idea ofbeing snatched, and (a) the prophetic quality ofclairvoyance. The defini-

tion is, ofcourse, focused on the prophetic cha¡acter ofthe particular experience
in question (Acts 10:10). It may also be asked whether the giver of the description
really knows of ecstasy from his own experience or whether he derived the
qualities by reasoning (most likely) or from some other sor¡rce. But in any case
the very decision to attach an explanation is already an indication of the difftculty
faced by the translator here.

The choice of sahw, however, did not gain permanent acceptance in the
Christian tradition, neither did it gain favour in the Sufi parole - even though it
would have provided a nicely rhyming counterpart lo ;aþw, 'sobriety'. In the later
version of the Arabic Biblesz Ërorsots is fanslated as ghayba, which in its most
literal sense denotes absence; the most recent translations have ghaybúba, a word
often translated as 'trance', or a whole sentence ghíbtu'an wa'yî,"I went offfrom
my consciousness", the closest classical parallel to which in the present classical
corpus is Junayd's ghqba 'an hãll,literally "absence from my state"' but to be
translated simply 'ecstasy'.83 The Arabic version of Isaac of Nineveh has a very
good equivalent for temhã, the A¡abic dhuhûl which signifies 'perplexity' ,'daze' ,
;stupor', 'amazement', but this cgncept does not occur in Sufi voCabul"ty.Sa
Moreover, the Oxford Dictionary gives three Arabic equivalents for ecstasy, all
different from the ones above: ibtihãi, the primary meaning of which is literally
' joy' , ¡arab, an expression of strong emotion, either joy or sorroraÉs, and naiwa,
â.'.ål-tl .*itltS

¡ilill

;¡.¡rll .¡¡.!l ,¡¡¡d¡!

:L!JJ o¿tSil C+-- Ca+¿

.
Ambic Cod* I5l II' 25'
t+¡>rl¡ ¡rl .J. ¡i¡ !¡jJl r{-Jl+ '..':' r:r3 '}-/r Sinai
Ëxorsots
occurs in
õ'y Sù"i, ão.l rtr. same choice(saåw) is atso made when

<ïruirilution
as in
tess ecsatic cont€xts (Acts 3:10). In I l:5 and 22;'¿7 tte concept of ecsøsy is omitted'

82

83
84
85

the Peshitta

The early history of the Arabic ranslations of the New Testament is somewhat obscure, but
the vcrsiãn edited by Staal was hardly the first one. The documented versions include the 9th
manuscripts
-loth century Jewijh versions of the Old Testament, as well as the l6th-century
ofboth testaments in St. Petersburg, and the Arabic versions included in lTth-century Paris
since
and London polyglots. The Arabic manuscripts have not been exhaustively investigated
of
the
printed
edition
first
The
criticism.
textual
for
they are not'".ong the most relevant
¡oui. sibl" was published in Rome in 16?1, followed by hotestant (London, 1822) and
catholic reprints. I have used a reprint ofthe lgth<entury Protestant edition.
Junayd: Kitãb al'fanã',79iZaehner 1960, 219.

of Isaac by tshaq 'Atallah' The version is
points
of the discourse ¿¡re a¡nong the sections
most
ecstatic
the
in
fact
abbreviaæd, and

The ranslation is a more recent version
omined. Isþaq al-Suryãni'. Naskiyyãt' 18.

This peculiar mode of expression is typical of tbe Semitic languages, especially Arabic,
portaying the inænsity of feeling, not its 'colour', resulting in two opposite meaningS.
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which seems to be the least symbolic and therefore perhaps the most anal¡ical
concept ofthe three.
However, the Glossary of sufi Technicar rerms by al-easani does not mention any of these! Naíwa, in facL neve¡ did become a pan of sufi vocabulary. This
can be illustated with the example given by E. Homerin. The first verse is an
original secula¡ poem composed by the legendary wine poet Abu Nuwas (d. gl3),
and the second version is from euiayri, who quotes it in the chapter on saåw
and

sub.

Ii naiwøõní wa-lín-nudmãn i wãþidatwt
Éay' un klru¡ gtu

lî

bihl baynalwmú wahdi.86

sak ratãn í w a - I i n - ntd¡¡fan Í

w ãþ

idarur

Say'ut khugigtu bihí baynahumú wabdí.81
To me two ¡nloxications,to my companions one,
by this I am marked among them alone.

Therefore, .rz,b is more technical and as such fits sufi discourse better than
naswa. However, there is no actual reâson to suggest thzt naiwa should be considered as the most exact Arabic equivalent of ecstasy. The whole idea of having
exact signs for indefinite entities, such as ecstasy as a mental phenomenon, is in
fact a logical impossibility. perhaps the most reasonable solution is to acknowledge the incommensr¡rability of the signs of the concept of ecstasy and leave the
very possibility of anal¡ical sigrrification in brackets.
As for the practice, the English tanslations of suñ texts customarily tanslate

wajd as'ecstasy', yet it must be borne in mind that its basic meaning is that of
existing and being found. The clea¡est exception here is Niffari, who ofren
employs wajd in the more general sense of experiencing oneself or God; Arberry

as 'experience', but sometimes as .ecstasy'. often
both possibilities would make perfect sense.88 In any case, the fact that wajd is
used as a symbol of ecstasy indicates the notion that in mystical experience the
therefore usually translates

it

true nature of existence is encountered. Reality, for sufis, is existential,Bg and
existence is experiential.

86

Abü Nuwãs: Dìwãn, 180.

87

Qutayri: Risãlq 71. Translation according to Homerin t994, l9l.
Cf. Niffari: Mapaqtl 3:4,7:2, ll:17, l3:7 (here Arberry's translation .ecstasy' does not
really fit the context), 17: l, 2, 4, 6; I B: 13, 68: l.

88

E9

"Existential" in the theistic context does not imply alienation but a stress on (the active use
of) free will and personal responsibility, and particularly a tendency ro view passionate
commitment as a prerequisite for tsue existence (as in the case of Kierkegaard in Avslutande
ovetens kap I ig efers b ft [C onc htding IJnsc ient ifi c p ostscriptJ, 2:2-3).
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The conesponding verb wajada may be used of the emergence of the relation
between the subject and the experience. Consequently, an expression like yaii
90 ."y be understood as a continuum
dûna (fi 'asrãrihim kañmãt wa-mØ,)ãhib)
of the three basic meanings: 'they find, 'they encounler' and 'they experience'
(favours and gifts in their inmost being). But the connotation with waTd introduces
an evident nua¡rce ofecstasy into the expression, that ofecstatic experience.

Besides waj4 Nicholson also adjoins to the category of terms "more or less
equivalent to ecstasy" ghayba ('absence'), iadhba ('atûaction'), þõl ('state',
,emotion').91 The strong ecstatic nuance of jadhba is evident from the use of the
sfrme root in the passive participle (majdhúb) to refer to the possessed and lunatics. The fi¡nctiOn of these temrs in the discourse, however, is more active in the
category of interpretation Hãl is in fact an anal¡ical term for "state in general"

which could, however, be understood as a symbolic and specific term when used
ofa single ecstatic experience (and translated'ecstasy'). In principle a single [ã/
could be expressed by the nomen unitatis hãla,but this grammatical possibility
has seldom been utilised in the actual discourse.92
Cruiously enough, one could even suggest that Sufi Arabic lacks an actual
equivalent for 'ecstasy', since all the potential candidates seem to have a wider or

more symbolic range of meanings than the English word 'ecstasy', and in any
case considerably different from the Greek Ërorqors. This, however, is not to
deny the possibility of anal¡ical expression which may take place in two ways: as
parlance ttrat is anal¡ical in intention or as discussion that is analytical in content
(components). In the former case the author intends to describe the experience as
objectively and exactly as he is able, and the latter deserves to be called anal¡ical
due to the discloswe of the psychological characteristics which a¡e after all the
most objective information we have, even though it is often presented through the
elements of symbolic expression. Moteover, the fwo often overlap in the discoufse.

Since we are dealing with religioas and mystical experience, not just any
ecstatic phenomenon, some criteria should be elaborated for the differentiation of
supematural experiences from other emotional peaks. The Sufi texts and the
Arabic language in general, however, lack the concept of "supernatural", which
would be useful in this respect.g3 But does the lack of a sign imply the lack of a

90
9l
92
93

E.g. Kalabadhi: Kitãb

al-Ta'arru[,5]; Arberry: Dætrine of the stf¡s' 66.

Nicholson 1914,59.
E.g. Kalabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'orruf,,62.

The lack is at least partly due to the struch¡re ofthe Semitic languages, which lack prefixes
l||r.e super- or tvwr- familiar from the lndo-European languages. The Greek word 'supernatural, (ünep$uîs, ünrepQrrotxoç), a combination of tryper + physin, has an equivalent in
Syriac:

r(-t*r ¡ \J

(e.g' Brock: Second Part,2Ù:l).
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concept? Does the idea of the "supematural" lie behind the actual expressions?
The discourse may give the impression that the differentiation between the two
things is indeed lacking, and the reader with a "westem" approach should outline

the division from his own presuppositions - in the following quotation the line
between natural emotion and mystical ecstasy would be somewhere between

'grief and'vision':
Ecstasy (wajd) is a sensation which encounten the heart, whether it be fear, or grief, or
the vision of some fact of the futurc life, or the reveladon of some sate bet rreen mar,
and God (KalabadhD.g4

From Jilani's analysis of ecstatic experience we may note that it may be by nature
joy (surúr) or sono$/ (I.t*n).95 Moreover, he describes feat (lchawfl, confirsion,
bewildemrent (hayra) and shame (ta'assuJ) as varieties of ecstasy.g6 The quality
of pleasure (qurrat al-'ryn) is mentioned by Niffari.9z The quality of the joyous
pleasure of ecstasy is also described as irtiyãþ, 'satisfaction', 'delight',gE or with
the almost synonymous concept mut'a,'enjoyment', .pleasure'.99 In other words,
any motion when strong enough may be ecstatic.

similarly, the mystical influence may make is recipients happy (as'adahum)
or w¡etched (aíqãhum), and give rise to a sense of intimacy or of despair.
eu5ayri
states that "the va¡ieties of the acts of the Truth cannot be counted, and details of
its acts cannot be explained or recounted."loo 1h" multiple number of possible
emotional contents for the ecstatic experience is actually the main reason for the
non-existence ofa semantically exact sign for ecstasy.
However, the idea of ecstasy surpassing the natural may be found in the sufi
texts at the points where the discou¡se indicates that experience is not willed nor
purposed.¡0t The aspect ofinvoluntariness is regarded as one ofthe basic qualities

of the mystical experience, and therefore we may consider the criterion of
"supematural" as being constructed in relation to the will of man.

94

Kalabadhi: Kitab al-Ta'arruf,,82; Arberry: Doctrine of the Sufu,106.

95

Jilani: Si'r al-Asrãr, I lE; Secrct of Secreß, E9. Here Jilani is quoting Junayd.

the

96

Jilani: Si'r al-Asrãr, 120: Secret of Secrets, 92.

97

E.g. Niffari: Mukhatabû, 9:2.

98

Quiayri: Risãla,331; Principles of suîsn,345. The meaning of irtiyãþ is altogether equivaleît to Sytiac neyãbã: 'pleasure, relaxation, delight'.

99

Junayd: K it ãb al-fanã', 79, 80.

t00 ,Si f¡
c¿r t¡J.å¡t ,J4 ;L rr . .¡*

l0¡

Early Islamic lþstrcis¡¡, I18.

L+¡ r-.--,

:

rJr*il

¿l¡i.,

erßayri:. Risã1a,66;

E.g. Jilani's differentiation of 'psychic ecstasy' (al-*ajd al-nafsãni¡rya)
sy' (al-wajd al-rûbã"tWa) rn Sirr al-Asrãr, ll9; Seuet of Secreß,9O.

nd'spiritual

ecsta-
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Despite all the problems of anal¡ical expressioq it is possible to differentiate
in Sufi texts, if not exact tems, at least descriptions that are anallical in intendon.t02 Yet they have a constant tendency to tu¡n into speculation and drift away
from the mechanisms of expression to those of interpretation.
Often in that condition, one becomes unconscious of sense a¡d mental perceptions so
that one knows neither what is said nor what one says, and that is intoxication (szÞ).
(al-Sabbagh)l03
The anestation (,ftãård) appears, and the atûestâtions pass away, the-se¡ses depart, and
sincerity is abolished. (Y"td-iy.t .on""*ing the presence of GoQlo4

The analytical descriptions chart the various qualities of the experience, the most
basic of which are present in the discourse more or less implicitly (the most
explicitly expressed qualities are mainly the emotional ones described above),
subject to our meta-interpretation. Since all the basic activity of the human mind
is intentional, one of the main cha¡acteristics of ecstasy is correspondingly a
certain vitality. The concept of ecstasy may be seen as an abstraction for the
result of the process that functions as a kind of stimulus for the prevailing content

of mind, and for this reason one of the most analfical signs for ecstasy is that of

'motion' (haralca), a fi¡nctional overall term covering all emotional va¡iants of
ecstasy. "When the spiritual motions (al-harakãt al-rûhãniyya'¡ prevail in the soul,
the ecstasy (u,ajd) is true and spirin¡al.'Ios Jilani divides the ecstatic phenomenon
into ten 'motions', the last of which is signified as 'alteration' (tagha¡Yur), a terrn

which potentially covers most of the field of ecstasy though seldom used.l6
The intensity of experience is shown by the fact that physical conEol, will
and the abilify to make choices disappear in 'spiritual ecstasy'. Jilani compares
tlre effects of û'ue ecstasy with 'fever' (hummã), which keeps the body under its
control so that one cannot avoid physical reactions.l0T
The non-conceptual natüe of the experience already implies that one of its
main characteristics is inmediacy. Niffa¡i suggests that a genuine experience can
be achieved not by aiming to attain it (i.e. the state which is in the first place a
102 E.g. 'In that moment you

see no above or below, mastership or discipleship, or even yor¡rself, which is nearer to you than all else' Rumi: FjåÈza-Fil¡i (discoune 24)' 186.

f
|

03 Sabbagh: Wticat Teachings (Durrat at-Asrar), 145.
04 K.l"brdhi : Kitãb al-Ta' arrd I 04; Arberry : Doctlne of the Sdr,, 137 .

105 Jilani: Sin al-Asrar, 120 Secret of Secreß, 91.
106 Jilani, Sirr al-Asrãr, 120: cf. Secret of Secrets,92. The ten modes of erstasy (wajd) are l.
affection of the heart (mayt al-qalb),2. remembrance of God,3. reading of the Qur'an,4.
weeping (bakkâ),5. paill, (ta'allun),6. fear (khawfl,7. sorrow (þuzn)' 8. shame (la'assu/)
and perplexþ (þcyra),9. isolation (tajarrud) and support (rzs. ra), 10. inner and outer âlteration (taghayyur).

107 Jilaoi: Sirr al-Asrãr, ll9-120; Secret ofsecras,

9l'
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verbal concept) but only by orienøting oneselftowards the direct experience (i.e.
God himself). "You desire either me or waq¡þ, or the stnpe (hay,a) of waqlþ. But
if you want me, you üe in waqlh."loS
Qu5ayri has several descriptions of mystical experiences that are anal¡ical in
intention. The quality of totality is expressed in an unequivocal way: ..'when
effacement (maþw) comes to dominate a persor! he has no knowledge, no reason,
no understanding, and no sense."log The physical part has no ability to make
choices and is void of power.llO when one is seized (ístawtã'¡ by the experience,
one does not experience (yaihadu) identity ('oyr)ttl, 'vestige' (athar),impression
(rasm) or remains Qala|) of oneself or of others, and this happens through the
'cessation of one's perception of oneself (zawãl ihsãsihi binafsihi) and of other
beings ofthis world.l12 The use ofcertain verbs also suggests several interesting
features: QuÈayn employs the word mukhtatif, from the root KH-T-F, already
familia¡ to us from syriac metatheology, to describe one's disappea¡ance from
among the created as 'being snatched away' when'overpowered' (istøwlã)by a
greater 1¡rr"".l 13

Totality, as a total concentration, is in fact also a prerequisite for an ecstatic
mystical experience, which by definition can hardly be only a partial aspect of
consciousness.

Niffa¡i expresses this idea in his enigmatic fashion by stating: ..if

you see other than Me, you do not see Men.l ¡4
one way of signi&ing the exFaordinary character of consciousness during
the ecstatic experience is to employ the quality of 'rapidity' (szr.a), which
expresses the intoxic¿ting aspect in a very functional way.lls The parlance on the
smooth character of the experience also functions to express the idea that one of
the aspects of the experience is the loss of control of ordinary consciousness. In
mystical experience one is "reconciled with one's own self, utterly removed from
sensation (iåsas¡".tt6 According to Niffa¡i, 'cause' (sabab) and 'relationship'

108 ¡¡6¿r'¡. Møwãqil l8:t.
109
.r* J.r ¡¡, !¡ JL )r

+ )t¡ J*lt {+L Jtilt ¿tS tj! t-ij eulayri: Risã1a,64.
ll0 rt."1, ô¡j
r..+lJ ui:: )lrJilani: Sirr al-Asrãr,ll9;Særet ofsecreu, 90.
I I I 'Ayn,
literally'eye', is sometimes used in the sense of .core', .substance', .self. The present

case is translated 'vision' by Sells in Earþ Islamic Mysticism, l2O. Atso, .personalþ' or
'individuality'might not be out ofthe quesrion.

12 qßayri: rR¡sa/a, óE.
¡13 qulayri' Risãta,66.
I

lla
I

15

l¡6

Niffari, Mqu,ãqiÍ,S:2.¿;
Kalabodhi:, Kitãb

J a¡É ¿el¡ ¡!

at-Ta'arraf,6l; Arberry: Doctrirc of the Sufu,79.

qus"y.i, Risã1a,66...r
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a description indicating the absolute
(nasab) are cut off during the experience
¡7
totality of the ecstasy.¡
Nifiari also discloses the quality of tranquillity by defining the term saliína
as 'ecstasy in Me' (al-wajd biya). Saldna is in both form and in meaning the
Arabic form of the Hebrew
,'(divine) presence'. In the psychological
sensed
as something that 'esiablishes' (athbata)
wajd
may
be
reality this kind of
.effaces' (mahã).ttÛ Close to this comes the quality of amenþ which is open-

nl'fq

or

ed in the discourse by the use of the word na Trn ('bliss', 'comfort', 'ease'¡.119
The aspect of warmth (horarò in the ecstatic experience is emphasised by

¡i1-¡.t20 He combines the qualities of warmth and uncontollability in the following analytical description:
The psyche (¡qß) is unable to obsuuct/hinder it, since these motions overpower the
physical motion, like that of fever; and when the fevcr.prcvails, the psyche becomes
ioó weak to contol it and it has no choice u¡ ¡t"¡ ¡¡t¡s.l2l

The intentionality of Sufi ecstasy is evident since the experience may contain an
element of yeaming, which may even be regarded as the basic mode of the Sufi
experience. Especially Junayd describes the ecstatic experience as a frrious longhg, as a God-given 'thirst' (zhama) for God. "Their (sense of¡ loss distresses
them, and their (sense of) finding (God) humbles them as they yeam and ache for

him, longing for him in ecstasy."l2z
Sufi ecstasy may also have a consuming, even violent character, since a
"being offlesh cannot endure the appearance" ofthe power ofexperience-I23 This
quality may be described as pain (ta'allum) and torment (lat+,'a) in the inner heart
(fu'Aû,'passion' (gharùm\ in the innermost conscience (damîr), and 'inconvenience' (inzi'ãj) in the subconscious çba¡fi.r24
And finally, we may make a rema¡k conceming the relationship between the
mystical experience and sleep. Nanely, Niffari hints at the possibility of continu-

ll7 ¡¡6.¡' Mukhã!abãt,36.4.
I l8 Niffäti' Mautãstl,54: l-2. Arberry translates wajdhete as 'experience'.
ll9 ¡¡6.t'¡. Møu,ãStl,67:12-13, whcre Niffari in fact denies the value of the experience

in

question.

t20

l2l

Jilani, Sin al-Åsru,l20 &cret of secreß, 91.
hlani: Sirr al-Asrãr, 120; Secret ofsecreß,

9l-

i'r¡. ¡.r' ¡¡J r¡'1"*¡ lJ¡J t+h¡¡t¡r¡a ¡i
(ËJr .+¡ll !¡ ¡¡r-t :- lwayd, Kitab al-fanã', 82: Zaelner 1960, 223.
123 a¡r¡åJt úr Lr J¡J¡ J.L .t'-. L -:tlj ðrÉ t (Literatly'appearance of the Real Sovereigr-

122 GJ

ty'.) Qu$ayri: Risãla,62. For the physiological manifestations, see p. 267 ff.

124 qu5ayri: Risãla,212; Principtes of &tfnm,l7?; Jilani: Sin al4srãr, l2Q; Secret of fuÛets,
92.
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ance of the experience while asleep, which seems to be a somewhat ideal case. He
refers to sleeping 'in the vision' of God,l2s vision being for him a general temr for
the mystical experience, and in a more cryptic passage, he refers to sleeping under

the divine assistance or while weeping.l26 Nitra,ri also requires purity of
drea¡ns.¡27

32.2. Symbolic Expression

when attempting to depict a single experience, one soon ends up using symbols
derived fiom the sensible world. symbolic expressions operate in various ways.
Firstly, they may describe the experience itself as if it \ryere a sepa¡ate object:
these include, for example, the images of flame, wine or cup. secondly, symbolic

expression may portray the influences

of the experienc€ on the subject on an
analogous basis: these include'drunkenness' (sub) and'fever' (hummã).
eusayri
uses the symbol of 'melting' (tadhwîb) to represent the psychic sense of diffrdence and bashfulness during the experience.l2s Thirdly, the focus may be on the
relatíon between the subject and the experience, the most important being .tast-

ing' (dhawq), 'drinking' (Surå) and 'hearing' (samã). Tasting can be focused as
'sweetness' ('adhb or þalãwa)t?g, or ecstasy can be signified as 'nourishment'
Qa'dm) with the aid of analogy.l3o In addition, touching and smelling ¿ue mentioned at least by Hujwiri,¡3! and the image of 'seeing' is actually the basic category of mystical apprehension in Niffari's discouse, where its wide usage implies
that it has little if anything to do with actual visual apparitions.l32 And finally, the
symbolic expressions may indicate the contribution of the causa eficiens behind
the experience as, for exarnple, 'favours' (karãmA) and 'gifts' (mawãhib).l33

125 Niffari: Mukhãtabat,30:13.
126 Niffari: Mukhalabãt, 13:6.
127 ¡¡¡¡a'¡- Mutthõ¡abãt, 34:8.
f28 qos"yti, Rßãta,277.
129 qßayri: RisãIa, 152,222; Principles of Suþn,96,2}E.Tirmidhi's
ness in Radtke

experiences

of sweet-

& O'Kane 1996,22, ¡80.

130 J¡lani: Sirr al-Asrã¡,120.
úÉr-.lt ¡r.t .¡ ¡Jt - "Ecstasy is the meal of loven (of God)'.
Hujwiri: Kashf at-Mahjúä,406. He explains lines from a poem by Abu Nuwãs (,Give me
drink to drink and tell me it is wine. Do not give it me in secret, when it can be given

l3l

t32

t¡3

openly'') as follows: Let my eye see it and my hand touch it and my palate taste it and my
nose smell it [...]
E.E. Nitrari: Mutùatabãt,

4:l l,

7

i2o.

E.g. Kalabadhi: Kirab at-Ta'arruf,

fana',79.

5l; Arberry:

Doctrine of the Sulìs,ó6; Junayd:

Kitãb al-
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These signs hint at the given natr¡re of the experience a¡rd therefore contain a
certain interpretative element.
The expressions conceming the natu¡e and characteristics of the experience
are often anal¡ical in intention but symbolic in content. The aspect of warmth is
expressed with the symbol of fire (nlir), one of the most common symbols.l34
Ecstasy is a flarrl.e (lahîb) which sprinç up in the secret heart (asrãr), and appears out
of longing, and at that visitation (wãrid) the members are stirred either to joy or grief

(al-Nur1.l3s
Whoever [.. .] knows the ecstasy (]r/¿/d) in Me, and departs from it and is tranquil in his
departing - for him I kindle a solitary fire (nãr mt{Êada) (Niffari).lro

The symbol of light (núr) is referred.to by Jilani, the subject of whose narrative
contemplates light $rith the "two eyes of the heart" and becomes luminous
(níìrãní¡rya) himself and is enlightened. (munawwar) in the same light.l37 Also, in
Timridhi's experience "the hea¡t is filled with the wonders of lights". The symbol¡" o"¡*rl3E of the light in question is illusüated in his statement that those who
receive supematural speech receive sound as ltgå1, "utterances in the form of

ligh¡'.lle
The analogy of drinking produces fi.¡rther images such as 'cups' (a/rwãå).lao
According to Qu5ayri, the experience both'gives drink' (saqd) and'makes drunk'
(aslcara).tat Dnmkenness is a state of mind that is exüaordinary in character, yet
not in any sense ultimate. As Qu5ayri puts iÇ "a person who is drunk Sãhib alsulr) can be feeling good (mabsíit\ even though he does not attain the full share of
his drunkenness."l42 Drunkenness also makes one forget and lose one's will.l43
Due to the rich derivative faculties of Arabic, there is a word for the one whose
134 For

instance, the divine subject of Niffari dectares: "Who indicaæs (datla) the veil (hijãb),
for him I have raised the fire of union (nar al-wu;ul)." Niffari: Mukhãtabõt, 34l.l .

135 Kalabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'arruf,,82; Arberry: Dætrine of the Suf;s, 106. Cf. Smith 34 (cit.
Attar : Tadhki r at al- A w I

i a, ä).

136 Nitrari' Mawaqil55:59.

ll7

E.g. lilani: Sirr a!-Asrãr,9}; Secret of Seuets, 56.

138 'Iïe "symbolic nature" here, of

course, results from our "empirical" perspective; a mystic
whose world-view is stn¡ctured from the spiritual dimension would rather present the material light as metaphorical if compared with the Eternal Divine Ligbt. See al-Ghazali: Miíkãt
al-amrãr,55 (tr. 57).

139 ¡u¿g" ¿ O'Kane 1996, lEO, I15. The same image fi¡nctions in both directions:
can be taken as a symbol ofan entity ofnon-verbal information.

¡¿o

E.B.

Niflari: Mulúa¡abõt,l:3.
Risala, 66 Earty Islanic Mysticism, ll8.

14l Qdayri:

142 qusa¡i: Risãla,7l.
143 Rudtk. & o'Kane 1996, 184.
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drunkenness is to some extent self-induced,, mutasãHr, 'would-be-drunk'. In

parlance

it

l{

{+¡

sufi

has been defined as the one "whose oncoming has not completely
taken him over, so that he still has access to his senses".l&
Drink may be identified with love. This is especially true in poeticar lanBuBe, but also in prose one may partake of the "pure drink of the cup of His love
(wadd¡.-tts Yahya ibn Mu'adh claims: "I am drunk from the long draught I drank
from the cup of his love (mahabba).-t46
The symbols may also be combined in seemingly illogical ways - by
connecting fiery and liquid images, for example. The mystical experience is said
to 'inflame' (ahraqa) one's heart (qalb) so that the subject partakes of the "drink
(.ízrå) of the cup (Èa 's) of His love-. 147
The aspect ofuncontrollability in the experience has led to its being signed
with the symbol ghalaba, which literally means 'conquest' or'victory,. However,
Arberry translates it as 'overmastery' and Nicholson as 'rapture'. According to
Kalabadhi, it means a certain force of feal, shame, reverence or the like which
controls the subject for a short time, after which he retums to his origina¡ rtate.la8
'Inspiration' might firnction as a dynamic translation.
The consuming quality of the experience may be described on the symbolic
level as a 'sting' (ladgha) in the heart or, using the imagery of heat, as .fires,
(nlrãn) blazing in the hea¡t.lae
The quality of tanquillity (saliîna) is fi.¡¡ther developed by Niffari, who
expr€sses it on the symbolic level with the symbol of a'gate' (åãå).'Tranquillity
is that you enter to me through the gate.'150 The limited duration of the experience and its dependence on the subject's choice is expressed as'entering' and
'departing' from the gate. In this respect the'gate' refers to the beginning and end

¿t-

upl*Il

Is I am ic Ìulyst ic is n,

145 quSa¡i:

¿¡S'.¡ rrl¡Jt

.¡¡:*.

r.¡

124-125.

Risata, 327;

çlJl ;ír ..:

rt

Qu3ayri: Risãla,

7l;

Earty

Prirciples ofSnfisn,339..r¡ .riS ¿- 9.¡,r ¡:

The concept of wadd is somewhat wider than maþabba, for it covers the meanings 'affection', 'amity' and 'friendship'.

t46 qusuyri, Risã1a,325;PrinciplesofSttfsn,335.r:*.*ls,J- ¿+-É L
14? qusuyti'

Risãta, 327; Principtes

f48 K.l.b"dhi: Kitõb

ãJ¡s

ú- srs-

of Stfrln, 339.

al-Ta'arruf,83-E5; Arberry, Dættine of the Sufrs, 108-ll0; Hujwiri:

Kashf al-Mahjib. I E4. It is interesting to nolÊ úat ghalaba does occur in the Arabic version
of Sahdon4 where it is accurately ranslated by Halleux as 'la victoire', Sahdona: Oeuwes
spirinelles IV,p. 104.
¡

49 qutayti,

Risãla, 202; Principles of Sttftsn, 177 . The emphasis of the context indicates that
fue does not here represent warmth but painful rapture.

150 N¡fft¡i' MnrãstÍ,54:3.
-LJr

ù.;t JÀt:

¿i i:*s-rr
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of the experience.lsl Likewise, lhe masters of mystical knowledge who enter with
cogrrition ('ilm) arecalled 'masters of gates' (açtøb al-abwãb).rs2
Symbols, however, arc apt to be interpreted in diverse ways, which tends to
direct the emphasis of the discourse towa¡ds refinement of the fomrs of expression, which more or less meâns deparnue from the actual experience in the mental
reality towa¡ds even more colourfr¡l symbols úat may, by gaining inherent value,
occupy an independent position in the discourse. Then the discoruse has moved to
the category of interpreøtion.

Perhaps the most ambiguous concepts in this sense are the expression of
'annihilation' (fanã) and all analogous or metaphorical descriptions related to
such as 'iron melting in fire' or 'light in light'. As symbolic expressions these are
more forceful than the previous cases - again a featr¡re which leads the discussion
towards the category of interpretation. In principle these expressions may be
understood either as (a) descriptions of experiences of a similar kind, albeit bolder
in the form of expression only, or (b) descriptions of experiences similar in natu¡e
but stronger in effect, or (c) descriptions of experiences that a¡e of an entirely
different character but the difference is not efficiently reflected on the verbal

it

level. And moreover, in the actual discourse they usually seem to function

as

theological statements without actual reference to the subject's factual experience.
Fufher reasoning on the question of the relationship between such expressions
and (psychic) reality is prevented by the lack ofobjective criteria.
Not all symbols necessarily have an anal¡ical quallty as their counterpalt:
they may be based on a theological firnction, for example. 'Shimmer' (lum'a), one
of the most beautiful symbols, may be used either because of the enlightening
quatlty sensed in the experience or it may be derived from God's attribute of light,
which in turn may precondition the whole process by causing the mystic to
suppose that the experience of Him is inevitably enlightened or illuminating in
nature. However, Qu5ayri considers the following statement by "a certain sheikh"
as a description of 'evident ecstasy' (waid zhùhi): "shimmer glimmering with a
language deprived of normal discernment".I53
Arabic discourse is often cha¡acterised by the tendency to allow the choice
vocabulary be poetically orientated even in prose parole. Most authors a¡e fond

of
of

choosing terms that rþme, as with Qu5ayri's use of the words isfl ?å (encompassing), ßtighrãq (immersion) and. istihlãk (extinction) that describe the relation

15¡

Nitrari: Mawaqif, 54:4, 7 l:1.

152 Niftti' Mawaqif,54:,5.
153 qtßuy.i, Risãla, 316. Von Schlegell translates 'tongue of one who is taken away from
normal modes of discernment'' (Principles of Sufisn, 323). The original, however, is more
poetical: lun'a lama'at bi-lisõn ma'khûdh 'an al-tamy'a al-ma'hud
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between the subject and his experience.l54 Moreover, the exact choice of words is
often adjusted by homiletic means as in the case of Qusayri's hyperbole: "If I was

without ecstasy, I would die of yearning."lss
The Sufis discussed the topic of mystical experience from such manifold
aspects that we may also inquire whether they produced signs that a¡e able to
frmction as negative symbols, expressing the non-experience of ecstasy? And
indeed, there is a symbol arising naturally from the oriental cultural context, that
of the veil (hijãb or sifr), one of the most common symbols in a[ Sufi discourse,
and therefore a wide field of functions a¡e attibuted to it. Principally it may
sigrúry any hindrance between man and God with which one veils oneself from
the divine reality,l56 and therefore it may ultimately be anything but God Himself:
even his 'service' ('íbãda), 'veneration' (ta'zhtn) or'vigion' (ru'ya) are veils in
this perspect¡n".ls7 Due to this breadth of meaning, however, the image of veiling
may be used even to refer to the quality of totality of the experience. Niffari's
semantic movements on the symbolic level are at times somewhat cryptic, but in
the following the idea is clear: all sensual experience and rational thought is a veil
over the mystical experience.
Experience (wajd) of what is otl¡er than Me is a veil over ecstasy (rva7d) in me;
according to the intensþ of the veil over experience of Me, the manifestations
(bùdiyùù wall take hold of you, wbether you belong to them or nq¡ I 58

According to some ntaxirns, the greatest veil is man's own personality, his 'self
(nafù.tse On the other hand, since God in his almightiness is behind all, the veils
may be taken as something prepared and given by Him, which alone justifies the
use of symbols such as 'veil of ligh'.t60 But the 'veil' is also used in a way that
justifies us in considering it as a negative symbol of mystical experience. Niffa¡i
explicitly refers to the veil as the opposite of ecstasy: if one fails to accept the

¡54 qulayri:

Risala,

63,73.

155 qosayti, RisãIa. 223. Von Schlegell actually

tra¡rslates the s€ntence (funn bi-ta wajd¡,
al-havQ in a more logical way: "Without ecstasy I would ¿larosl have died from
love;' (Principles ofSufan,209). The original is superior in beauty.
'amútu min

t56

See

Niffari: Mø,ãqif,64:1, 26:14, 68:

13.

157 Niff*i, Man õqf, 55:28-29.
158 Niff*ir Mukhãtabãt,l:23. Arberry's canslation, which t tend to fotlow, here gives'experience' for each occurrence of wajQ yet I sugt€st the possibility of'ecstasy' in the second
case, lt is not completely unusual for Niffari to use the same word in the same sentence with
two difrerent references, a kind of word play enjoyed by others as well (e.g. Jilani: .S¡rr a/asrãr,86).

t59

E.g. Qu5a¡i: Risãla, 152; Principles of Sttftsn,97.
160 E.g.Ghazali: MrJ&ôr, chapter 3:3.
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qualities of genuine experience, one will be nrled by the qualities of the veil.l6l
This implies that both realities exist by their qualities - and in them alone, a
modem positivist might add.
Nitrari directs the symbolisation fi¡rther by calling the veil (htjãb) in turn a/balã', a term which may signiff either 'affIiction', 'trial' or 'visitation' and which
functions in the discoruse on a squared level, as a symbol of a symbol.ló2
rilhen the symbols separate themselves from the clear analogous relation, the
possibilities for their interpretation begin to display dispersion. In the following
quotation f¡om Niffa¡i's prophetic speech we could take 'treasures' (kunúz), anð
perhaps also the 'keys' (mafitrll) leading to them, as signs of mystical experience,
yet the passage is open to other interpretations as well (e.g. it would also serve as
an analogy of man's spiritual growth in a more static sense).

Your time has comc, so gather for Me about yoursclf my bands. Treasure up my
treasures with my tqys which I have given you. And be firm and strong, for you are
close to your manhood. Appear before Me in ôat in which I manifest you, and recollect
Me through my compassionate bounty.ló3

In terms of semantic logic this kind of parlance is, albeit grammatically

prose,

perhaps closer to poetry in essence.

32.3. Poetic Expressionl64
The forms of expression reached their structr¡¡al and aesthetic peak in Arabic and
especially Persian SuIi poetry, which developed into a most important means of
expression, with the result that finally Sufi ideas and images were adopted by nonSufi authors as well. Schimmel makes a distinction between descriptive poems, in
which the aim is to express the experiences, and technical poems with complicated word plays, puns and allusions,l65 but as might be expected, the division is
somewhat indistinct. Since the structure of Persian poetry allows thematic inconsistency, it was possible to express satirical, didactic and mystical themes in the
same ghazaL The thematic incoherence resulted in variation in interpretation:
even the most erotic ve6es rnay be interpreted as mystical allegories, and this

l6t

Niffati' Mø'ãqif,72j4.

162

¡¡6*¡' Mawaqif,26:14.
t63 ¡¡6.r¡' Mukhãtabawabisãra"

l&

$5.

Sufi poetry is an exûemely wide fietd, and very relevant to our topic, so I have here chosen
to approach the subject by using the existing data from outside tbe actual corpus. The only
entirely poetic work among my sources is lbn'Arabi's Tarjuman al49wãq, utilised in the
present chapteç in addition Qu3ayn and Kalabadhi frequently quote Sufi poetry.

165 schimmet 1982, 18.
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means a quite unique mixture and co-ordination of the sacred and profane. on the
other hand, since poetry does not reveal the poet's personal circumstances or con-

ditions, the themes were established into somewhat impersonal ones.166
Most themes, images and metaphors (al-ma'ãní) are common to all poets.
Does this mean an intentional allusion to a specific subtext, or a conditioned,
somehow automatic process in the state of poetic inspiration? The problem of
creative originality and imitation has been discussed by both Muslim and westem
schola¡s. Losensþ estimates that it is possible to "broadly distinguish between
formulaic or conventional usage and conscious allusion.Ð167

The critic Ibn Rafiq (d. c. 106rl-1070) made a disrinction between theft
(sarq) and the original inspiration (badt). He admiaed that not one of the poets
can claim to be free of borrowings (sariqãt).t68 He gives ample latitude for
tøwãrud,'unintentional coincidences' between two texts resulting from similarity
of topic, the demands of metre and rhyme, or from the unconscious. The point is
in the way in which the theñ is canied out. A good thief leaves no clues! without
traces of the intended allusion to the original source, the result is a "real and
independent ibtidã "' .t69

The poet may also intentionally activate a subtext by refening to an earlier
text. According to Losensþ, "the distinction between systematic repetition and
conscious allusion is ñmdamental fo medieval A¡abic discussions of

sariqãt,butit

is not easy,o ¿t"*.rl?o
The main theme of Sufi poetry is usually considered to be 'Love', ofren taken
as the opposite of legalism and reasoning. The main symbol is that of wine, the
everlasting wine of love, the house of wine (tavern), the cup of wine and the cupbearer (who is, for instance, a Christian boy of fourteen). According to a Persian

key of interpretation called Risãla-yi MiSwAS by Muhsin Faid Ka5ani (l7th
century) wine (Jardå) means an enrapûrred experience of the manifestation of the

true Beloved, which destroys the foundations of rationalþ, but a Jug' (Pers.
sabú),for example, meaff; the manifestation of God's names and attributes.lTl
Symbolic usages of various persons, animals, flowers, stones, instruments
and letters ofthe Arabic alphabet found in Persian mystical poetry have been put
166 Y"rshater 1g88,231E, 147-50,191.(Ghæatisamonorhymeofapprox.?-14 lines.)
167 Losensky 1gg4,227.
168 Losensky 1gg4,22712E.

¡69
¡70

l7l

Losensky 1gg4,228.

Losensky 1gg4,228 (referring to Hasan lbn Rafiq al-QayrawãnI:
.f, ¿ Dãr al-Jil, Bayrtit l98l).

al-'lJndahf nahasin al-

A¡berrl' 1950, chapter l0; Schimmel t9E2,60, ?E. See also J. Nurbakhsh: Sufì synbolisn:
the Nu¡bakhsh encylopedia of Suf terminolog (Farhang-e Nurbaklsh), (KhaniqahiNimatullahi Publications, London).
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together by Schimmel (1982 and 1984). They all signiff various states of the lover
or the Beloved. There are symbols for ecstasy selected from nature and the animal
kingdom, for instance a hawk is able to carry away a feeble pigeon, a dafodil is a

symbol of seeing, and home-sickness is symbolised by a reed-pipe or by an
elephant tugging at its chains. Symbols such as light, fire, embraces and kisses are

widely used.l72
The choice of symbol is usually based on metaphorical or allegorical corre-

lation. For example, Attar employs of divine experience the ñrnctional symbol
reward - which in turn is symbolised with a symbol of a symbol, swímming
towards the dry ¡on¿.t73 The choice of words is also guided by technical requirements; refinement of the forms of expression may mean that the choice of word is
based on its fittingness to the .hyme. Generally, however, even a more peculiar
symbol is not an arbitary sign chosen at random, but one arising from the
religious cultural context. For example, in Attar's poetical work Man¡iq al-tayr
the 'black cave', to judge by the context, seems to be a symbol of a certain experience; it was chosen, according to Davies, on the basis of the story of Muhammad
and Abu Bakr hiding in the cave.l74

One advantage of poetic expression is that it is free to surpass the limits of
the analogy and adopt a more metaphorical function or make use of surreal ideas.
A Sufi poet may boast that "the cup was passed around, and they became drunlq
but my drunkenness comes from the cup-bearer (suloí min al-muttr)-.t7s

If we want to know the "right" interpretation of a poem, we should first select
the reference. In historical perspective the right reference would be the original
intention of the author: what did he mean, what did he cogitate? (A psychoanal¡ical interpretation would go even furtheç to the motives and subconscious aims
behind these very cogitations.) Since these are impossible to trace, we may understand poetry as being an open field for unregulated interpretations, resulting in an
endless variety of meanings. In practice, however, the religious cultural context
usually develops a kind of consensus of the principles of interpretation, which is
based on the most generally accepted ways of interpretation, and this in turn,
psychologically speaking, is based on the human need to know the "right" meaning, which gives rise to the tendency to seek authorities. The assigning of a meaning to a verse, therefore, is by no means a process limited to the authors of poetry

172 Schimmel 1984, 148; Schimmel 1982,73:78.
173 4¡¡¿¡'¡ Conf*erce of the Btds, 152.

l?4 Atot:

Conþerce of the Birds,30. "Break natu¡e's frame, be resolute and brave, then rest at

peace in Unity's black cave." (Davis adds in a fooù¡ote that the episode became a symbol

withd¡awal from the world.)

175 qusayrir Risãla,326; Princþles of Stfrsn,336.

of
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alone. Meaning is produced by the reader as well, the result in this case being a
kind of "second-hand Sufi poetry": secula¡ poetry with a spiritual interpretation.
Now we may tum to our main sources. It is probably not a serious exaggeration if we take Ibn 'Arabi as the ultimate culmination of Sufi symbolism. And
what is even more applicable, his poetic work Tarjumãn al-aíwãq offers an indisputable way of entering into the symbolism since he himself wrote a profound
commentary on it. Through his interpretations we aÍe able to find a variety of miscellaneous symbols to signify ecstatic experiences. These interpretations by their
very nature already represent the mechanisms of interpretation which we shall
deal with in more detail in the next chapter, but on the other hand, Ibn 'Arabi himself claims that some of the interpretations were "suggested to him in moments of
ecstasy" as the reference had remained unclear to him during the original inspira6onl76 - ¿ honest rema¡k indeed.
salãmun 'alã satmã wa-man halla bil-hima
wa-þaqqa li-mithlí riqqatan àn ¡asaltinalTT
Greetings to Salma and to those who dwell in the shelter,
for it behoves one like me to give greetings.

The female name Salma, according to Ibn 'Arabi, alludes to 'Solomonic ecstasy'
(hãla sulrymãniyya), a kind of prophetic station; himã means'refuge', 'protection', 'sanctuar¡l' and symbolises an unattainable station of prophecy, the gate of
which was closed by Muhammad.lTs Salma is a name used generally in poetry
when the true identity of the beloved is intended to be hidden.¡7e
lama' at la-nã bi-l-abraqayni burûqu
qasafat la-hã bayna-ldulú' i ru'¡¿r.180
Flashes of lightning gleamed to us a: al-Abraqan,
and their peals ofthunder crashed between the ribs.

Here 'peals of thunder' (ru'úd) is a Mosaic ecstasy (þãla mfaawþa) which is a
divine conversation (munãjãt) following from the manifestation of the divine
essence in the visible world. The plural 'flashes' indicates that there is variation in
17ó ¡6n 'Arabi Tarjuman at-AÍwãq,7. lbn'Arabi's style of interpretation exercised a

great

influence on later Sufis.

177 ¡5n ' Arabi Tarjunan al-Aïwãq 4:l (p. l6). I follow Nicholson's principle in translating
frõla
as 'ecstasy', but I deviate from his translation (p. 5?): "...who dwell in the preserve, for it
behoves onc who loves tenderly like me to give greetings."

178 ¡6n 'Arabí: Tarjuman al-Ahwãq, 51.
179 schimmel t9E2,27-28.
180 Jbn ' Arabi: Tarjuman at-Aiwãq,9: I (p.

I
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the forrns of manifestation. The reference to Moses is derived from the idea that
he first saw the fire and afterwards hea¡d God speak.lsl
For the context of our study we can hardly think of a more interesting symbol
than the following:
bi-dh| salamin wa-l4ayri nin þãdiri-l-þinã
¡uwari-l-¿o^¿.182

zhi b a' un wîlco-l-Samsa

lî

At Dhi¡ Salam and the mona$ery in the abode of al-Himã,
are gazelles who show you the sun in the forms of marble statues.

The 'monastery' (dayr), according to Ibn 'Arabi, refers to a Syrian eßstasy (hãla
suryãniyya). Here we have the temptation to accept the impression that the Syrian
monasteries still enjoyed a kind of"ecstatic" reputation, at least being a potential
context for mystical experience, in the 13th century when lbn 'Arabi travelled in
Mosul and other parts of Northem Mesopotamia. The choice of image as such
does not necessarily imply this (more than the idea that all rilomen called Salma
are ecstatic), but the parallelism with the earlier prophets does, at least to some
extent. We might even see a connection between the images in this verse and the
liturgical beauty of the Syrian Church in the fact that Ibn 'Arabi explains Dår7
Salam as a siation "to which submission is rendered on account of its beauty", and
'abode of al-Hímã' meaning "that which surrounds the most inaccessible veil of

Divine glory. 'Gazelles' a¡e forms of divine and prophetic wisdom. The word
suwar, here translated as 'statues', in fact refers to images and pictorial representation in general, which could be interpreted as a reference to icons, objects

strictly forbidden in Islam but revered in Orthodox Christianity. These are
explained as being classes of knowledge with no connection with either reason or
lust, which would fit in with the spiritual outlook of iconic presentation.ls3
'We may note here that in Persian Sufi literatu¡e dayr may metaphorically
represent the universe and the unity of existence, or occasionally the material
world (nãsit). In Sufi parlance dayr-e Moghãn refened to an assembly of mystics
t8t

Ibn'Anbi:

t82

Ibn 'Arabi: Tarjuman al-Aiwaq

183

Ibn 'Arabi: Tarjuman al-Aíwaq, ?G-71. The actual statues were never introduced into the
Churches of the Orient, thc only exception being the Uniate churches, which received them
as an import ûom Rome at a relatively late date (c. lEth century). The connection between
church decoration and the imagery of the poem seems to be confirmed by the following
verses (12:2-4) that contain further images from a Christian contexl:

Tarjuman al-Ai;wùq,

6344.

l2:l

(¡t. l9).

"Therefore I watch spheres and serve in a church (ôr'a),
and guard a many-coloured meadow in the spring.
And at one time I am called the herdsman of the gazelles in the desert
and at another time I am called a Christian monk (rãårô) and an asûologer.
My Beloved is three although He is One,
even as the Persons (ofthe Trinity) are made one Person in essence."
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and saints. The fact that Ch¡istian monasteries served as hostelries, providing
temporary lodging for pilgrims and travellers, gave rise to literary uses of the
word dayr, by itself or in constructs, as a metaphor for the transitory life of this
world, comparable toþlak(revolving fìrmament) and ðar! (the wheel of fortune).
such examples as doyr-e f,ãki (earthly), dayr-e sepan¡T (trarrsient), dayr-e seijehatl
(six-sided), dayr-e lcohan (deuepit), and dayr-e minã (enamel) are listed and
explained in dictiona¡ies (e.g., Dehþdã,s.v. dayr).r&a
Other, and even more peculiar, signs of ecstasy in Tarjumãn al-ahwãq
include a 'camel saddled' for a journey (bãzil rahlnlú). It is used for the kind of
ecstatic experience that should illuminate the mystery of the Almighty but
becomes an inherent value in itself so that it actually tums into an obstacle between its subject and God.l85 'Zart¡d and its sand, (zarûd wa-ramlahã) stands for
elusive types of knowledge which can be reached only in ecstasy.ls6
The process of signification achieves a new level when the symbols of
symbols are inüoduced. As examples of these second-degree symbols we may
note 'paradise of refuge' Çannat al-ma\'ã),tE7 which seems to be employed by
Ibn 'Arabi as a symbol of wine, which is elsewhere usually used as a symbol of
spiritual joy, sometimes referring to the divine sciences leading to it, or in
contexts that are ecstatic in some other way. 188 And fi,rther, 'escaping' (falat) is
used as a symbol of the yeaming of tasting (dhawq)t8e,'killing by a glance'
(qatalat bí-l-laþh) as a symbol of immersion in contemplation (al-fanã' ft-lmuiãhada),teo and so forth.
In conclusion we may remark that in Sufi poetry represented by Ibn 'A¡abi
the processes of sigrrification are extended to their uttermost limits. In principle
any sign may be adopted to signify mystical experiences and the processes of
reference may be continued forwa¡d. A symbol that is freely chosen, however,
cannot be comprehensible, as lbn 'A¡abi had to admit: the rarest symbols demanded a comrnentary of thei¡ own. The very need to find exact meanings for every
particular symbol is especially a problem of religious poetry since the meanings

184

t85

Q. Ãryãn: Dayr.

Encyclopaedia lranica, www.iranica.com (The sources are given
Bãlarzi, pp.24445, Mer'at d- oíSãq,p. 150; cf. 'Erâqi, p.414, Hedãyat,p.39.)

tbn 'Arabi: Tarjunan alAlwã43l:15, (p. 34, t 17, I lE).
186 ¡6n 'Arabi: Tarjuman al-Ahwãq,21:6
$t.91, 25).
187 lbn 'Arabi: Tarjuman al-,Ålwãq,26:8 (p. 28). Nicholson translates 'The

Garden of

as:

Eden'(p.

r03).

188 lbn'

lE9

Araùri: Tarjwnan al-Ahwãq,3 I : l0

(p. I 18), 26:Ç7 (pp. I 02-103), 48: 12,

¡6n 'Arabi; Tarjuman at-Ahwãq 59:14 (p. 45, 147)
might escape from the claw of the bird",

190 ¡6o 'Arabi; Tarjunan at-ASwãq2:4 (pp.

15, 50).

þ.

I

36).

Ii-tulita nin mikhlabi al-¡ã'irf, 'that

she
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must be controlled in relation to orthodox doctrine. Secular poetry is freer to leave
more room for open meanings.
Consequently, mystical pæÐ, because of its extraordinary themes and
syntactic complexity, is often esoteric to the point of being unintelligible. Yet
mystical poems are challenging and fascinating reading, and this is true not only
from the semantic, but also from the syntactic point of view. In one line there may
occur a number of contrasts, paradoxical oppositions, some play with subjectobject relations, and maximal use of transitive allusions, which have great poten-

tial for opening new subtextual associations.t9t
'ajíbtu minka minnî
afnqttanl bíka"annî

I am amazed by yoq by me
You annihilated me in you from me.

aqamtanî bi-maqãm¡n
zhanantu annalø anl
(Ibn Jinnqtez

You stood me in a station
where I supposed that you were me.

The poetry of Hallaj is reputed to contain "antithesis (nbãù, paronomasia finãs),
repetition of verbs and an abundance of prepositions in contrast and opposition
within a single verse. The result is a paradox which rupnres the psychological
baniers of space, time, and rationality."l93 This estimation may be applied largely
to Sufi poefy in general.

3.3.INTERPRETATION
The level of interpretation is a wide field where mystical experiences undergo
typification, termification, valuation and speculation as to its causes and efilects
and are set in their position in various contexts in theological discussion. On this
level the experiences are no longer treated as single experiences br¡t rather as
general types.

Valuation means estimations as to the importance of the experience in relation to religious doctrines and values. Any aspect ofthe experience, for instance
its joyous quality,l94 is certainly not an end in itself but part of a wider process.

l9l
%
f

For some examples,

see

Homerin lgg4, lg3-1g4.

Homerin lgg4,196. The poem is from the end ofthe lOth century.

193 Homerin lgg4,lg3.
194 For instance, Arberry translates Niffari's enigmatic
as: "Seek refuge

unerance

il ogt*t ¿-r- ¿- s+ -,i:

..r

with Me from your joy in taking refuge in Me." Niffari: Mul:hatabõt,3018.
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The value of the experience is actually determined by its interpretation conceming
its relation to the theological aspects.

But the way in which the discussion actually operates in the Sufi classics, is
somewhat unequalled. The experience is modified into terms and types in a most
circumstantial way.

33.1. Classiñcation of Experience: Sufi Taxonomy
The enormous set oftechnical vocabulary developed for various types ofexperience or diverse modes of being, more or less mystical, is certainly one of the most
distinctive cha¡acteristics ofSufi literature, the classics ofwhich are largely based
on the presentations of technical terms referring to general types of experiences,
and the whole discou¡se is sûr¡ctured a¡ound them.
The formation of Sufi theory, however, is quite an ambitious endeavour since
the inner states are essentially lacking in actual identifuing criteria In order to
succeed in heating the interpenetrating existential states, imminenl to each other
in the mental reality, as independent entities, the semantic fields of the technical
terms referring to them should remain so fixed that no significant va¡iation occurs
among the different authors. In principle this might not be totally impossible since
nahual languages a¡e not closed systems but creatively employable: they grow
like living organisms whenever there is an actual need to express something.l9s
On the other hand, all logical reasons indicate that if r¡/e srrvey what kind of
usages the terms have in contextual reading, and what kind of meanings are
generated by these usages, we will find substantial differences. How then do the
Sufis succeed in their pursuit ofcreating public language for inner states?
The aim of the Sufi discor¡¡se is to classifr and arrange experiences into
different states (/rdl) along the mystic's path. Obviously there is much to interpret,
since in principle the whole field of mental phenomena is potentially connected
with mystical and ecstatic experiences. As has already been pointed out, the
mystical influence may manifest itself in various ways: according to the qualities

it may 'guide' (hada) or 'lead astray'
(adalla),'blind' (a'mã),'veil' (þjama), 'attact' (jadhaba),'bring into intimate
closeness' (ãnasa) or 'distance' (ab'ada),'cause to despair' (ay'asa),'honour'
(alaama),'awaken' (açbfl,'efface' (maltã),'bring near' (qarraba) or 'make absent' (ghãyyaåa),'bring close' (adnã),'make present' (ahdara), 'give wretched-

that a¡e clearly interpretative in nature,

195 B. K. Matilal 1992, 149.
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ness' (aiqõ) and 'alienate' (akhlchara). 'treat cruelly' (aq;ã) or 'abandon'
(hajora).te6
The states are usually presented in such a way that the state which has a
single aim is shown from two different angles, as though positive and negative.
Most of these could be arranged under the umbrella concepts of 'negation' (nafy)
and 'affnmation' (ithbãt\; the former refening to the negation of the attributes of
humanity, and the latter to the affirmation of the power of the Truth. For example,
both 'violence' (qahr) and 'tenderness' (lugl) may be used as divine methods of
guidance: qaår annihilates human attributes, andlugf signifies God's help.lez

In the following I shall compare systematically the most important pairs of
concepts in Kalabadhi's and Qu5ayri's works with some reference to Hujwiri,
Niffari, Ghazali and Qa5ani. The pairs themselves are not completely identical. It
is noteworthy that even a basic concept bke ghayba may have a different pair in
different authors.l9E

Kalabadhi

Quðayri

sr&r (drunkenness)
Jaårid (witness)

-

-

ghayba (absence)

7am' (concentatioí)

tajallt" Gevelation)

sal.rw (sobriety)

-

tafriqa (separation)

- ,rr¡lar (covering)

sula

-

saþw

-

gzrô (neamess)

óa d(famess)

j an' - farq
sitr (cover)

-

(differentiation)
tajall¡,

-

&aíl(uncovering)

fanã' (uvtihilation) - óaqã' (staying)

ghayba

/rudr?r (presence)

-

hijõb (veil)

Jana'- Þaqa'
hayba (awe)

-

|ns (intimacy)

maþw (effacement)

-

íthbãt (affirmation)

qabl (seizng) - åasr (spreading)
badawa þeduism)
ralwrn (variation)

-

-

hujún (attack)

ran,trn (fixation)

The state-pairs can be seen as the mental context ofan ecstatic experience, since
in principle any state may grow stonger and therefore become an ecstatic one.
Yet the m¿ìnner in which Kalabadhi employs these temrs implies that almost all
196 qu5ay.i, Risata,66; Earþ Islamic
Wticism,l18. To what

extent the processes are caused

by mystical experience or are general trends in spiritual growth is a matter open to different
interpretations. ln addition, there is a curious expression i¡lalamahum 'inda røtmihim,
translated "uproot from desires through their realisation of it" by Sells in Early Islamic

llysticßm.

197 Hu¡,"iri: Kashf al-Mahj'úb, 377.
198
Qusayri: R¡bá/¿, 58-80.
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religiow emotions a¡e constituted in relation to their opposite pole, camal
passions, lusts and instincts, a¡rd in this approach an ecstatic experience is at most
a passing curiosþ. Also, the progression of spirinral states is measu¡ed in relation

to passions. For this rerìson, Kalabadhi's teaching on drunkenness (sulø) is
stongly connected with choice: a drunk person cannot differentiate between
pleasant and unpleasant. Kalabadhi gives as an example a Sufi in whose eyes
stone and clay were simila¡ to gold and silver. In sobriety (saþw) there is the
abilþ to differentiate between pleasant and unpleasant - and preferably to choose
the latter. This is a higher state, because adversity has been a conscious choice.ls
Qu3ayn treats the same terms in different ways. For him they a¡e not moral
standa¡ds but states of consciousness. He defines their strength and qualþ in
relation to each other - "sobriety is the measure of drunkenness" - ,nd with other
terms. He speculates as to how saþ and ghayba interpenetrate: ghryba is more
forceful, yet sulø can intensi$ to the point that it surpasses ghaybø. "Through an
intensification of sulr, the drunk can exceed n ghayba even one who is in the
state of ghryba, or the one who is absent can be more completely absent than the

6t*¡.r200 The lack of semantic points is shown precisely by the fact that

the

terms must be constituted dependent on each other. "The servant in the state of his

drunkenness experiences (yuíãhídu) a state, and in the state of sobriety he
experiences knowledge ('¡ln)'1,..-l sobriety and intoxication come after dhawq and
g*6.'t201

According to Hujwiri, the basic feature of sula, is insatiability: "The man of
intoxication is he who drirùs all and still desires more.",Szh may be divided into
two categories with the aid of the symbol of wine: drunkenness with the wine of
affection (mawadda) and with the cup of love (mahabba), the former being
ocaused' (ma'líÌQ
but the latter having no cause, since

it is based on regarding the

Benefactor, so that one sees all things through Him without seeing oneself at all.
Correspondingly, sobriety is divided into sobriety in heedlessness (ghafla), "the
greatest of veils", and sobriety in love, the latter being 'the clearest of revelations'. But are these divisions a¡bifary in relation to the mental reality wherein
such distinctions are fa¡ from being precise and their outlines a¡e dim? Hujwiri
poses a brilliant solution to the problem by intersecting the concepts and reversing

their semantic fields: "The sobriety that is connected with heedlessness is really
intoxication, while that which is linked with love, although it be intoxication, is
f

s

Kalabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'arruf,,85-8?; Arberry: Doctrine of thesqfs, I

l0-t

12.

2m qusu¡, Risãta,7l; furþ Islanic ll'tysticism, 125.
20t Qu5ayri: Risãla" 7112. Setls translates the verb iãhada ('se,e, watch, observe,

wiùress') in a

slightly different direction: "The servant in the state of his drunkenness is under the sign of
the state. The servant in the state of his waking is under the sign of knowledgë' (Early Islamic Mysticism,126).
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really sobriety." Hujwiri explicitly states that ultimately "the boundaries of both
are joined, and the end of the one is tlre beginning of the othey''. The reason given

for this is that 'beginning' and 'end' a¡e "terms that imply separatior¡ which

has

only relative existence."2o2
Kalabadhi's teaching on absence (gh6yba\ and presence (Suhüd) is arr
illustration of the relationship between the subject and passions: in 'absence' a
person is not awa¡e of his passions even if they a¡e still pr€sent in him. Kalabadhi
gives the example of a man who was told: "lùy'e saw your blue-eyed handmaid in
the market", and he replied: "Is she blue-eyed?'- thereby disclosing indirectly,
according to Kalabadhi, that he still had "a delight for dark-eyed maidens". In
'presence' "man regards his passions as belonging to God", and therefore the
action does not take place because ofpleasure but because s¡6s¿.203
For Qu3ayri, however, ghayba is a state related to drunkenness, full of hope
or fear in its emotional content. His definition of ghøyba is modelled as "absence

of the heart from knowledge derived from the states of creatig¡".2o4 Here absence
applies not only to the passions but to the whole mode of consciousness, being
absence from the human senses (iþds). The difference of approach is also evident
in QuSayri's examples of ghuyba that are instances of varieties of trance where a
person is not at all aware ofhimselfand does not feel his physical organs: Rabï'
ibn Khaytham saw an oven at the blacksmith's and 'fainted' (ChuSiW 'alayhi),
remembering the people of fire in Gehenna; Abu Hafs put his hand into the hre
and took out the glowing i¡on with his ba¡e hands without feeling any pain.205 For
some like Abu Yazid, according to Qu5ayri, the absence may be constant, but
most people retum to their senses, i.e. to the presence (budAr) of creation. Yet the
firsf more essential, meaning of hudúr sigrrifies being in the presence of God
Øaqq) - through the remembranc¿ of Him - during absence from creation. In this
sense the concepts are dependent on each other and semantically parallel: the
more one is absent, the more one is present.206
Hujwiri starts with the notion that ghayba md huQa4ït are in opposition to
each other only apparently: they rather express the same phenomenon from different angles, as ifa kind ofontological scales. "Absence from one's selfis presence
with God, and yice versa." Then he proceeds to say what Kalabadhi does not,
narnely that it is during ecstasy Hujwiri here employs the termTadhba
that

-

-

202 Hujwiri: Kashf al-Maþjúb. I 8?-l 88.
203

Kalabadhi: Ktãb al-Ta'arruf,87J8; Arberry; Docnine oÍthe Sqfs, I

204

Qulayri: Risã1A69.úIJl JIJÂ| ¿,- rfr+r U
205
Qulayri: Risala,69.
206
Qulayri: Rßãla,70.
207

Hujwiri uses úe same pair (ghryba

-

lt"4úr)

l2-l

13.

il. ¿. ...t:rl¡*L ,,¡ ¡+¡ll

as

Qulayri.
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both concepts reach their clima"r. when the hean of the seeker is overpowered by
it, "the absence of his heart becomes equivalent to its presence." And moreover,
the interpretation becomes even bolder: "partnership (iirka) and division (qisma)
disappear."2oS

As for Niffa¡i, he uses ghayba as lhe opposite of 'vision' (ru'ya), with the
sublime arrogance characteristic of him. In briet ghryba means that one does not
see God in anything, ru'ya that one sees God in ever¡hing. Niffari stresses that
petitioning and dhilv belong to the former, which indirectly places most sufis in
the state of absence of God! Niffari considers sh{yba as a'veil'and identifies it
with 'this world' (al-dunyã): both are prisons (syn) of the believer. Ghayba
belongs to the common people, ru'yafo the 'elect' (khþç\ only.2æ
In Kalabadhi's discourse concentration (or 'union' ,2to
) and separation
(tafriqa) are also constituted in relation to the passions. In the former the choices

jo

are concentrated and harmonised in accordance with the will of God without the
subject's own efforts; in the latter the subject has moved completely outside his
passions (i.e. the passions are defined outside his ego), so that he is even able to
observe them as from outside. "Their knowledge that they exist for God in his
knowledge of them caused them to lose themselves (nafs) during the period when
they came to exist for him: so concentration produced the state of non-existence

(for the passions)."21 t
Qu5ayri has a "subjectual" approach to the terms: jam' is the position in
which the Deity acts in human natrtre andfarq refers to acts of worship carried out
by the human agent. "Farq is what is attributed to you, and jam'what is stripped
from you." This union is like a'sígn' (fiãhid) which a person is under when "the
Real allows him to witness what the Real has entrusted to him of His own acts."
Both states are equally important: without separation there is no worship.2t2 To
sum up, Qu5ayri leaves the semantics of the terms quite open, focusing the significance, so to say, on the framework, so that the terms signiS two categories of

religious activity, which together may include practically almost any actual form
of mental or concrete action.

208 Huj*iri, Kashf al-Maþjúb, 248. Hujwiri here expounds the teaching of the Khafifìs.
209 Niffari: Mawaqif, 2E7, 29:16, 30:2; Mukhatabar, 24i26, 26:5, 27:8. Niffari hints

that
commandments and prohibitions belong to the state of ghayba only (ibid,29:23). In his
challenging parlance he places the next world in the same category as this world znd ghtyba,
contrasting both with ru'ya, lhe actual' vision' (i b id, 30:2).

210 1¡"

2ll

basic meaning of the word is not so much in the "state-of-being-in-union" than in the

"process-oÊbecoming-together-in-union".

Kalabadhi: Kitab al-Ta'arruf,8E-89; Arberry: Doctrine of rhesqfs, I l4-l 16.

212 qusayri'

Risata, 64-45; Early Islamic Mysticism,

l16.
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Qu5ayri also mentions one more way in which the terms jam' and farq
used:- jam' is how the Real unites the whole creation by his free 'disposition'
'alteration', tasrîfl over them, and farq refers to the separation caused by
various acts and influences that give rise to different ontological distances in

spiritual status of the created beings . Thus the discussion of mystical

arc
(or
his
the

states

diffi¡ses on effects of God's general action in the creation. Qu5ayri does give a list

of 24 different modes of .farq, but it is diffrcult to estimate which of these are
meant to describe mystical experiences: most seem to be general characteristics of
Sufi spirituality.2l3

In Hujwiri's discourseT'am'is in the first place connected with the Islamic
conception of salvation history. The omnipotent God unites all mankind in his call
and separates them by his command. He may control the process by inverse
means: for example, he commanded Abraham to behead Ishmael and Adam not to
eat the corn but in both cases he actually willed the contrary. "The real mystery of
union is the knowledge and will of God, while separation is the manifestation of
that which he commands and forbids." This indirect prick for the legalistic interpretation of Islam implies fhat union is something totally dependent on God, and
that it is fa¡ from being an emotional matter. "Union is that which he unites by his
attributes, and separation is that which he separates by his acts." In the personal
perspective of an individval jam' means cessation of human volition and exclusion of personal initiative.2la In another context, however, Hujwiri presents..¡larø'
as the perfection of a saint, 'union' in which one attains such a degree of rapturous
love that one's intelligence is emaptured in gazing upon the act of God (f Ð, and
one is longing for one's Maker

(f

it) on the brink of losing control, but outwardly
one remains in separation (tafriqa).2ts

In Qa5ani's glossary, however, jam'means to "witness Truth in the

absence

of creation" (fiuhúd al-baqq bilã khalq).216 This definition refers directly to the
experience of God that is characteristically total in nature, and is more suitable for
"mystical experience" than the ones above.

Annihilation (fana) and persistence (baqã) are in Kalabadhi's discourse,
as one might expecÇ primarily the last phases in the mortification of the
passions.2¡1 Fanã' means first of all the disappearance of all 'pleasures' (literally
2|

3 qßayti, Risata, 66 Early Islamic l,lysticism, I I 8. For the modes in question, see above,

p.

2t6-2t7.

214 Hu¡*iri: Kashf at-Maþjúb,252-255.
215 Hu.¡l"iri Kasffat-Maþjûb,237138.

The context is a polemical one, and it is directed against

those who considerTam'too easily attainable by anyone.

216 Qus*i, Kiñb istitãbãt,S s8.

2t7 It is to be recalled

that Kalabadhi represents a coltection and synthesis of the views
various Sufis, with no intention ofexpressing or describing his own experiences.

of
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'portions', þuzhúzh) and 'personal demand' (mu¡ãlaba) as well as 'sense of discrimination' (tamyîz), or to adopt Arberry's interpretation, the passing-away of all
passions and feelings. This mental emptiness is why the concept is invalid without

baqã', persistence in the properties (buzh¡zh) of another, i.e. God. This is
Kalabadhi's first basic meaning forfanã' and baqã': to pass away from one's own
cha¡acteristics and persist in those ofanother. In this perspective, however,fanã'
still focuses on the morality of actions. Kalabadhi's example of the annihilated,
'Ãmir ibn 'Abdallah, obtained this position in the discourse by urging: "I do not
care whether I see a woman s¡ ¿ v/¡¡."218 This is a phase, according to Kalabadhi,
in which all the inner movements that function for one's own personal advantage
have ceased to exist; emotions ofpassion or fear do exist but only in accordance
with the limits decreed by God. This seems to be somewhat similar to the higher
state of 'absence', "another ghayba beyond the ordinary glwybd', in which the
subject is not awa¡e of his own annihilation since "the one in annihilation in the
presence of persistence is no different from the one in persistenc4t.2l9 ¡n this way
the emphasis on sound action leads Kalabadhi close to the identification of fanã'

withbaqã'.
Another way of defining fanã' operates with an ontological perspective:
"being absent from human qualities in (undertaking) the fearful burden of the
divine qualities". The absence of human attributes, however, does not imply that
they cease to exist, but that "they are covered by a pleasure (ladhdha) whtch
supplants the realisation ofpain". One loses every intention directed against the
Divine aim and one's consciousness $uhíÌd) of inconsistencies (al-muÃ:ItãliJàt)
between oneself and God. To this Kalabadhi adjoins a few somewhat indefinite
references to more extraordinary experiences of an exhausting vision (ru'ya)
which makes one unconscious of one's present non-passionate guality. On the
practical level the idea seems to be one of focusing one's attention away from
oneself and acting without paying attention to the acting or to its nature, so that
even opposite emotions seem to lose their identities.220
The believer ('¿åd) does not attain unification (tanlrtd), until he feels totally aliena¡ed
from his own conscience, in order that the Truth may be manifested to him (al-

SiuP'zzt

A third way of approaching the interpretation of fanã'is to set the skrting-point
of the perspective on the limited scope of human understanding in interpreting
one's own self. During a mystical moment (waqt)

2lE

Kalabadhi: Kitâb at-Ta'arruÍ,92-93; Ãrberryi Doctrine of the Sufß, l2O, t22.

219 Kalabadhi: Kitãbal-Ta'arrul93,87;Arberry: Doctrineofthe,sr¿l¡s, l2l, 113.
220 K"l"b"dhi: Kitãb øl-Ta'arruf,9,t-95; Arberry i Doctñne of rhe Sufis,122-125.
221 Katabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'arnf,l03. Iranslation mine.
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he (the mystic) remains without persistence so far as he knows, without passing-away
(fanã) so far as he is conscious, and without moment so far as he can understand;
rather, it is the Creator who knows of his baqa' aúfana'.222

This approach of via negativa is surely able to comprise even the most radical
'þeak" experiences, and therefore it is applicable to the kind of dynamicfanã'that
manifests itself as ecstatic phenomena, but it also leaves the matter open for all
views. The most crucial disagreement in the Sufi discussion is that conceming the
duration of fanã', whether one retums to one's own attributes at all. The existence
of disagreement on such a fundamental matter may in fact question the meaningfulness and sensibleness of the whole discourse onfanã'. At least it shows that the

Sufis were adjoining to the concept of fanã'most divergent mental processes.
To sum up Kalabadhi's discussion, without becoming entangled in the terrrinology, we could say that in the mystic's fïnal state the centre of identity has, as it
were, moved from ego towa¡ds the Othe¡, the result being that positive emotions
(pleasure) do not feel different from negative ones (displeasure). Yet Kalabadhi's
underlying aim to produce an orthodox work causes him to "orthodoxi$" his
discourse. This makes him very carefirl with the most ecstatic experiences, which
in tum car¡ses him to stress moral purity in every phase and to interpret all states

in relation to moral purity. The totality of his interpretation forms a kind of fìeld
of inner phenomena which may function as a context for the ecstatic experience.
Qu5ayri, too, starts with the moral aspect of fanã', which he defines as
'shrugging off the blameworthy properties' (suqù¡ al-awsõf al-dhamîma). He
actually extends the semantic field to cover the whole sphere of religious life: the
servant of God is not in any circumstances free from either/anã'or baqã'.223
T"lrcreby fanã'applies to and operates in all human attributes: "Iühoever passes
away (faniya) from his ignorance, endures through his knowledge." QuSayri also
gives a division of th¡ee different dimensions of fanõ': (l) fanã' of the self and its
attributes, (2) fanã' from the attributes of the Real, and (3) fanã' from witnessing
one's own passing away.224

And how areþnã'and ecstatic experience related? As we have seen,fanâ'as
a concept is so complicated and paradoxical that any discussion is doorned to

drift

into very theoretical speculation which is apt to lose all causal relations with the
experienced reality, proceeding ris a conceptual play according to certain rules.
We might suggest, however, that one could read into the Sufi interplay an intersection where þnâ'and "ecstasy" a¡e identified in a way that the former is static,
the latter a dynamic aspect of the same reality - in other words, ecstasy as a
222 K^l^b^dhi: Kitãb at-Ta'arruf,,96; Arberry: Doctrine
223 quhyti' Risãta,67.
224 qßuyri' RisãIa,68-49.

of the Sufs,126.
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culmination of fana'. "Drinking from the cup of union"225
as a point
" be takenand
of contact with God in the process of unification and annihilatioru
in that
sense also the final cause of the experience. This may also apply whenfanâ'is
understood in an orthopractic sense, i.e. consisting rather of acts and omitted
actions than of somewhat emotional states.
We are united in one respecÇ but we are separated in another.

Although awe has hidden you from the gladness of mine eye,
ecstasy has made you near to my inmost par¡5.22ó

The most fervent state in Kalabadhi's discourse is overmastery (ghalaba), to be
translated as 'inspiration' as suggested above, yet the discourse a¡ound the term
concentrates on ascertaining that ùxrng ghalaåa "it is permissible to do things not
allowed in the state of repose (hñl al-sulaTn¡.-227 ¡n the eyes of outsiders these
seem to be objectionable. Kalabadhi's examples include 'IJmar, who in his zeal
for Islam and against pagans opposed even Muhammad himself, and Abü laybah,
who cupped the prophet Mr¡hammad and then drank his blood, against the law,
yet Muhammad forgave him.22E For Hujwiri, however, ghalaba seems to be one
type of ecsøsy equivalent to sulv, and his main point is to defend its given nature
as the opposite of something acquired or produced by one's own means.229
Most of the symbolic expressions of ecstatic experience developed into
technical terms that function in the discourse intrinsically. Especially important in
the "stateological" discussion are iurå (drinking) and dhawq (tasting). According
to Hujwiri, iurå refers to the drinking of spiritual pleasure, which is for the soul as

impofant as water is for the body, and hence iurå is necessary for novices

as

well. Dhawq is used as a somewhat broader concept that includes bitter or painful
experiences ¿s *"¡¡.230 According to Qu5ayri, dhawq appears before ízrå, which
is a more powerful experience: "the possessor of dhawq is pretending to be drunken, but the possessor of Surb ¡r

6r*t¡"¡r.231

As for Ghazali, he employs dhautq as the opposite of something acquired by
scientifìc leaming, and consequently his dhawq as an experience is characterised
by subjectivity and emotionality. Indeed, Watt, in his translation of Munqidh min
aQalã|, gives 'immediate experience' for dhøwq, and Gairdner in Miíkãt al-

22s Hu¡*i.i' Kashfal-Maþiúb,392.
226
227
228
229
230

Z3l

Hu¡*i.ir Kashfal-Mahjúb,255 (quotation from

a poem by "a certain great Shaykh").

Kulubudhi: Kitãb at-Ta'arnf,85; Arberry: Dætrine of the Sufis,ll0.
Kalabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'arraf,,83-85; Arberry Doctrine of thes¡frr, t08-l 10.

Hu¡,,iti' Kashfat-Maþi,äb, 184.
Hu.¡*i.ir Kastf at-Maþjûb, 392.
Qu5ayri:

Risatql}.¿lS- e,¡ll e- t-¡ Jír .: tl ,¡rJl *ì.
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Anwãr translates the adverb dhøwqiyP 'experimentally and subjectively', meaning the opposite of the scientific (ilmiÐP\232
In Qaðani's definitiorU however, the basic idea of dhawq is that it is the
category of beginning: it refers to ûre "first steps of the vision of Truth" (awwal
darajû iuhûd al-løqq). If this vision increases and gro$¡s stonger, it is to be
called íurb,and in its final stage it is 'quenching' (riy!\.233 Since Qaðani's interest

or'vision' of God, he interprets practically all terms in

as a whole is in the everlasting extension of experienced 'knowledge'

both terms are symbolic here

-

relation to this pursuit.
Also, the standa¡d equivalent to the sign 'ecstasy', wajd, is used as a technical temr which adopts diverging tones in different contexts. In Hujwiri's discourse
wajd adopts the meanings of 'finding' and 'uniting' in the context of þãI and
waqt. Both of these states include admittance of the problem of human understanding in relation to the past and ft¡ture; these are both abandoned as 'veils' in
order to devote oneself to God in the present.23a On the other hand, waid as a state
during sarzã' signifies sorrow caused by the loss of the Beloved, and wujûd
correspondingly torrent of emotions resulting from finding - but both "cannot be
reached by investi gationr.235
Qa5ani, however, defines wujûd as "the realisation that the essence of Truth
is in its essence'.236 The definition is typical of his "existential ontology", where
the true nature of the existence and the (development of) personal illumination are
combined, and this combination is projected into the definitions of the terminologv.

The endless number of various states is illustratively shown by the existence
of "squared states", to use a mathematical expression. Quðayri has jam' al-jam',
'union of union' which is 'beyond union and separation'; in it the subject is "utter-

ly

removed from perceiving any other", his whole consciousness being overpowered (istawl1) by the Divinity.237 It is hard to see any other function for the
term than indication of a complete and exteme jam', an ultimate concentration.
Qu5ayri continues even firrtheç beyond jam' al-jam' where there is a state called
'second separation' (farq al+han4'238 ¡t¡r means a sober state to which one is
retumed from one's ecstatic state in order to perform one's prescribed duties, i.e.

232 wút
233
234
235
236
237
238

1953,62,66; Ghazali: Mi|kãt at-Amvã¡,57 (tr. 60).

q"s-i,

Kirãb ßtilõhãt,g 5oo.

Hu¡,"iri, Kashf at-Mahjúb,

367

-370.

Hu¡lriri, Kashf al-Maþjäb, 413.
Kitãb istitãhãt,no. 87 þ.26).
qusayri, Risõta, 65-66.
Qa5ani:

Qusayri: Rßata,66.
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ritual prayers. The obvious benefit ofthis concept is that thereby one may prove
that the mystic's apparently nomral state is high above the apparently equivalent
normal state of the ordinary people!
When the discourse operates on this more abstract level, wittr states that are
built on others, the outcome may be ståtes as colourñ¡l æ talwín,literally 'colowing', which seems to mean a ñ¡sion of states - a necessâry concept indeed from
the point ofview ofpsychological reality. Junayd uses it in the sense of'variety'

of states.239 However, Emst translates the word âs 'rapturs'240, SeUs as 'transfor¡¡¿1i6¡r241 and Safuat as 'change'. Qa5ani explains tlnt talwtn is the "veiling of
the properties2a2 of an exalted mystical state, or stage by the effects2a3 of a lowly
state, or stage", and quoting lbn 'A¡abi he even states that

all

stages, even though

"to most

others

it is the most perfect of

it is an incomplete

stage (maqãm

nãqis)-.244

As for Qu5ayri, he presents talwîn with its opposite pair tamlcîn ('fixity'), the
ultimate goal being the latter. For talwín he gives a solemn yet quite nondistinctive definition: "talwîn is an attribute of the lords of the states".24s 1¡" idea seems
to be that lalwln indicates the totality of the uplifting process in which the va¡ious
states change constantly by transformation or interpenetation or otherwise. The
essential point, however, is that the mystic is a possessor of talwln as long as he is
on the path "because he is rising from state to state (hãI), changing from one
attribute to anotber".246
We may already make a few concluding remarks. As we have seen above, the
authors are basically, albeit not absolutely, consistent within their own discourse
but not commensu¡able with each other. This is because the endeavou¡ to system-

atise and classifr ancient ascetic modes of thinking and acting into dissimila¡
types and exact terms has no alternative for being more or less an artificial
pursuit, a language game. This possibility is in essence recognised by Kalabadhi
himself:

239 Junayd: Kitab al-fana', E2; translated "different modes" by Zaehner (l 960,223).
240 g..1 1985,49.
241 Early Islamic Mysticßm,I35;
Qulayri: Rßãla, 17. Since the interpret*ive translations vary
remarkably, I prefer the literal ranslation 'colouring'.

242 a¡kãm,

more literatly 'dominions', 'regimes' or 'authorities'. 'Properties' is the translation
given by Sawfat. Qãshãni $ 487 (text 156, tr. 107).

2a3 athãr, literally 'traces' or 'signs. 'Effects' is Sawfat's fanslation.
Qatani: Kilãå is¡itiþAt, g
4E7 (text 156,

tr. 107).

244
Qagani: Kitãb iç¡it,ãt¡ãt, g 4E7 (text 156, r. lO7).
245
¡tr-ft yt+¿l :. ,¿¡J:rr Qtßayri; Risã1a,78.
246 Qu3ayti, RisãIa, 78.
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Faith which is true, and faith which is merely formal, have outwardly the same
appearance, but their real natures are diverse: on the other hand, annihilation (fana)
and all the other special slations (maqãmãf), are diverse by their appearance (suwar),
but their [ue nallures (baqõ'iq)
¿r¿ t"nt".24?

"r"

Different authors use different terms in different ways. These varied usages give
rise to meanings with different nuances that vary from autlor to author. This
process reinforces itself: since the meanings a¡e understood to be varied, the terms
are, in tum, used in diverging ways. The varying meañings, however, are usually
not to be understood as exclusive but rather as complementary in character.
Nevertheless, they do demolish the idea of a public language consisting of exact
signs for inner states: ways of application do not match, and hence the meanings
cannot be exact either. This is also why the terms are impossible to understand in
a specific manner when taken out of their context. I have no reason to disagree
with the estimation given by Emst:
There is sometimes a wide variation in the definitions themselves, from one author to
another; each one seems to have felt a considerable freedom to add or to subhact from
the received definitions, in accordance with personal experience or the autboritative
pronouncement of a teacher.248

The endless differentiation of states is connected with, and to some extent resulting from, the peculiarities of the vocabulary of classical Arabic. For example,
musãmarãt and muþãdathãt, two stâtes of a perfect Sufi, refer to different times of

day; the former originally signifies something like "silent noctumal discussion
(berween lovers)" and the latter the same in the day-time.2a9
Sufi speculation conceming tenns has developed a construction ofconcepts
on concepts, the process being in a way analogous to the development of rù/estem
philosophical thought. Concerning the structure of the use of language, such terms
of second degree form a parallel to the symbols of symbols employed in Sufi
poetry (see above, p.2l$. These new special terms produced in the discourse can
be understood only ttuough the previous tertrrs, for example: "Muþãlarât denotes
the presence ofthe hea¡t in the subtleties of bayãn,whlle mukãíaJãf denotes the
presence of sirr in the domain of iyan.-zso (The basic thought here is simply that
the former has the signs of God in his mind, the latter the greatness of God.)
The Sufis, however, go still further. They adopt technical usages and mystical
meanings for ordinary words that one perhaps would not expect to encounter in
247 Kalabadh i: Kitãb at-Ta'arruf,,9E; Arberry: Doctrine of the Sufu, 129.
248 Emst lgg2, 187.
249 Hu¡r"iti' Kastt{ at-Maþjûá, 380-381.
250 Hu¡,ri.i' Kashf al-Maþjûb, 373. Nicholson gives 'demonstration' for bayãn,'spint' for sirr
and'vision' for'iyãn.
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Islamic mystical vocabulary. For example, 'name' Qsz) may refer to the names of
God which a¡e His attributes and therefore experiential qualities through which
He may be experience¿.2s! ¡n¿ correspondingly,'letters' (burúÍ) are..elementary
realities deriving from the Essences'.252 This phenomenon should perhaps be seen
as the outcome of a mystical attitude rather than of mystical experience.
The number of va¡ious terms for the inner states employed in the books is in
the hundreds, and unknown in the actual practical relationship between master and

disciple. For the practisers of Sufism the richness of Sufi language, particularly
the contemplative and enigmatic character of the definitions of technical terms,
means that the mystical experience is not restricted by too inflexible a linguistic
system: instead, the process of conditioning may take place in various ways,
through boundless possibilities.
On the other hand, the complexity of discourse produced by the over-specifìcation may also give it a certain arbitrary taste. This cannot avoid causing a
certain counter-reaction among the mystics themselves. One of the constantly
present tendencies in Niffari's discourse is to leave the concentration on various
states and turn towards the essence ofthe matter instead. "Leave nearness (qurb),
and you will see God", he courageously decla¡es.2s3 The words, the verbal level,
are for mystics only a means, not a goal, and therefore the lack of exactness is a
problem only for outsiders.

3.3.2. Causa Efliciens

If we were to build our discussion on the ontological structure of discor¡rse as seen
by the Sufis themselves, the effective cause of experience would be a logical
starting-point. In an objective analysis, however, the problem of the extemal cause
behind the experience belongs within the category of interpretation.
In the Sufi perspective, the very ecstatic quality of the experience itself
results from the existence of an outer cause and from its confrontation with man's

If the effect is forceful enough, human "reason and natural
faculties are too weak to sustain its rapture and intensity;;,254 on6 for this reason it
manifests iself as an ecstatic phenomenon.

physical capacþ.

251 "It is not the
252

utterance of thc Name which matters, but rather the essence
named." Qãshãni: Kiñb i¡1ilãþA4 $ 12; Emst 1992, lE9.

Qæhani, Kitãb i{l¡tãtlL, $

of the thing

l17. ¿r.-!t ù- :L¿...rrl ¿3r:-r¡ (rfrl¿¡¡s'and'letter'happen

be crucial concepts in Jewish mysicism.)

253 Niff"ri, Mø,vaq{,67:61.
254 Hu¡*i.ir Kashfal-Maþj:ùb,254.
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Junayd states explicitly that the experience "does not result from their own
striving or from any perception or imagination" but from the fact that God exists
and is at work in them (at-haqq bihim).2ss Qu5ayri depicts the given nature of
experience as follows:
(Sufis') realities (Ûaqa'iq) are not collected by any sott of efÍort (takalluJ)
nor gained by any kind of action (ta¡arrufl; rather,-they are meanings (na'õn)
that God has promised to the hearts of a people.zrô

According to the Sufi authors, the effective cause, as might be expected, is God
(allãh): "The state (frãl) descends from God into a man's ¡""t1.r257 Most often,
however, this is expressed by referring to some of God's epithets like 'gentleness'
(tuf1.zsa The most cornmon of these is the Truth, al-ttaqq."Ecstasy is the glad
tidings sent by the Truth (baíõrãt al-baqq) of the mystic's promotion to the
stations of His contemplation (maqãmdt muíãhadãtihi)."259 Junayd presents as
literally 'Hecausa eficiens 'the lights of His Essence' (anwãr htrui¡ryatihi
ness').2@ Jilani employs 'power of the Spirit' (quwwat al-rûh) as the cause of the

-

ecstatic experience which comes

in 'intoxicating power'

(bi-quwwat al-

jadhdhaba).261
However, even on this basic point Nifiari's daring expressions move in their
own categories, for according to him ecstÍlsy (wajd) means to be in God, which in
turn is a rezult of seeing God:.
Oh servant! The one who sees me, stays with me, and the one who stays with me,
remains in ecstasy (wajd¡

h

me.262

The very existence of causa eftciens outside the subject of the experience is
shown most apparently by the references of its autonomous coming.263 The notion

255 Junayd: Kitãb at-fanã',8O; Zaehner 1960,220.
25ó qu5uyri, Rßata,53. (Tnnslation according to Emst

1992, 188.) The term tlaqa'iq, 'truths',

here signifies the mystical states by emphasising their (ultimate) reality. It is also an esoteric
expression since the truth (baqq) of a state is beyond the ordinary explanations of the terms

referring to it.

257 Hu¡o,iri,

The idea is in fact so obvious rhat

it is quite seldom

258 Rudtk" & o'Ikne 199ó, 95.
259 Kalabudhi: Kitãb al-Ta'arruf,83. Arberry (Doctrine of the Sufs,107)

translates 'sent by

Kashf
mentioned.

al-Magtå,

l8l.

God'.

2ó0 Qu5uyrir Rßãla, 327 Principles of Sufism, 339.
261 lilatú: Sirr al-Asrãr, llgi Secret ofSecrets,90.
262 Niffari' lvluk'ha¡abãt 12:6. Arberry þ. 143) hanslates: "rühoso sees Me, abides for
whoso abides for me, abides in the experience of Me."

263

E.g. Hujwiri: Kashf al-Maþjúb, 418 (samã).

me; and
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also implies a distinction between real ecstasy and the product of a person's
own
psychological process. Hujwiri differentiates between ecstasy (wajd) effected
by

God and the natural impulses sensitised by music.2a shadhili recommends
discernment when watching over one's heart: "If any good comes upon you from
God, you accept it; and ifthe contrary comes upon you, you disapprove it, having
recourse to God with respect to averting and procuring."265

Quãayn defines ecstasy (wajd) as what happens to one's heart and comes
upon one without intention (ta'ammud) or effort (tatrallufl. He proceeds to state

uncompromisingly that "any ecstasy which contains anything of its possessor is

not ecstasy".2tr The use of the verb Íahida ('to witness') to mark the mystic,s
relation to the experience is also illustrative in this respecc in that state (åãla) the

servant 'titnesses the one who originates through his divine power his own
identity and essence."267

The existence of a causa eficiens is also used as a criterion behind the
standa¡d sufi classification of experiences into states (þal nd stations (naqãm).
According to Quiayri, "states are bestowed; stations a¡e attained. states come
freely given while stations are gained with effort (majhíid).,t6s Similarly, a state,
unlike a station, can also be taken away from a person. whether the states are
really only momentary, is a debated question. some claim, eusayn agreeing with
them, that the true sûates a¡e continuous although there may be variation in their
intensity at different times.269 The very existence of disagreement on such a basic
matter once more shows the diffrcuþ of using a public language for objects that
are inner and private in essence, Kalabadhi's solution here is to relate the items so
that they overlap: "every station has a beginning and an end, and between these
are the various gþ1gsil.270
The description of the quality of uanquillity, which was expressed by Niffari
on the symbolic level as a,'gate', is completed on the level of interpretation by
portraying it as 'entering unto God'; the gate is opened and kept open by God, and
finally it leads to the seeing of God: "when you entered to me, you sa!\¡ r"r.27r

And moreover, the gate is used fiom the other side by the .self-revelation'
(ta'anufl of God that enters through it to the subject of the experience.z12
264 Hu¡wirir Kashfat-Mahjúb, 4t9.
2ó5 Sabbagh, Lþstica! Teachings (Darrat al-Asrar),

26 qusa¡r Risata,6z.
267
268
269
270
271
272

109.

qulaytir Risãla,66; Earþ Istanic nþsticism, ll8. r:r,',. .¿.4r r:n

qu!"yti'

1.,

^ *¡-1"

Risãla, Sl.(Translation according to M.A. Sells in Early Islanic

Qus"yti, Risãla, S7-5t.
Katab"dhi: Kitab al-Ta'arruf,,59; Arberry: Doctrine of the 5ufis,76.
Nitran:Mavãq{,54:34,8. ,:+i¡ it .:r.r rjt

Niffari' Mmvãq¡f,S4:3.

yysticisn,
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The consuming quality of the experience may be portrayed on the interpretative level as love-sickness, infatuation, passionate yeaming, and a¡dent desire
for God. It seems that the quallty derives its vitality from two directions: from the
psychological passion of longing and yearning for God on the one hand, and from
the burning divine presence on the other. The discussion on the subject takes place
e¿"t¡"'.273
under the concept of irdda,

Jilani differentiates real ecstasy from artificial or self-produced ecstasy by the

fact that 'physical-psychological ecstasy' (wQd al-iismãnþya al-nafsãniyya) is
outwa¡d and under the control of the will, and therefo¡e hypocritical and
worthless, whereas in 'spiritual compassionate ecstasy' (waid al-rúþãni¡tya alraþmãniyya) the body has no choice, which indicates that spiritual ecstasy is
uncontrolled.2Ta

The difference between sound ecstasy and artificial ecstasy is an important
yet difficult topic. It has been perhaps somewhat avoided by many of the Sufi
authors, however. Kalabadhi, for exanple, does not comment on it at all. This
negligence is very understandable, for the problem is common to all religions: if
one applied to one's own (or to one's tradition's) religious experience the same
degree of criticality and rationality as one does to that of heretics, evidently the
whole experience would be in danger of being lost in the category of psychic
phenomena.

There is, however, an analysis given by QuÈayri conceming the source of
Iùawã¡ir, a broad concept including all kinds of ideas, thoughts, desires and inclinations that rise to the mind more or less unannounced. They may have four
different kinds of origin. (l) Those caused by angels are called 'inspiration'
(ilhãn\. (2) Those caused by the self (nafs) are called'ideas' (hawãjis); these are
usually connected with camal desire or pride. (3) Those caused by Satan (Scylan)
are called 'temptations' (wasãwis,literally 'whisperings'), these usually entice a
person to commit acts of disobedience. (4) And finally, those caused by God are
'true ideas' (khair l.roqq).z1s These four a¡e the basic varieties of causa eficiens
of mystical experiences, tb¡ee of them transcendent.
Nitrari discloses two basic principles concerning the recognition of the causa
eficiens, the first actually leading to the causa finalis. It is possible to recognise
the cause from the effects: ifthe experience separates the subject from the things

that separate him from God, it is divine.276 Another principle is that even if the
experience starts to fi,¡nction in the úght way but too early, before he has been
223 E.g.Qu5ayri: Risõ1a,202; Principles of &tfisn,177.
274 Jil-i, Str al-Asrãr, t l&-l 19;,S¿c¡e¡ of Seoets,89-90.
275 qusayri: Risãla,84.ln Kitãb al-Ta'arruf
Kalabadhi
Qt.62)

for'enemy' (' adúw) instead of

276 Niff"ti' Mmaqg,3o:1.

Satan.

makes the same division, except
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"severed", the subject should be afraid of deception (mab¡.ztt True illumination
does not come before puriñcatio¡r, to use a Ch¡istian expression.

The role of Satan (l6fian, iålis) in the analysis of sufi experience is very
limited in cha¡acter. According to Jilani, the devil cannot assume the form of
Muhammad or any of his followers even in a dream. The devil may pretend to be
God only with respect to anger and wath, by assuming the attributes of God's
delusion or anger. "The devil cannot appear with the cha¡acter of any divine

atfibute in which there is a trace of guidance.'4?8 However, Jilani admits the
existence of a satanic (iry¡aniyya) ecstasy (wajd) which is distinguishable from
the lack of light (núr, a divine anribute) and infideliry (ht¡¡.zte In this phase the
position of the decisive criterion is Ieft to Islamic law. According to
eusayri's
instmction, the differentiation between demonic and angelic inspiration can be
made only by those who do not eat forbidden 16o6.280
Among things mentioned as effective causes of ecstasy there are also a few
curiosities. Jilani mentions the singing of birds, the sighing of lovers and melodies

of songs as movers of spiritual energy, and "evil and the ego have no share" in
¡t"-.281 These profane sources of inspiration seem to be in contradiction with the
non-psychological origin of the spiritual experience. (The anat¡ica[y orientated
prosaic context does not support symbolic interpretation here.) Jilani's idea is
probably that the tb¡ee causes belong to the luminous spiritual realm and not to
the da¡k side since they all are part ofGod's creation.
Qusayri also mentions the aspect of 'beauty' (jamãl) as an effective cause
behind the experience: "If the atbibute of beauty is unveiled to the servant, he
attains drunkenness, his spirit is transported and his hea¡t is wands¡-ts$.,282
According to Niffari, however, beauty (!zsn) does not affect those who a¡e on the
higbest spiritual level.283

277

ù*.'-r:.¡r-L'. J+i..r- ¡* l.:,.Li d.t t¡

r-t<..Whaæverthingappeårstoyou,andbegins

to concentrate you before you have been severed, fear irs deception." Niffari: Møvãqif,3o:g.

27E J¡l*¡r Sin al-Asrô¡, 133;

Secret

of Secres,l0g-l

279 Jil-i, Sirr al-Asrãr, 133; Secrer ofSeues, l09-l
280 qu!âyri: Rßã1a,84.
281 Jilani: sjrr al-Asrtu, llgi secret of seqets,

lO.
lO.

90 (wherein the words arþãn al-aghâni,

'melodies of songs' are neglected.)

282 .-.r'l¡
¡b.r c¡¡lt ¿+.LJ Js-Jl

J- Jt^îtt :¡ -i. r+'Jl .r.-rl t]!j

Qusayri: Risãta,7l. The beauty of God as a profit (ribþ)

n

Jilani: sirr at-Asrõr,60 (cf.

Secret ofSecrets,23).

283 Niffäri' Mariãsif,8:39.

The statements are not in complete contradiction, not only because
they seem to refer to people of different ranks but also because þusn is a broader concept
than janã|.
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Perhaps surprisingly,

'love' is hardly ever explicitly mentioned

as the caasa

eficiens in the prose works that form the corpus of the study; Qu5ayri does

state

that "When a person's love is strengthened, his drink becomes endless.-z84
The Sufis also discussed the possibility of receiving two divergent influences
from God. (Actually, the problem has been prËsent in Islamic thinking since the
case of "satanic verses" during Muhammad's early career.) Qu5ayri puts forward
three opinions: Junayd considered the first ofthese the strongest "because when it
endures, its possessor returns to contemplation (ta'ammuQ", Ibn 'Ata' preferred
the second "because it builds upon the power ofthe fi¡st", and the third opinion is
that they are equal "because both are from the Real one (al-luqq)".28s
Another aspect of Sufi criticality is directed towards the methods adopted.
The dilemma is that the mystic's life largely consists of his mystical exercises, yet
these a¡e not supposed to produce genuine experiences. The problem is acknowledged, the artificial experiences are condemned by the authors, yet the dilemma

remains. "Raphres (mawajr$ induced by words (muqãwalõt) are an inñdelity
(lcafr) bv defi nition."28ó

The fact that the existence of causa fr"dis and the actuality of paficular
methods behind the experience do not necessarily exclude each other, has an
additional argument behind it in the Islamic context the possibility of appealing
to the idea of predestination so that the methods themselves may be viewed as
being ultimately caused by God. This may be concluded from the predestining
actions of God, or the single methods may be seen as having taken their rise from
God's action. For instance, contemplation may be interpreted as being caused by
6o¿.287

Finally, we may point out that the confident parlance concerning the effectual
cause does not imply that the Sufis were somehow blind to the human aspects of
the phenomenon. The mystical experience takes place in the menøl reality, and
for that refìson it is also frrlly dependent on the subject's psychological condition.
Qu3ayri expresses this idea by stating that the purity - and he does not say
'quantity' - of the mystical states (aþwãt) follows the purity of acts (a'ma4.zee
The Sufis also recognised that the subjective aspect ofthe experience makes
it relative: the Subject's awa¡eness and consciousness ofthe experience (or state)
may disturb the act of experiencing so that the attention is focused on the more
psychological dimensions that are ineviøbly less essential. Qu5ayri expresses it

284 quS"yti, Risala,72.{i}t ù r-: (+ ,¡¡, ¿-.r
285 qulayri: Risã|a,8Å5; Earty klanic l,tysticism, 145.
286 ¡¡6*¡' Mawaqif,34:6.
287 Nifrti' MNaStf,lg:4. This

288 qulayri:

is implied simply by the use of the cansative ashada.

Risãla, ó?; Early Islamic Mysticism, 120.
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compactly in a poetic fashion: 'the vision of nearness is a veil over neamess", i.e.
to realise that one is close to God does not help one to come closer to him.289
The principle of relativity is reflected on the linguistic level as well. what
this means concerning the discourse is brilliantly expressed by Niffari: ..In everything there is a tace of me.If you speak of it, you change it."2s This crystallises

the notion that language does not describe the outside world objectively but
reshapes the reality by forcing it into categories, as well as by supplying the
semantic keys to all its users. when the mystical experience is porüayed verbally,
its signs (both symbolic and anal¡ical) become parts of discourse in which the
meanings are reproduced in a process dominated by subjective significances.

33.3. Causa Finalis

what is the function of the experience? For sufis the only inherent value is God
Himself, and any other fi.urctions or effects of the mere experience are essentially
misunderstandings and for that r€ason not widely discussed in a direct way. If we
disregard God here as a featu¡e of "theological interpretation", there are only
occasional references to the causa Jìnal is Firstly, in the mental reality the mystical experience effects certain rearrangements in the emotional field. This may mean feelings of joy produced by pafici-

pation in the experience, for example: "Your joy (faraÐ for that which I give you
is better than your sorrow for that which I do not give you." 291 This joy is in
principle different by its position in the discourse from the joyous quality in the
experience itself (described in chapter 3.2.2). Qr it may mean a certain balancing
effect. "lühen you see me, security and fear become eqval.'292 This sense of the
causafinalis infi¡ses with the whole discourse where the control of the emotions is
a basic motive constantly present in one way or another. However, in most
contexts it is difficult - and a¡tiñcial - to see or make differentiations between the
emotional qualities present in the experience itself and those produced by it.
Secondly, there is the eschatological function. We may conclude ftom the
discourse of Kalabadhi that mystical experiences function with a ¡vofold relation
to salvation. on the one hand, they ftrnction as the ca¿sa efficiens of salvation,
and on the other, they are signs that indicate that their possessor will inherit salvation. Namely, in the Sufi perspective spiritual superiority is after all not based on
religious practices such as p¡ayer and fasting, but on the favours (lcarãmãt) and
289 qu5ayri:

2s

Risâla, E2; Early lslamic Mysticism, 140.

N¡ffa.i, Manãq{,5:6.

291 Nitrari; Mutùa¡abat,2sil}.
292 Niff"ri' Mak:hõtabãt, 4:ll.
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gifrs (mavdhiå) that are experienced in the inner hea¡t and on the spiritual states
@þwl\that are signs (a /dzr) of God's friendship (wilãya).ze3
Niffad expresses the same idea in a slightly different way, indicating that the
experiential states are a kind of participation in the existential state of the world to
come. He proclaims: "Your body after death is in the place where your heart is
before ¿""¡t.t494 And moreover, Niffari adds one mor€ perspective to the same
theme by hinting that the mystical states follow one after death: "As you enter to
me in prayer, so you will enter to me in your E;ave."295
Unlike many mystics, however, Niffari is not too confident conceming the
world to come: "Fear is the sign of him who knows his end: hope is the sign of
him who is ignorant of his end."2% The notion may be simply due to the fact that

Niffari is constantly willing to set himsetf in opposition to other Sufis, if at all
possible. As a drunken one he is above the sober speculators, and as a divine
oracle he is above the drunken ones who a¡e not concerned about salvation
because they have identified themselves with God while on ea¡th. Niffa¡i's subtle
discourse reprehends mystics who are high in wisdom but low in fear, and who
thereby end up with mockery.297

3.4. TIIEORETICAL CONTEXT

3.4.1. Specul¡tion on the St¡tes

As we have already glimpsed, the Sufis do not contend themselves with working
up emotional states and impulsive moments into general types and adapting them
into tecbnical terms, but they enthusiastically proceed to speculate on the relationships between them as well. In this discursive "game" the states may be arranged
into contrasting or consecutive series.

3.4. 1.

I. Contrasting

Comparßon

One of the surprising features of Sufi literature is the emphasis given to the
question of superiority of one state in comparison with its counterpart. As we
293 ç"¡"6"¿¡ri: Kitãb ol-Ta'arraf,,5G-51; Arberry: Doctrine of ttreSqfs,65-66.
294 ¡¡6.r¡, Mavtãgf,Z41.
295 ¡¡6¡¡"¡¡ Mmãqif, t2:E. The sentence, however, is open to other kinds of
well.

296 ¡¡¡¡.r'¡' Mavaqif,

15:21.

297 NifÏä¡'i' Ma\eãqg

15:2E.

interpretation as
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noted above, the states a¡e often arranged and presented in polar pairs.298 In
principle they may be opposites of various kinds: directional opposites
Qam, tafriqa), antipodal opposites (budA, - ghryba), counterparts (qurb _ bu,d),
reversives (lcaif - þíjaÐ. Yet in practice any pai¡, especially the most abstract
ones like/anã' - baqã', may be understood as belonging in various categories of
oppositions; this is largely due to the semantic structure of the A¡abic noun, which
often means both being in the state of X and becoming (more and more) the state
of X.29 When the contents of these states are contrasted and their relationship
discussed in great detail, the discourse ofren proceeds by means ofnegations so
that the presentation of state
does not necessarily contain much more than

x

speculation on its relation, usually superiority, to its opposite CX).
The discussion on sobriety (saþw) and drunkenness (.rab) is one of the most
famous features of classical sufism, and as we have seen, of our sources Kalabadhi and Qusayri in paficular represent lhe definitive works of sober sufism.

Niffari's discourse, on the other hand, is above the whole questioning, and his terminology does not even contain the problematic pair at all.
According to Hujwiri, the ultimate state is that of sobriety, perhaps t}le most
peculiar argument being that the prophets used to perform miracles in sobriety but
the saints are able to perfomr them only in dn¡nkenness. yet he does also present
the confronting view in great detail; the superiority of drunkenness is argued from
the fact that the greatest veil between man a¡rd God is composed by the human
attributes, and these a¡e at their strongest in sobriety. This is in tum opposed by
the view that man should become continually more sober in order to comprehend
the fue Reality and in order to be released from entanglement in superficial
phenomena; as the drunken person supposes that he has been annihilated, even
though the attributes have not really disappeared, which is a more serious veil
than any other. This notion indicates that there is no valid criterion for annihila-

tion on a zubjective basis. However, there is "agreement" on the fact that even if
the attributes be successfully annihilated, the speculation goes on: there is an
equal diversity conceming the superiority of the next stages

¿rs

*"9.300

When Hujwiri treats the controversy between 'absence' @høyba) and
'presence' (hudíir\, he recognises that it is essentially the same problem as the
basic debate on dn¡nkenness a¡rd sobriety. He even admits explicitly that the
whole distinction is "merely verbal, for they seem to be approximately the same".
Nevertheless, there are numerous Sufis who prefer ghaybãol and others who
298

299

Contrastin Cpaírs (tuõdd)are atso famous in Persian poetry. Schimmel 19E2, 59,
gnopposites, see Cruse 1986,223-231.

300 Hu¡*itir Rashfal-Mahjùb. I18, l5l-152, l8,t-lE7, ZZ6,Z4t-24g.

30t

E.g. al-Hallaj, Ibn 'Ata, Abu Hamza "and numerous sheikhs of lraq". Hujwiri: Kashf alMaþjùb,249-
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prefer þu(úf02. The former argue that man's self is the greatest veil between God
and man, and when one becomes absent fiom oneself, one's evils a¡e annihilated
as though as they a¡e "consumed by the flame of proximity (qurba) to God". The

latter argue that the value of'absence' depends on the 'presence', 'absence' being
only a means that leads to 'presence', for 'absence' involves the sonow of being
veiled, while'presence' involves joy.303
The notions on the status of the states appearing during samã'-namely,wajd

-

vary according to the same pattem. l(ujúd, according to its suppofoflove and oflovers. Those preferringwajd,
on the other hand, consider wujûdto be a state ofnovices: they argue that since
God is infinite, even the experiences of wujûd cannot be more than emotions
(Pers. maírabÍ¡. Yet there is agreement on the fact that the'þower of knowledge
should be greater than the power of wajd, since, if wajd be more powerful, the
person affected by it is in a dangerous position".304 This rema¡k reveals a certain
distrust, as ifan experience given by God could lead one into danger (in relation
to the revelation and to one's own selQ. The explanation is that one overcome by
wajd is deprived of the ability of discrimination (khitãb), and cannot be recompensed or punished, for he is in the "predicament of madm"ott.305
In QuSayri's discourse wujúd comes after one rises beyond wajd. "Wujúd is
an end, and ecstasy (wajd) is an intermediary benveen the begiruring and the
and wujûd

ers, is superior because it is the state

end."3ffi
The question of the duration of fanã'belongs to the same theme. Kalabadhi
takes the view of those who consider this state permanent (Junayd, al-Kharraz
etc.); his arguments, however, do not seem to be more convincing than those of
his opponents: the use of the Qur'an on both sides appears a little arbitrary. Those
in favour of permanence and stabilþ, in their own opinion, repres€nt a more
genuine experience, since they stess the given nature of experience setting it in
opposition to that acquired by human effort.
There appears to h¡m a revelation of God's power, and shows him his desire of God
departing in reverence to God: then there appears to him a revelation of God, and
shows him the departing ofhis desire ofthe vision ofthe departing ofhis desire; and

302 E.g. al-Muhasibi, Junayd, Sahl ibn 'Abdallah, Abu Ja'far

Haddad and Muhammad ibn
Khafif, to whom Hujwiri attributes the authorship of the doctrine in question; Hujwiri:. Kashf
al-Mahjúb,249.

303 Hujwiri:

KashÍ al-Matljûb,248-251. Undoubtedly the choice of preferred terminology is
largely a question of mentality: personalities with a tendency tor,vards radicalism like bolder
concepts, and those of a moderate temper find the positive concepts more pleasant.

304 Hu¡tnirir Kashf al-Mat¡jûb, ala,
305 Hu¡*iti: Kashfal-Maþjûb,413416.
306 Qusayti, Risãla, 62-63.
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there remains the vision of what was of God for God, and the one and Eternal is alone
in His oneness; and with God there is not for other than God either passing-away
(fanã ) or persistence (baqã ) (al-Kharr¿2;.307

The formation oftheoretical speculation unavoidably has the potential to develop
intrinsic values out of abstractions. If this be the case, the result is a variety of
speculations on the states that always seem to be almost as unique and ultimate as
the one following it.
If the stâte of discriminæion (hãlat al-tanyîz) even causes me to be aware only of what
is God's, and to lose sense of what is mine, what will the state of intoxication (þâtat alsulcr) be like, a state in which discrimination passes away? (Kalabadh¡¡308

The basic disposition behind the discussion conceming the superiority of any
paficular state regularly firnctions according to the same pattern. once the experience has been attained, one can either place stress on its decisive cha¡acter and
hence its finality and base one's conclusions as to its value on its divine origin, or
one may recognise the casual quantity and subjective quality ofthe experience
and use these facts as a basis for further conclusions. ln other words, the problem
is the value of subjective infallibility; even if one has anained perfect certainty
one may still admit that the sense of certainty is not a universal proof. on the
other hand, the question is also one of authority: who is able to define the truth on
the Islamic status of the "enlightened" from a lower state? Moreover, it is possible
that the masters of discourse may define more judgements on the matter than their
personal experience of mystical experiences would allow. In the words of Ibn al-

Farghani: "Who knows the form (rasm) becomes proud, and who knows the
content (wasm) becomes 6swi¡¿.t ¿.1309
The same juxtaposition is reflected in the discussion of the value of the Sufi
sessior¡ samã', 'listening'. others estimate it as belonging to begirurers who still
need to listen to God, "the other". And according to others, samã' is presence

with God and staying with the Beloved; listening is for the ear the same as service
is for the body, union for the spirit, contemplation for the subconscious (sírr),310
love for the heart (Pers. d/), or seeing to the eye.3t I

307 ralabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'arruf,94; Arberry: Dætñne
308 K"l"b"dhi; Kitãb al-Ta'anuf, E7; Arberry: Doctine

3@

of the Sufß,123.
of the Sufis,

ll2.

Kalab"dhi: Kirãb al-Ta'arruf,, 102; Arberry: Dæni¡e of the &tfr.,l34. (Translation slightly
altered.)

310 g¡"" literally 'secret', rcfers

1o the undermost hidden part of the soul, so it is often a very
fr¡nctional solution to translate it as 'subconscious', albeit a somewhat a modem exprrssion.

3

¡

I

Here Nicholson's

'soul'would also do.

Hujwiri: Kashf at-Maþjúb, 40540't .
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Also, a state that is seemingly sound may contain a built-in opposition. The
fact that the consuming quallty of the experience fi¡nctions, according to the
perspective chosen for the interpretation, as both causa efrciens and. causafinalis,
produces a discussion on the juxtaposition of those who desire God (nurîd) and
those who are desired (murãd) by Him, the result being that "every murãd is a
murld', and vice versa: both concepts have the same reference but from opposite
angles. However, according to those Sufis that use these concepts with divergent
meanings, a mwíd is a beginner and a labourer controlled by rules and regulations

bvt a murãd is at the highest degree, being contolled by the care and protection of
God. Junayd puts this in brief: "ftre murîd walks; the murãd flies."3t2
The principle of the very existence of antithetical pairs, however, may have a
great deal more significance than a mere verbal play. It intoduces to Islamic
thinking the category of paradox which is behind all the main doctines of Ch¡istianity but not present in the basic doctrines of Islam. Yet paradoxes have always
been a basic feature of mystical thought, due to their ability to test and extend the
limits of common thought. The speech of Niffari's divine subject proclaims
explicitly: "If you do not see Me behind every pair of opposites ({iddiWa) with a
single vision, you do not know ¡4".r313
Another good example of this'þsychedelic fi¡nction" of mystical language is
also given by Niflari, who displays a paradoxical way of expressing the proximity
of God who is so close to man that He is actually between Himself and man.
"When you see me, and (when) you see the one who sees me, I am between both,
listening and answering."3 14
On the oúrer hand, the value of the whole system of multiple states can be
questioned as well. Since the states as denominations are part of a complex that is
ultimately verbal in nature, they are fa¡ from being intinsic in comparison with
the actual experienced dimension. Nitrari disputes the value of state-concepts by
setting even waqþ, his own prefened state, in opposition to the actual experience,
which does not deal with concepts but with God himself. "You deshe either me or
waqfd', proclaims Niffari's divine subject.3 I 5
This may be the main reason for interpreting a state as deceit, a possibility
that has also produced a technical term of its own. Namely, a state might be
designated as 'fraud' (malv),3t6 defined by Qa5ani as follows:
3

¡2

313

E.g. QuSayn: Risãta, 203Jl05; P rinciples

of Sufisn, 1 79-¡

8

1.

of the root 'RFof 'knowing' (ta'rfní) implies that it

¡¡6.r¡'

is
MawãSf, l9:7. The use
ma'rifa rather than l7n thæ is referred to, Arb€rry translates the end "thou hast no gnosis of

me".

314 Nitrari' Mawãqrt25;17.
3ls ¡¡6*¡' Mawãqif,t8].

316 Cf. Massignon

I954, 368

(45{6),375 (12).
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This is following up blessings with misdeeds, sustainiog mystical states without regard
for propriety, and divulging sþs and miracles without authority or restrainr3l?

3. 4. 1.

2. Conseattíve Comparison

The discursive play with states can operate in another, more harmonious way
where the aim is to compare the states in order to arange them not in antithesis
but in succession, as a consecutive series, which may produce images of a path to
be travelled or a ladder to be ascended. This applies to the whole system ofstates
and to the other concepts connecred with them, and in that way it also sets the
ecstatic experiences in a new perspective.

For example, Ibn 'Arabi grades the states from the faintest to the sbongest,
the orderbeing'tasting' (dhm'q) -'drinking' (fw$- 'quenching' (riW)-.intox-

ication' (sub).3¡8 Qu3ayn starts in like manner but has a slightly different
arrangement: 'tasting' - 'drinking' - 'quenching' (irfiwa1.lts The idea of the
latter division is that a person may become accustomed to the ecstatic states so
that *d¡ink no longer makes him dn¡rù'420 and he reaches the final state of intoxication, a kind of sober serenity where he is unaffected by what he encounters and
is incapable of being moved emotionally.32¡
The position ofecstatic experience in Sufism has also been set in its proper
context in a series ofconsecutive comparisons representing a broader perspective
on the phenomenon. Ecstasy, characterised by its qualþ of 'rapidity' (sur'a), is
presented as one of the ten basic elements (arlún') of Sufism.322

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Isolation of unification (tajrîd al-tawhîd)
Understanding of audition (fahm al-samã)
Good fellowship (åasn al-'ßra)

heference for prefening Qthãr al-ûhãr)
Yielding up of personal choice (tark al-ikhtiyãr)
Rapidþ of ecstasy (sur'at al-wajd)
Revelation of thougbts (kaff 'an al-khawãtir)

317 q"s"nir Kitãb istilãhãt,
ç224.
3lE lbn' Arabi: Tarjunan al-Aswãq, 75.
319 qusayri: Rßala,72.
320 qusa¡i, Risõ1a,72. irs-¡rr .i¡,¡* cJ
321 The procedure, according to Sells, is parallel to the conception ofdrunkenness in

classical

poetry wherc one drinks wine in order to forget one's beloved, yet the wine makes one
remember her all the more. (Eaily Islanic Mysticisn,126).

322 A quotation from
79.

al-Farisi; Kalabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'a¡ruf

6l; Arberry: Doctrine of the

Sufrs,

Ecsrtnc R¿eowcs

n¡
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Surtsu

E.
9.

Abundantjourneyng(løttuat al-asJàr)
Yielding up ofeaming (tark al-iktisãb)
10. Refusal to hoard (taþîm al-iddikhãr)

Qu5ayri displays the most crucial ecstatic terms according to their ontological
effects: tawþîd entails the encompassing (istry ãå) of the sewant, wa,¡? entails the
immersion (istighrãq) of the servant, and wujúd entails the extinction (istihlãk) of
the servant.34

Niffari gives an interesting stn¡cture of states that sta¡t from waq¡þ, Niffa¡i's
highest mode of knowledge, and ascend towa¡ds the solemn attributes of God.
lVhen rcversed, this somewlrat panentheistic ladder looks like this:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Essentiality (dlati¡ya)
Oneness (waþdãni¡ya)

Mieht(ízza)
Impermeability (gumúd)
Majesty (kibrîya)
Splendour (bahã)
Digúty (waqãr)
Staying (waq¡fa)324

These states, mo¡eover, are displayed in the discourse so that the lower one is
always "only one of the qualities" of the one above, which implies a pyramid-like
stucture of states that a¡e almost endless in number. This fits well with the
principles of mystical discourse, which aims to keep perspectives open forwards
and avoids setting any limits.

When inuinsic merit is attributed to a series, the result is an objective (i.e.
of the subject) field in the mystical dimension. Tirmidhi, whose
terminology frequently differs somewhat from the main stream of Sufism,325
presents the states as va¡ious 'domains' or 'dominions' (mulk), a kind of cosmic
fìeld for the mystic sojoumer, that all have their own fi¡nctions in the experience.
independent

323 1¡. tripartite division

is derived from al-Daqqaq; QuSayri: Rßãto, í3.Translation according
to M. A. Sells in Earþ lslamic Mysticism,ll4).

324 Niffari' Mawõqif, l8.2.

325

For example, al-Tirmidhi (in the nanslation by Radtke

& O'Kane

1996) apparently manages

to treat the whole subject of 'sainthood' without many of the basic concepß of classical
Sufism (such as wajd fanã', baqã). And on the other han{ he has some quiæ original
speculations about 'supernatural speæh' (hadîth) and the 'seal ofthe Friendship with God'
(kh4n al-wilíya\.
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The terms ft¡nction as a cosmological macrocosm that is realised in the subjective
microcosm.326

mulk al-jabarüt

makes upright

mulkal-sultãn

refines
disciplines

mulkal-jalãl
mulkal-jamãl
mulkal-bahã'

purifies
renders sweet-smelling

mulk al-bahja
mulk al-hryba

broadens

mulkal-raþna

refreshes, strengthens, promotes

mulk al-fardíyya

nourishes

educates

When these kinds of consecutive series a¡e connected with a Gnostic or neoPlatonic vision of creatior¡ the result is a set of aspects of emanation which the
subject is supposed to retum backwa¡ds and upwards towa¡ds its original sor¡rce.
This is presented by Jilani so that the first realm of the emanation from the
Essence of the Creator is the realm of the world of divinity (ãlam al-lõhùt) in
which was created the 'holy spurt' (al-rúh al-qudsi¡ which descended through the
realms of 'omnipotence' (jabarût),'kingdom' (malalaTt),tzt'povr'er' (mulk), being
clothed with the garment of each realm and renamed first as 'the sovereign spirit'
(rûþ sul¡ãni¡tya),Îhen as 'moving spirit' (Æ¡ sîrãni¡tya), and finatly the holy spirit

to enter the world of matter as 'bodily spirit' (rrifzTßmãni¿rya'). God ordered the
spirits to enter ùe bodies prepared for them. The macrocosm of the realms of
spirits are in turn reflected in man where the spirit has various 'tavems' (þAnút) in
his body: the physical aspect of the exteme hmbs (badan ma' al-jawãriþ alzhãhira), the psychological aspect of the heart (qalb), an inner heart fu'ãù¡ and.
the subconscious secret pa¡t (strÐ. The task of man is to ascend in the knowledge
of names towards the Divine unity.3za
The principle of consecutive series operates on all levels of the discourse.

The symbol of the veil is categorised by Niffari in five grades as veils of
'essences' (a'yãn), refening to the whole creation, 'sciences' (ulùm), 'letters'
(burûfl, 'na¡nes' ('asma) and 'ignorance' (iah[¡.32e Even the category of methods

326 Radtk" & o'Kane 1996,94.
327 It is also possible to derive malahTt from malah 'angel', and tanslate it accordingly
'angelic realm'.

328 Jilan¡: Sin al-Asrãr,55-60;
329 Niffati' Mawãqg64:2.

Secret

of Secres, lÇ22.
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has been enumerated with progressive divisions. Jilani gives seven stages for the
one outwa¡d and six irmer ones, which become progressively deeper:330

dhíb,

l.

Tongue (dhilv al-lisãn)

-

demonstrating that the

heat has not forgotten

remembrance

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Soul (dhib al-nafs)

-

inner emotional movement

Heart(dhiÞ al-qalb'¡- sensing the divine splendour Çalãt) and beauty (janãI)
Spirit (dhÍlø alrrilr) - enlightenment through perceiving the lights of attributes
Seeret(dhib al-sirr) - revelæion of divine secrets
Hidden (dhib ql-khafry) - *lights of the beauty of Essence" (øwãr jamãl aldhãt\
The most hidden of the hidden(dhila akhlã

al-khafu)-

behotding the ultimate

Essence of Absolute Truth.

of states easily becomes a me¡e verbal exercise, even
competition, as the anecdotes embedded in the Sufi classics reveal. When someone declares that he has "drurù from the cup of love, after which there is no
thirst", another may manel at the weakness of his state, boasting: "Here is one
The arrangement

who has drunk up the seas qf s¡s¿1iqn".331

3.4.1.3. Ecstasy and Time

All

mystical and ecstatic experiences take place in the category of time. This
somewhat self-evident aspect has been discussed by the Sufis from various
viewpoints.
First, the time dimension can be used to settle some unsolved dilemmas in the
interpretation. Qu$ayri manages to harmonise the dispute over 'states' and
'stations' by sening the experience in the category ofchronological change. For
example, the mental condition of 'satisfaction' (r4A) is both attained by human

effort and bestowed by God: attained in the beginning and bestowed in the end,
and in that sense it is both state and station.332
Most of the Sufi discussion on time, however, takes place under the conc€pt
of waqt,literally signi$ing both 'time' and 'moment', which in its widest sense in
the Sufi parole refers to the present moment that is between past and fr¡ture. The
more specific usage of waqt is one of the most cornmon signs of the mystical

330 Jilaoi, Sin al4srãr,80-81;

Secref of

fucres,45-46. Bayrak interprets the seventh stage

as

"annihilation of the self and unification with the úfth" (al-nuhø ila þaqiqat al-haqq aIyaqín).

331
Qulayri:
332 quÞyri:

Risilla, 73 Early Islamic Mysticism, 127.
Risilla" 193; Principles of Sufisn,163.
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experience a¡rd due

to its basic meaning, it operates especially in the chrono-

logical dimension, signifying the moment during which the subject is under the
influence of a mystical-ecstatic experience, and thereby distinguishing an actual
(emotional) peak from abstract concepts in a very functional way. I|raqt is used as
a technical term of the mystical experience-in-general of any emotional content,
and the¡efore waqt may signify anything that dominates a person completely yet
transitorily. Qa5ani defines waqt as'Vhatever becomes present to you in the

to Qu5ayri, it is what happens to Sufis
the
dispositions
of
the
Real
that
come upon them without any choice on
"through
their part".334 But on the other hand, even if the mere waqt was temporary, its
effects may remain constant because of the state (fzõI) granted during ¡¡335 ¡n
these definitions Qaðani and Qu5ayri seem to employ the concepts of hãl andwaqt
in a somewhat reverse way.
Some of the emotional modes of experience a¡e intentional in cha¡acter in the
(ecstatic) state (hãI)".333 According

like 'fear' and 'hope', the others being more
immediate and self-fuIñlling. Examples of the latter include states like 'constriction' (qab$ and 'expansion' (åasr) whose mode of consciousness "occur in the
present ¡¡srn6¡1t'.336 'Constriction' operates like fea¡, but in the present moment
only, not intentionally.
QaSani points out that concentration on either the past or the future is actually
sense that they refer to the future,

a waste of time (tadyî' al-waqt), since a Sufi should be ibn waqtihi and concentrate on the present moment only.l37
In the existentialist perspective, time is attibuted a somewhat unmercifr¡l
character caused by the uniqueness and transitoriness of the present moment. The
uniqueness of the waqt is the reason why there can be no general rules to guide

one's actions during the mystical moment: every waqt must be encountered
casually, sometimes resorting to invocation, sometimes to maintaining silence, as
QuSayri instructs.338 The mystical moment is even more unyielding, however, due
to the consuming force of the experience. Sufis also express this idea by using of
waqt the symbol 'sword'.
As the sword is cutting, so the moment prevails in what the Real (al-haqq) brings to
pass and completes. It is said: "The sword is gentle to the touch, but its edge cuts.
Whoever handles it gently is unharmed. Whoever treats it roughly is cut. Similarly for

333
334
335
33ó
337
338

(p. 32). Jl-tt .i rt.,-ås L
L ¿¡" ¡¡l .¡Jl .,rr-: ù- ¡aot-1 L
¿¡rr'..
¡-r;i

qasani: Kitãb istitõhar,no.

qu5ayri: Risata,Si.

l0l

Hu¡*iti' Kashf al-Mdtj,úb, 367170.
quSayri: ß¡srã/d,58. L.-,,lt

qasani: Kitab !flabãt,no.

¿tltl¡ ¿¡rll u,, J-t- u-:gll uÅ¡Jt l-lr
l0l (p. 32-33).

qu5ayri: Risala, 265; The Principles ofSufism,277
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the momen! whoever submits to its decree (ßtaslama li-lruknihí) is saved, and
whoever opposes it is thrown over and destroyed.33g

Consequently, fhe 'moment' (waqt) itself may also be favourable or opposing.3ao
From this perspective waqt may be interpreted as consisting of 'effacement'
(maþw\ and 'confirmation' (ithbãt), one mone pair of states describing the same
phenomenon from opposite angles. This pair porfiays the divine action in man as
an interplay of two complementary tendencies: "mohw is what the Real (al-baqq)

veils and purifies, ithbãt is what it manifests and discloses'.34¡ qu$ayri divides
mahw into three categories the meanings of which he aims to elucidate, even
though his exposition almost yields itself up to the stream of words in his appetite
for using thyming concepts: the first is "effacement of any lapse in performance
of exterior duties" (maþw al-zalla 'an al¿hawdhÐ, the second "effacement of
any negligence in the inner mind" (mahw al-ghafla 'an al-(amã'rr) , and the third
"effacement of any defect in the secret part of man" (maþw al-'illa 'an al-sarã'ir).
Similarly, the first is the 'confirmation of good conduct' (ithbãt al-mu'ãmalãt),
the second the 'confirmation of the encounters' (ithbãt al-munãzalãt), and the
third the 'afü¡mation of the intimacies' (ithbãt al-muwã;at1).3a2
Hujwiri makes a corresponding division but using different vocabulary- Iüaqt
as a specific term refers to nvo kinds of moments given by God, fìrstly 'losing' or
'departing' (faqd) nd secondly, 'finding' or 'uniting' (wajd).In the latter case the
effect given by God descends into the soul and gathers it together from the
distraction caused by the tension between past and present.343
Sufism has been given multiple defïnition-s, the most remarkable of which is
undoubtedly Junayd's: "Sufïsm is the preservation of the moments (awqat¡'.ztt
The fruitfulness of the definition is not only in its quest for continuous experience
but also in its aim to surpass the fleeting nature of time and the uniqueness of the
p¡esent moment. The experience may certainly surpass time subjectively, in the
sense that the subject loses the sense of time during it. Nitrari suggests that during
the moment, of which he uses the term míqAL denved from the same rcot WQT,
one may attain an experience of eternity beyond time, even though the moment is
an external phenomenon as well: "The hea¡ts of those who know see eternity
(abad) and their eyes see the moments (mawãqit)"34i Etemity is an attribute of

339 qu$ayri:
340 quSayri:
341 .tJ,

Risala, 55;

Early Islanic Mysricism, I 00-l 01.

l}l.
cjL ¡*JLi.
ú-lt

Risata,56; Early Islatnic tutysticism,

¡Jt .r¡ri u gtjTt¡ . eti:¡

Mysticism, 128.

342
343
344
345

qu5"y.i, Risã1a,13; Early Istanic lt'lysticism, 128.
Hujwiri: Kashf at-Mahjúb, 367170.
Kalabadhi: Kitab at-Ta'arruf,, 62.

¡i6rr'¡' Mawãq$57

17.

Qulayri: Risã1a,73; Early Islamic
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God, and it may be experienced in a way analogous to seeing

-

but not expressed

exactly.346

The experience of a timeless, etemal state is only one result of the intensity of
the experience: if one is deprived of all ordinary sensing due to the all-filling
nature of the ecstatic experience, inevitably one does not pay attention to the
passing of time either, somewhat like a person who falls asleep and loses his
awareness of time. Sufis do not express the idea precisely, perhaps because time
itself was not understood in such an exact fashion as in modem times with our

clocks and timers. Nevertheless, Qu5ayri describes ibn waqtihí,'man of his
moment' as one for whom the fr¡ture does not exist so that he has no fear or
sorrow, and no concem either for the past or for the moment to come.347 Naturally
it is the capacity of the subject which largely determines how quickly and how
completely he is filled by an experience, and his will may to a large extent determine whether he retains the discursive reasoning during it.
The possibility of experiencing a state beyond time led some Sufis to reach
the conclusion that since the only timeless entity is God, the one who has passed
beyond time consequently has a good reason to declare his ultimate identity with
God. The logical "mistakes" here - even if the experience is considered real - are
that the mere losing of the sense of time is regarded as surpassing its limits, and
secondly, even if one actually surpassed time, which is in fact true in the subjective sense, there is still an incoherent supposition that ifthe soul proceeds beyond
time it cannot be a soul anymore, as if its identity was dependent on time and lost

*¡¿,

¡¡.348

3.4.1.4. Special Cases

of "Stateologt"

In the discussion on ecstatic experience there are also several cu¡iosities connected with the problems of various states. The one we must not miss is Hujwiri's
chapter on the 'rending of garments' (kharq), which is undoubtedly among the
most bizarre religious regulations ever written down. The reading is characterised
by a peculiar tension between the rational approach and its insane subject, inspired behaviour.
Hujwiri notes in the beginning that the one who is in full command of his
senses must not rend his gaÍnents, since this has "no foundation in Sufism". Yet
rending one's clothes may be a blissful act depending on one's motives and
circumstances. One is firstly allowed to rend one's gamrents in rapture caused by

346

ùit r/ ¡¡!- y, sÍl ;.-î, -

"You have seen eæmity, but there is no means of expressing

eternity." Niffari : Mawaqif, 60:3-4.

347 qusayri: Risala, 55; Eaily Islamic ltlysticism,
348 5.. the discussion in Zaehner 1960,90, 123.
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sama', and secondly, others a¡e allowed to rend their garments at the command of
a spiritual director; and thirdly, they do this in the intoxication of ecstasy. The
most diffìcult problem seems to be the treatment of the intact garments thrown off
and tom during samã', for the ascertaining of their destination implies clarification of the th¡ower's motives at the moment of throwing. The garment may be
delivered to the spiritual leader or to the singer, or it may be divided among the
party, depending on the th¡ower's intention and on the nature of his ecstatic state.
For the sake of clarity it is recommended in many cases that "all should throw off
their garments in sympathy".3ag
When treating the perception of esoteric knowledge (samã),350 Hujwiri
sta¡ts with ordinary perception tbrough the five senses. Of these, hearing is the
most important, since it is crucial when embracing the religion. Similarly, the use
of the sense of hearing involves more problems: Hujwiri gives a long analysis of
cha¡acteristics and qualities of different types of hearing according to various
schools. This was necessary because the use of music to achieve ecstasy had
greatly increased among the Sufis, which in turn had divided opinions into various
camps. According to one theory the temperaments of all living beings consist of
sounds and melodies blended and harmonised. Therefore, for example, deer could
be hunted by encircling them, "and sing until the deer a¡e lulled to sleep by the

delightñrl melody". On the other hand, this indicates universal musicality: "he
who finds no pleasure in sounds and melodies [...] is outside of the category of
men and beasts." Paradise is full of auditory enjoyment, for there is a different
voice and melody coming from every ¡ss.35l
Hujwiri recognises that since the temperaments vary, it would be tyranny to
pursue one law for all. The same sound can be heard outwardly in a material way
or in a spiritual way, with rmderstanding. If listening to music seems to strengthen
the passions, the problan is in the way in which the audition is performed: it does
not correspond to reality. Sama'is proper to strenglhen the tendencies that already
exist in the soul, whether good or bad, not so much to change them. A participant

may, in accordance with his grade, receive supernatural influence, which may
cause him to lose control ofhis senses, or even lead to death. The main purpose,
however, is the transportation of the novice by audition to "such an extent that his
audition shall deliver the wicked from their wickedness".35z

349 Hu¡*iti: Kashf al-Maþjüb, 4¡7-418.
350 ¡¡"r. søz¡ã'means 'reception ofknowledge'.

Besides 'hearing' and'Sufì ritual' there is one
more separate meaning: Ibn 'Arabi, for example, "gave certificates of authenticity (sanã)"
for his works. (lbn 'Arabi: Safts oÍAndalwø, Austin's Inüoduction, 43).

351 Hujwiri:
352 Hu¡*i.ir

Kashf at-Mattjúb, 393413.
Kashf al-Magúb, 402403, 406-410.
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3.4.2. Ecstasy and Theolory

The speculation concerning ecstasy inevitably leads from a comparison of the
states to a discussion of the evaluation of the experience in the wider Islamic
context. What is the relation between ecstatic experience and Islamic systematic
theology? The divine cause ofecstasy raises questions as to its evaluation: does it
give authority somehow comparable with the Divine revelatior¡ Sunna or Sari'a,
Islamic law?
The basic Sufi answer is simple: the inspiration of genuine experience is in
principle the same and therefore as sure as the inspiration of the Qur'an, and for
this very rerßon such experience cannot contradict but only support the truths of
revelation.353 Nevertheless, Niffari's ans\Mer, I assume, would assign the revelation of the Qur'an, as far as it is verbal, to the dimension of the creation, but sound
mystical experience, as far as it is immanent, is above the divine parole subdued
to human language.3sa Even if the meanings of the words of the Qur'an were
divine in reference, they are surely human in significance.
A closer appraisal of the topic, however, is impeded by the esoteric principle
prevalent in Sufism, according to which people should be approached according
to their ability to comprehend and secrets should be guarded from the "common
¡olktt.35s The position could be described with a linguistic term such as 'situational accepøbility': what is appropriate depends on the current context. Hallaj, for
example, is reputed to have acted as a member of every particular sect he happened to encounter - yet in the end his sin, from the Sufi point of view, was the very
disclosing of secrets.356
The esoteric principle is one result of the recognition of the limitations of
language in describing inner realities that lack objective criteria of identity.
According to Kalabadhi,
if a man

discoursing does not take account of the spiritual conditions (aåwãI) of his

hearers, but expounding a certain søtion (maqãm) denies and affrms, it is possible rhat
there may be in his audience one who has never dwelt in that station: what he denies
may be affrmed in the starion of the hearer, so that he will imagine that the speaker

353 Radtke & o'Kane 1996, ll7.
354 P. Nwyia even states that "il a démasqué I'idolâtrie du harf'(Nwyia 1970, 370).
355 por instance,
Qusayri has a division offour groups ofpeople: the masses ('ãmma),the

elect
(khãssa, literally 'special'), saints (øwlyã', often fanslated 'friends of God') and prophets
(anbþõ). R¡sa/a, 108; Principles of Sufsn,29.

35ó

Ernst 19E5, 124-125,
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had denied something which knowledge ('ilzr) affrms, and that he has either made a
mistake, or fallen into heresy, or even pìrhaps relapsed into unbelief'357

This twofold intention is one of the basic characteristics of Sufi discourse. It
me¿ìns that the terms may function to facilitate the understanding of the topic for
Sufis and to make it perplexing for outsiders. Qu5ayri states in the preface to his
dictionary of Sufi vocabulary:
The Sufis employ terms (alføh) on maners they share, rhrough which they intend to
reveal (kaífi their meanings to themselves, and to veil (srrr) from those who disagree
with them in their path Qaríqa) so tbat the meanings of th-e-ir terms may be a mystery
for outsiders, out oijealousy toward them for their secres. 358

Also, the sources of the present study set themselves explicitly behind the Qur'an
and Sunna, and within their orthodox interpretation, when the question is under
discussion, but indeed outside these settings the discourse often seems to be quite
independent of them. This is clearly illustrated in the way the Sufis ase the
Qur'an.

3.4.2.I. Ecstasy and the Qur'an

of Sufism determinedly underlines its substantial unity and
historical continuity with Muhammad and his revelation. The Qur'an is therefore
the main subtext for all Sufi discourse, which is no wonder since many Sufis had
leamt the whole book by heart. Even the discourse of such an esoteric and original
thinker as Ibn 'Arabi is full of Qur'anic allusions and quotations.3sg
This means that the expression of the mystical experience is potentially
The main line

influenced by the preconditioning effect of the Qur'anic subtext. This applies both
to the reference and to the significance ofthe expression. For example, all references to light have a Qur'anic connotation, since 'light' is a divine attribute in the
famous light verse.3@ Jilani states that ecstasy is the conjunction of human light
with the divine light (al-nûr itã at-núr).361 When the awareness of the subtext is
present in the subject, any emotion inteqpreted as Divine proximity will potentially be signed by the subject with the symbol of 'light'. In the present coqpus this

possibility has been especially utilised by Jilani

"tt¿

6¡u-¡¡.362

357 Kulub"dhi Kitab al-Ta'atul 60; Arberry: Doctrine of the Sufts,77.
358 qu$ayri, Risõla,53. (Translation mine, cf. Emst 1992, 184.)
359 chodkier"icz 1993, 20ll.
360 "God is the light of the heaven and eanh..." (Qur'an24:35).
361 ltrani Sirr at-Asrar, ll9; I follow the interpretation ofBa¡ak in Secret ofSecrets,90.
362 E.g. Iilani Sirr al-Asrãr, 108 Secret of Secres,77; Chazali's Miíkãt al-amttãr is thoroughly
based on the idea.
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'What is more remarkable, however, is the fact that the Qur'an is repeatedly
used as a source where justification for Sufi doctrine is sought. This has often
been accomplished by reading into fhe text new meanings in a way that may

appeã somewhat arbitrary. The grammatical and graphemic structure of the
Semitic languages - e.g. the root consonants and their derivatives in the
unvocalised consonantal script - seems to be especially favou¡able for the development of the practice of loading the old text with new meanings.363

The outcome of the position is that almost any mystical state may

be

described as Qur'anic by isolating a phrase ûom the Qur'an and reconstructing it
as the sta¡ting-point of the doctrine in question, at least if the root in question
occuß in the Qur'an. For example, Shadhili employs the verse lailu man 'alayhã
lãn¡o from the .S¡7rat al-rahmãn (55:26) as the basis of his doctrine on fanã',
although the verse in its context only emphasises the mortality of man.36a Jilani
points to verse 23 from .S¡irar al-zumar, where "the skins of those who fear thei¡
Lord tremblen,365 -¿ considers i; as an account of the ecstatic state, and thereby
presents it as the basis and starting-point of his teaching. As for Kalabadhi, he
jnstifresfanã 'by explaining how the women who were admiring Joseph cut their
hands because "thei¡ attributes (a*;Af) had disappear"¿r.366 Qu5ayn, however,
uses the same verse to illustrate human fallibility in the estimation of spiritual
realities, not to mention in the case of Divine qualities.3ó7 The teaching on
'drunkenness' Qu5ayri flavours with the verse "When the Lord manifested at the
mountain, he caused it to shatter. .¿nd Moses fell down in a swoon"368 - undoubtedly one of the most fruitful verses for ecstatic purposes.

363 'Il¡e

phenomenon can be compared with the development of the ttrirty-two methods of interpretation employed in R¿bbinical Judaism. It is useful to rema¡k here that the appearance of
the Qur'an was still in the early tenth century AD somewhat different from the present
standard. The vowels and the diacritical points were gradually added, when considered
necessary, after c. 700 AD, but the process was not completed before 934 AD. (Håmeen-

3e

Annila 1997,80-81.)
Shadhili' Qn'anin þitram at-ßrãq,70. The translation to be expected for 55:26 is "All that is
on earth

3ó5 Th"

will perish".
rê,-¡

ó3,a¡¡ ¡:rJl r¡J-

{:- r¡j¡:

(Qur'an39:23) is employed by Jilani in S¡'rr aI-

""o.
Asrtu,
ll8 (n. Seuet of Secrea, E9), as well as by Niffari, the most original mind in our
corpus, who entitled one of his mystical stations (l/anq íf 73) æ'standing of the trembling

skins'

of

(r¡J+ll rtr",Li¡ .rir-).

366 Kalabadhi: Kitab al-Ta'arruf,,95; Arberry: Dætrine of the Sufrs, 125.
367 qusayri: Risata,67.
368 qdayri: Risã1a,72;Qar'an7:143('u,r-J- .r¡¡ .'13. {L+ .J.+JJ {+; .-J+i ur¡). M}
üanslation of the verse is a compromise between Abdullah Yusuf
1934) and that of M.-4. Sells in Earþ /slamic ltþsticism,126.

Ali's (The Holy Qur'an
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A¡e lhere arguments to consider this kind of interpretation "right" or
"ïvrong"? The choice of the way of interpretation is a philosophical question that
concerns the whole paradigm ofreligious thought, and as such it cannot be solved

within Holy Writ: the principles of interpretation cannot be deduced from the
reading of the Qur'an. In any case, it is obvious that the esoteric way of interpretation makes the meaning of the sacred text relative, and this de facto moves
the authority from the text to its interpreter.
Due to the abstract and "open" nature of the va¡ious states and stations, it is
not impossible to find in the Qur'an indirect allusions that might be associated
with them. The custom of presenting the states in pairs opens the possibility of

making use of parallel struchres employed in the Qur'an. For example, Qu5ayri
takes verse l:5 and divides it into two, explaining the fust part "You do we worship" as refening to 'separation' (farq'), and its sequel "and your aid we seek" to

'union' (iam1.3oo
In spite of the frequent use of Qur'anic quotations and subtextual allusions,

it

is easy to agree with Emst's assessment that the "Sufi authors a¡e unanimous in
agreeing that the real source of their terminology is mystical experience [...]
Occasionally, verses from the Qur'an are cited as illustrations."37o 11t" definitive
bulk of the material in QuËayri's and Kalabadhi's discourse consists of quotations
from authoritative Sufis, and often even poetic testimonies of non-Qur'anic origin
appear more frequently.

However, one must also admire the skilfulness and subtlety of Sufi interpretation. The 'inner sense' is a dimension which is able to contribute interesting
projections to the basic meaning, and thereby increase the value of Holy Writ. The
phenomenon produced ñ¡rther speculations on the matter. Jilani, for example,
divides the Qw'anic infomration into th¡ee dimensions that are assigned to different groups: (l) the kemel (lubb) is the 'science of mystical states' (T/m aI-bAD,
given to 'real men' (rtjãD, (2) the husk of the kemel (4i.ír al-lubb) is given to the
'ulamã'and it deals with extemal matters, the good and the forbidden, and (3) the
husk of the husk (qrïr alqiír) is political wisdom dealing with justice and given

to those in authority.3Tl The fullest development of the inner dimension (bãtin),
however, was attained in the texts of the more philosophical schools of theosophic
Sufism that a¡e beyond the scope ofthis study.

3ó9 qßayri, Risata,65;Qur'anl:5
370 g-r1 1992,187.

37t Jil*i,
aspect

(¿*-:* .iti! r +¡r

,rlt+! ).

Sirr al-Asrãr,73; Sec¡et of Secreu,38. It is interesting to note that the "political"
oflslam is not excluded or underrated even in the discourse ofa "spiritual" author.
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Finally, it is to be noted also that Sufis, in principle at least, do not mean the
divergent dimensions of meanings to compete with or oppose but rather to fulfit
each other in one totalþ. Sometimes, however, semantic conftontation may be
diffrcult to avoid; for instance, in Jilani's 'paradise of intimacy' (jannat algurba\
there is neither milk and honey nor dark-eyed maidens, for "man should know his
*o¿t'.372 In such cases there is an evident possibility that the significance
surpassed the reference.

3.4.2.2. Ecstasy and

íarî'a

The sufis explicitly committed themselves to the tradition and practices of the
Prophet and his companis¡15, claiming these to be ecstatics (ahl al-jadhba)3z3
themselves. Nevertheless, the Sufìs' own practices rvere at least occasionally more

or less in contradiction with the customs of orthodox Islam. The very development of technical terms, for example, initated orthodox jurists, since the Sufi
definitions were in fact differcnt from the way in which Muhammad and his
followers had used the same vocabulary.3?a This tension reflects the position
already referred to: the authors commit themselves to orthodox doctrine in plain
words, yet the intention of the discourse occasionally seems to observe divergent
principles.

As we have seen, Kalabadhi interprets all states in relation to moral choices,
and his path certainly does not culminate in trances or any ecstatic phenomena.
We might even say that in Kalabadhi's/anã'arÅ baqã'everything contrary to
iarî'a is lost. Kalabadhi avoids even mentioning the name of Hallaj; instead he
uses the periphrasis 'one of the great ones' (ba'( al-fubbãr). Kalabadhi, in
stressing constant human responsibility, makes polemical comments conceming
fhe malãmatlrya sect, unlike Hujwiri, who praises the attitude of malãma.375 A
weak ecstasy, according to Kalabadhi, is when a man cannot control himself but
discloses it; whereas when the ecstasy is sEong, he controls himself and remains
passive.376 Unfortunately, he does not try to a¡gue this opinion in any way, but the
appeal to the concept ofstrength does not atûach a very emotional cha¡acter to the
ecstasy in question. Moreover, he undervalues ecstatic experiences in relation to
permanent things, i.e. states or knowledge that a¡e really worthy of endeavour.

372 Jil-i, Si'r al-Asrãr, 60; Secret of Secrets, 29.
373 Jil*i, Sirr al-Asrãr, l4l; Secret of Secrets,llg.
3?4 Ernst 1985, 123.
375 Hu¡*iri, Kashf al-Mahjùó, ó3; Kalabadhi: Kitab al-Ta'arruf,83;
Suþ,107,

37ó

see also

Arberry,: Doctrine of the

121,112,170-71.

Kalabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'arruf, 82; Ãrberry: Doctrine of the Sufis,

ß6.
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(zawãl),

Ecstasy (wujd)is akin to passing-away
.
while knowled ge (na'rifa) is stable and does not pass away.377

It is also remarkable that a considerable portion of Kalabadhi's chapter on'ecstasy' (wajd) consists of poetic quotations stressing the relativity of ecstasy in relation to the Truth.
In ecstasy delights he who finds in it his rest:
But when Truth comcs, ecstasy itself is dispossessed (Junayd).378

I hold that ecstasy is doubt
lf it spring not of witnessing (Al-Shibli).379

Hujwiri, too, emphasises that even the most sanctified Sufi must obey the law of
Islam, and therefore statements made in a state of intoxication do not represent
ultimate wisdom but a¡e rather a transient phase: "He who says: 'I have arrived'
has gone âstray".380 For the same reason, Hujwiri argues, a cha¡acter like Hallaj
should not be taken as an ideal example, for "his experiences are largely mixed
with error". On the oller hand, Hujwiri does mediate and a¡bitrate by explaining
that Hallaj's words a¡e pantheistic only in appearance, for "no Muslim can be a
q¡i¡çþ".381

Jilani follows the same line. He sees it as necessary to disregard mi¡acles as
no more than the first of the thousands of stages leading towards God. Jilani calls
miracles 'menstruation of men' (þøy( al-rijãÐ.382 His view on the position of the
religious is strict and unambiguous.
On the way to God the body (7'am) must follow the straight way
(by obeying) the precepts of larfa day and ni!h1.383

According to Shadhili, impulses that resemble knowledge ('ilm) arising from
inspiration (ílham) or unveiling (,tafl), inasmuch as they are products of the
imagination (tawahhum), must be rejected by retuming to the decisive truth of
Scripture or Sunna.384 According to a l3th-century Sufi author, whenever something is "shining down from the horizon of the dominion upon the tablet of his
377 K"l"budh i: Kitãb a!-Ta' arruf, 82; Arberry: Doctrine of the Sufis, 106.
378 K"l"budhi: Kitab al-Ta'arruf, 82; Arberry: Doctrine of thes¡frs, 106.
3?9 Kalabadh i: Kitãb at-Ta' arruf, 83 ; Arberry: Dætrine of the Safrs, 107 .
380 Hu¡o,iti: Kashf at-Mahjíib, ll8.
381 Hujwiri: Kashf al-Maþjúb, l5l-152, 184-187,24E149.
382 J¡lanir Sin al-Asrãr, 54; Secret of Secrets, 17. The reference to men is not
characteristic of Sufism, which was basically

a masculine

pursuil

383 Jilani: Sirr al-Asrãr,82. (Translation mine.)
384 S"bbugh' Mysticat Teachings (Durrat al-Asrar), ll3-114.

incidental but
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it with the Book of God. If it agrees with the Book, he
it; if not, he should pay no attention to it." After this the matter
should still be compared with the Sunn4 with the consensus of 'ulamã', and with
the consensus of the sheikhs of the community.38s ndividualism or freedom of
heart, he must comparc

should accept

thought are certainly not aÍiong the virtr¡es of classical Sufism!
According to Qu5ayri, one shoutd adopt one's behaviou¡ in relation to one's
mystical moment (waqt): "If his moment is sobriety (saþw), his perfiormancs3Só it
of the Sarl'a, and if his moment is effacement (maþw),the rules of Reality (aþtcãm
al-haqltqa) prevail upon him.-387 QuSayri tells a story where a man went out of his
mind when realising that people are starving as a result of famine, when there was
plenty of wheat in his own house. "His mind become disorde¡ed (khúIi¡a
'aqlih) and he did not come to consciousness (lA yufiqu) afrer thar except for the
times of pray".."388 By the last remark Qu5ayri \ryants to show how the 'people of
the Reality' (ahl al-fuq1qa) a¡e protected wondrously so that their experiences do
not lead them to disobey the iarl'a. Elsewhere he states explicitly that the servant
in a state of drunkenness is protected, yet not through his own intentional

f

efforts.389

The discussion of the value of ecstasy has surely divided opinions more than
may appear from the readings of the mouthpieces of sober Sufìsm described
above. As the authoritative authors of basic classical works of sober Sufism they
are infacl sober Sufism. In the soluces of the present study it is Niffa¡i alone who
seems to be in actual opposition towa¡ds those who unconditionally submit to the
Qur'an, Sunna and iarî'a. This is most clearly realised in his way of presentation:
the speech of God in the first person, which in terms of logic defacto sets itself on
the same level as the Qur'an itself. Niffari, moreover, does not even try to reach
harmonious compromises. He states plainly that the oneinwaqfa is "not approved

it

by theologians ('ulamã), and the theologians are not approved by him".3eo

385

The author may be al-Qunawi. Chittick 1992,55.

386

or'subsistence' (c ty ãn).

387

Quiayri: Risã|a,55.
QuÈayn: Risãla,64.

38E
3E9

390

Quiayri: Rßã1a,12. ¡¡r<:¡
Nitraú: Mawaqif,S:32.
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3.4.2.3. Ecstasy and tawhld
Ecstatic experience poses a special problem for Islamic theology mainly because
almost all the images used of it refer to some kind of unification with God. Since
even to set something beside God is the worst possible heresy, it is clear that
unification is a concept that causes counter-reactions among the Sufis themselves,
not to mention Sunnite orthodoxy. Any possibility of "God being in the created"
was judged in Ofhodox dogmatics as an impossibility because it would imply
th¡ee mistaken conclusions: (l) God would no longer be an absolute existent, (2)
there would be two etemal beings, and (3) mixing with a concrete being would
introduce separation in God. I.Iulûltyya,'incamationism', became a general term
that has been used to label various dubious parties and groups.39l
Hujwiri states explicitly that it is impossible for God to become incamate
(þulûI), míx (imtizã1), unite (ittiþãd) or join (wu¡út) with man. According to him,

wa¡r7l means only that God appreciates men, and even 'nearness' (qnrá) or
'neighbourhood' are not appropriate concepts to be applied to God. Nevertheless,
in other contexts he does use qurb without problems or criticism.392
Ghazali, too, argues in Munqidh min al-dalãl that images like hulûl (incamation, befalling), ittihãd (uniñcation) and wusill (oining) are clearly erroneous.
Instead he would prefer to talk about the nearness (qurb) of God.393 However, in
his latter work MiÍlút al-anwãr, eertainly intended for smaller circles, he does
consider it possible to use íttiþãd metaphorically - and tawþrd even de factolJea
Here we again face the lack of a "scholastic skeleton" resulting from the esoteric

If this be the case, it is hardly surprising that Niffari, uncompromising as ever, does not have the slightest hesitation in using the term wugù1.395

aspect of Sufism.

3.4.2.4. Vísions
The Sufi discussion of visions openües in a wide freld which contains (a) general
visionary insight, (b) actual visions, visionary revelations and (c) dreams. The first
case is actually what we have encountered before as the "symbolical expression of
the mystical experience": some indefinite inner enlightenment that is expressed
with images of seeing in the analogol¡s sense.

391 Emst 1985, 122.
392 Hu¡r"iri: Kashf ol-Matpjäb, I I 8-l 19, 254, 260, cf . 22Ç227, 238-239.
393 Ghazâf ¡' Munqidh L1;\Natt Faith ønd Practice,6l (where
þulúl is translated 'inherence').
394 Ghazali' Milkd al-Anwã¡,sE (tr.6t)
395 ¡¡6.r¡' Msrr,ãqtf,57:13, ó4:18 etc.
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Reports

of actual visions, visual

apparitions, are rare

or non-existent in

Kalabadhi's and Qu5ayri's discourse where they occur in more or less tmstworthy
anecdotes to ñrlfìl a homiletic fimction.3e6 Hallucinatory visions a¡e attributed
mainly to heretical Sufis who were reputed even to have had sexual intercourse
with the fanciñ¡l 'dark-eyed maidens' (tr¡¡) during their ecstasy.3eT
The theological problem ofvisionary experiences is in the nature and possi-

bility of the vision of God. Due to the strong preconditioning effect of the Islamic
contexf the questioning in Sufi discourse is not in the description of actual
particular visions but concems the limits of what is appropriate to be said of any
visions of God in general. Even Muhammad, according to "most Sufis", did not
see God during his heavenly joumey.3gE Kalabadhi, however, puts forward as the
general Sufi view that in the next world God will be seen 'with eyesights' (åiJ-

absãr) but in this world not even with the hea¡t (bi-lqulúb), and the vision (ru ya)
is possible through the intellect ('aqt¡.tos The vision in question is better seen as a
general mental orientation towa¡ds God and realisation of his presence, being and
acting as fseeing him. This kind of conception of üe'.vision" may apply to other

heavenly subjects as well: "(It was) as though I beheld (ka-annî anzhuru) the
throne of my Lord coming forth.'{&
As might be expected, Niffari is also in this respect bolder than other authors,
claiming to have literally seen Pa¡adise and even the Lord (al-rabb\ both without
His servants and with His servants.4l Whether the difference between Niffa¡i and
others is in his experience or in his parlance, is beyond or¡¡ knowledge. However,
this somewhat rare description of a literal vision must be kept apart from what
Niffari means by the concept of 'vision' (ru'ya\, which for him is a technical term
of the relationship with God based on the imminent awareness of him, "seeing
God in everything". In this sense Niffa¡i dares to state that whoever does not see
God in this world, will not see Him in the world to come. 402
The visions that a¡e seen in sleep clearly constitute a deñnite category of
thei¡ own within the field of visiona¡y experiences. Kalabadhi, for example,

3%

ll7;

For example, nro apparitions of a mystic man to a Sufi in Katabadhi(Kitãb al-Ta'anuf,
Arberry, Doctrine of the Sufis, 155) can in principle be interpreted as an encounter with an
actual human being as well.

197 Jil*ir Sirr al-Asrãr, l4l; Seøet of Secrets, ll8.
398 K"l.budhi: Kitãb a!-Ta'arruf,,22: Arberry: Doctrine
399 çu¡u¡u¿¡ri: Kitãb al-Ta'arruf,20; Arberry: Doctrine
400 Kalabudhi Rirãb al-Ta'arrufgl; Arberry: Doctine

of the 5ufu,26.
of the 54fis,24.
of the Sqfß,117.

401 Niffat'¡' Mmvãqi[,2]:l;"lsawtheLordwithoutanyservant... IsawtheLordinthemidstof
his servants' (ib id,

47

:25-26).

402 Niffari, Mukhãabät,26:5, l4.4.
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of 'visions' (ru'ya).4o3 Drea¡ns are actually out-

side our topic, mystical and ecstatic experiences, although as a hallucinatory way
of sensing they are in fact separated from what is considered "mystical" only by
their general frequency! Howevet, it is worth noticing that in their dreams Sufis
have actually seen the Prophet Muhammad and even God Himself.aø In the

thought-world

of the Sufis and their contemporaries major epistemological

authority used to be attibuted to dreams since they were considered to be expressions ofreality and a true drean (ru'ya ¡ãdiqa) as a part ofprophecy.405 Jilani
states that'\¡¡hen the body is asleep, the heart finds an opportunity to depart to its
original homeland'4ffi and to become able to bring information when retuming,
for in the worship of God being asleep or awake are of equal worth.
Jilani divides dreams into 'subjective' (anfasí¡ and 'extrinsic' (a/àqi). The
category of benign (þamrda) subjective dreams operates in connection wilh the
heart (qalb) and these contain several Islanic archetypes such as the desert in
white light, dark-eyed maidens, castles, young seryants, the sun, moon and stars.
Unfavourable (dhamîma) subjective drea¡ns are connected with the lower soul and
they comprise edible animals and birds, ca¡nels symbolising outer and inner
pilgrimage, horses symbolising the two jihùds, and mules representing the lowest
state of tranquillity. The extinsic dreams also contain animals that have symbolic

functions: tiger

- pride, lion - anogance, bear - anger, wolf - gluttony, swine -

envy, malice and lus! snake

-

verbal sin, and so forth.ao7

3.4.3. Ecst¡sy and Epistemologr

Epistemology as such is one of the most complicated and unfinished arts, and
evidently the epistemology of mystical discourse is no less delusive a field.
Cosmic knowledge, gnosis, is by definition indefinable and the¡efore unanalysable. Since the Sufis do present ecstasy and this knowledge (ma'rifa) in imminent
relationship, \ re may take a look at Sufi epistemology and outline several feahres

403 K"l"b"dhi: Kiøb al-Ta'arnú, t ¡9-120, 123; ¡¡u-' Doctrine of theS4fs, 157-159, ló1.
aoa
Qoluyr¡, Risãla, 206, lO2; Principtes of Sttf:am, 184, 21.
405 Jil*ir Sirr al-Asrar, 132; Secret of Secrets,llS; Radtke & O'Kane 1996, 9. For more Sufi
discussion on dreams, see Timridhi's teaching in Radtke & O'Kane 1996, 18-36, l3Gl39,

46

236.
Sirr al-Asrù,62,98: Secret of Seueu,26,65^46. Cf. Tirmidhi's tripartite concept of
knowledge: extemal knowledge (al-'iln al-zhdri) [of the juriss], interior knowledge (al'ilm al-bãtin) and knowledge of God (al-'r'lz åillãå). Radtke & O'Kane 1996,42.

Jil"oi,

407 Jilaoi,

Sirr al-Asrãr, 12l-126: Seqet

ol

Secreß,

I
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of the relationship between knowledge and ecstatic experience in the sufi discot¡rse.

Firstly, a few general remarks. The sufi exposition of epistemology is based
on a methodological approach. Ghazali presents four classes of seekers of truth:
scholastics (mutakallimùn) who claim to be "men of independent reasoning (ra y)
and intellectual speculation (nazhar)", esoterics (bd¡iniyya) who "claim to be the
unique possessors of i¡rstruction (ta'l\m) and the privileged recipients of knowledge acquired from the infallible Imam", philosophers (falãsifa), divided into
fruther classes, who claim to be "possessors of logic (mantiq) and apodeictic
demonstration (burhãn)", and Sufis. It is noteworthy that there is no empiricist
school u141.ao8

According to Ghazali, the Sufis are distinguished by their access to the
Divine Presence (Mra) and their ability of contemplation (muíãhada'¡ and
illumination (mukñiafa).409 Their knowledge surpasses the limits of reasoning and
is in fact the same phenomenon as 'prophecy' (nubúwa). This knowledge is
received with the 'eye of the heart' ('ayn al4alb); it is immediate and direct
'presential knowledge' ('ílm hudûrí). Why then, if everyone has this inner eye, is
mystical knowledge so uncoûrmon? Simply because it is not a separate phenomenon from the transformation of the knower's being which is veiled by passion.
Therefore, mystical knowledge implies remembrance (dhib) and annihilation
(fanÐ which fi¡nction as its enabling causes.4lo

Jilani presents Sufi epistemology in quadripartite arrangement. 'science of
the law' ('ilm al-Smî'a) deals with the external aspects of the life of this world
and their rules, 'science of the path' ('ilm al-¡arlqa) deals with the meanings,
causes and effects of the external aspects. 'Science of the knowledge' ('ilm alma'rífa) concerru¡ their spiritual essence and thereby the divine, and 'science of
the truth' ('ilm al-haqlqa) the Truth itself. We might name the foru as empirical
sciences, philosophy, theology and mysticism. It is to be noted that the field of
,í¿ri'a seems to reach only the lowest quarter of the knowable. Correspondingly,
there are four worlds that a¡e analogous with the fou¡ sciences: 'ãlam al-mulk is
the world of matter (earth, water, fue and ether); 'ãIam al-malahi¡ the world of
spiritual entities (angels, jinns, dreams, death, eight paradises and seven hells),

408 Gh"r"lir Munqidh,

47 . The same division is to be found in Ghazali's contemporary Omar
Khayyam and seems to havc become quite widely accepted among Sufi thinkers. For further
discussion, see Bakar 1998, lEl-197, whose tanslations are used in the expressions above
(except that Bakar gives 'Ta'limites' for bãyiniyya.)

4@

alo

Ghazati: Munqidh,47.

gr¡¿¡ 1998, 194-195.
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'ãlam al-jabarif the world of the names of God's attributes, and 'ãlam al-þqîqa,
the world of God's pure Essence, known to no-one but God himself.a¡l
QaSani's glossary of Sufi vocabulary is sublime enough to leave the concept

of ma'rifa totally unexplained; Shadhili classifies knowledge into two: bestowed
(mawãhib) by God and acquired (malcãsib), which in turn is divided into that
leamed by instruction and that developed by speculation(nazhar).4r2

Kalabadhi discusses ma'rifa on the basis of predestination. He starts with the

notion that the human intellect is too limited to reach the Truth itselfl and ma'rifu
is first of all God's act consisting of Self-revelation (ta'arrufl and instruction
$a'nî.In the former God causes man to know Him and to know things through
Him, and the latter functions in the creation in a way that corresponds to the
nah¡ral revelation of Ch¡istian theology.al3
For QuSayri ma'rifa means knowledge of God's attributes, purification from
wicked qualities, withdrawal of the heart from earthly matters and enjoyment of
the nearness of God. What is even more important, Qu5ayri explicitly attributes
the same qualities to ma'rifu as those we have encountered with the mystical
experience (awe, tranquillity) and stesses that any feeling of attainment does not
belong to it.4l4 Therefore, we would be justified in considering ma'rifa as a sign
which signifies mystical experience in a general way without referring to any of
its particular cha¡acteristics. And in another perspective it is also possible to
classif the contents of the mystical experience as knowledge, the object of which
may be the transcendent Truth or created realiry.4ls

Also, the kind ofexperience that is expressly ecstatic in character is explicitly
full cup with intoxication
(snb) and sobriety (saþw) [...] The cup is mystical knowledge o¡ 6o¿.416 <'¡1g
connected with epistemology: "Drink unceasingly of its

who has access to the divine realities is drawn away in rapture."4l7
Nifiari in one place identifies ecstatic experience (wajd) and knowledge
('ilm) of the Divine;al8 elsewhere he presents ecstasy as a consequence of the

4¡

I

412
413

4la

!ilani:

Sirr

a!-Asrâr,52;cf. the interpretation n Secret ofsecreu, 14.
(Durrat at-asrõr), 108.

Sabbagh: l+,lysticat Teachings

The division is from Junayd. Kalabadhi: Kitãb at-Ta'a¡¡uf,37-39;Arberry: Dætrine of rhe

S4fs,46-50.

qu5.yri, Risãta,3ll-317. (Chapter45 in the Arabic original,4l in von Schlegell's translation).

415

ïfe

tatter defìnition is to be found in Katabadhi: Kitab at-Ta'arruf,,
ofthe 9ufis,132.

l0l;

Arberry: Doctrine

416 Sabbagh' tþstical Teachings (Dunat al-Asrar), 143-144.
417 S"bbugh' Mysrical Teachings (Dwrat al-Asrar), l}E.
418 "you will sec his knowledge of that to be his wajd, and his wqd of that to

be his knowIedge." (Nifiari: Mawãqif,59:2.) In this kind of sentence, however, all the various tones of
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ma'rifs.aß He also suggests that ecstatic experiences imply mystical knowledge:
"'when the gnoses (na'ãrifl of a thing fail, the experience (wajd) of it fails
¿¡to."420 And on the other hand, ma'rífa may also have a certain ecstatic quality
since one of its prerequisites is given as al-wajd biya, ,expenence of me' or
'ecstasy ¡ -"r.421 And true to his challenging approach, he finally denies the
value of ecstatic experience in comparisonto ma'rifa:
Pure bliss knows me not

[...] if bliss knew me,

it would be stopped from enrapturing by my ma'rif¿.422

Sufi literature contains numerous definitions of ma'rifa; these a¡e seldom less
intuitive than its mysterious contents and quality. Their reference is left open in
many directions, so that the production of significances remains a vital process
where no ends or semantic points are reached, and this position demands of the
reader a certain contemplative approach. The maxims below portray the various
aspects of ma'rifa from different angles: the first one presents ma'ríÍa as a reconstructed cawa eficiens of spiritual gtowth, the second as mastery of paradoxical
thought, the third as reflective contemplation, the fourth shows its enabling causes
and so forth:

Ma'rifa is that which

has-severed you from everything except God and brought you

back ro Him (Shadhil¡.a23

Ma'rifa consists in knowing that, whatever may be imaged in the heart, Cod is lhe
opposite of it (Junayd).424

Ma'rifa is the minor of the knower. When he

gazes

in it, his

master is shown

(Ruwaym¡.425

wajd -'æsTasy', 'experience' and even 'frnding' - would do in translation. Sells translates
"its knowing is its experience and its experience is its knowing." (Early Islamic Mysticism,

al9

290.)

Niffari: Mawãqû,57:4.

420 Niffari: Mwãqif,lE13.
421 Niffa¡i' Mú,ha¡abat,4:1.

422

f+,.::ll .la gii-r-¡ ti¡:lr!.¡tl ,Fr^ Jt...l .-r+ï{llÈ'Jl
Niffari: Mawãqif, 67:.12-13. My tanslation is a compromise between Arberry's ( "If bliss
knew me, it would be cut off by My gnosis from blcssing") and that of Sells ('If bliss knew
me, it would no longer enrapture" n Early Islamic iutysticism. 290.) The facl lhat na'îm
refers to the mystical experience and not to worldly 'pleasure' is shown by the conæxt wherc
it is paralleled with divine punishment.

423 Sabbagh: tiystical Teachings (Dara at-Asræ), 137.
424 rahbadhí: Kitãb al-Ta'arruf,, l0l; Arberry: Doctrine of thesulrs, 133.
425 qus"¡, Risata,3l4 Principles of Sufun,3t9. Von Schlegell translates ma'rfa'ãry'- Gnostic.
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Ma'rifa is built on three pillars: avte(hayba),
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shame (åøyã') and intimacy (2ru) (lbn

'Atâ).426

Ma'rifa is the anribuæ of one who knows God (ltaCù - may He be exalæd - by His
names and atfibutes a¡rd is ruthful toward God by his deeds, who then purifies himself
of base qualities and defects, who stands long at the door, and who withdraws his heart
continual ly (QuS dyn).427
Ma'rifa is the tongue of singleness (ûbdir al-fardãni¡rya). When it speaks, it destroys all
beside it; and when it is silent, it destroys what makes itself knovtn (NiffarÐ.428
Ma'rda isan insight (å4rära) limited by My infused contemplation (r.íåad) (Niffari).a2g
Ma'rifa is a fire devouring love, because it reveals to you the reality of selfindependence (baq¡qa al-ghinã)(Niffari).430

The ways of receiving ma'rífa are depicted by al-Sabbagh as twofold: firstly,
from the 'source of generosity' ('ayn d-iúù) or by the 'great endeavow' (badhl
al-majhíid).431 These two aspects, one from God to man, and another from man to
God, a¡e present on most levels of the discourse. Qu5ayri says of the formeÍ, "He

who has no union, has no knowledge".432
The function of ma'rifa is in the ñrst place to fulfil religious understanding
and spirinral growth, lVhenever a believer encounters a feeling of contraction
coming over him, according to the words of Shadhili, illumination is provided by
the sta¡s of the knowledge of faith, the moon of wity (tawbd), and the sun of
knowledge

(m

a' r ifa).a3

3

'Nhen ma'rifa comes down to the heart (sirr), the heart has not the means to bear it it
is as the sun, whose rays prevent the beholder Êom perceiving its limit and essence.
(KalaUaO¡nre
When the Trutb (al-haqq) gives him the knowledge (ma'rr/a) of himself, he so stays his
ma'rfa that he feels neither love, nor fear, nor hope, nor poverty, nor w^ealth; for all
thesqare short ofthe goals, and the Truth is beyond all ends. (Kalabadhi)435

a26
427
428
429
430
431

qusuyti: Risala,3lS: Principles of Su/ìsn,321.
qu3uyri' Risda, 3ll-312i Principtes of Sufism,316-31?.
Niffari' Mawãqif,9:ll.

¡¡6n'¡' Mawaqif,ll:14.
¡¡6.r'¡' Mawãqif,37:18. And waqifaisa fre

432 qu5ayri: Rßãlq 65. rJ
433

devouring na'rifa(ibid,37:18).

Sabbagh: Mysticat Teæhings (Durrat al-.Asrar), lO7. Badhl literalty means 'giving away',
'sacrifice'.

ij¡- r

ê-+

d v ¿p

Wstical Teachings (Durrat al'Asrm), 120'
43a ¡"¡.6"¿¡tit Kitãb al-Ta'uruÍ, I0l-102; Arberry: Doctrine of the Sufrs, 133:34. Kalabadhi is
here quoting "one ofthe Sufis".
Sabbagh:

435 Kulub"dhí:

Kitab al-Ta'arraf,, 102. Arberry has 'God' for haqq (Doctrine of the Sufa,134).
Again a quotation from "one ofthe great Sufis".
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If one wishes to find mote concre¡e manifestations and results of ma,rifa and the
world-view filled by it, it is actually the whole Sufi discourse that should be taken
into consideration, due to the indefinite and multidimensional character of ma,rifo
as both knowledge and a way of knowing. Even anecdotes in hagiographies
should not be excluded, even though there was no explicitly shown causal direction between the acts related and a mystical experience. Feelings of cosmic unity
may be found, as in the case of Al-Qaba'ili, in supplications that embrace ,.all
things in heaven and earth, even the fishes ofthe sea".436 on the practical level
ma'rifa may be manifested also as foreknowledge of future events, Ibn .A¡abi, for
example, notes that a certain al-Sarafi "used to tell me of things before they
occured and they would always happen as he had s¿¡¿-.437 some sufis are
reported to have had the ability to recognise other people,s spiritual state without
knowing them or discussing with them.438
so far we have dealt with the epistemological conceptions of sober sufism.
The closest that we can reach to a "drunken epistemology" is certainly the one
that can be deduced from Niffari's opaque parlance. His epistemology is basically
tripafite. Firstly, there is what we should call empirical knowledge (!7ra), secondly what we might designate 'mystical knowledge' or perhaps 'spiritual understanding' (ma'rifa\, and thirdly, an epistemological mode called waq,þ, Niffari,s
own contribution to Sufi discourse.a3g In relation to each other they are, logically
speaking, one within the other so that the minor is not able to bea¡ the higher one.
The one who is in waq;þ comprehends ma'rifu likewise, and the one in ma'rifa
comprehends 'ilm, so that every possessor of waqlþ is inevitably a possessor of
ma'rifa as well.40 The concepts a¡e related to other mystical terms so that 'ilm
belongs to the sphere of 'famess' (bu'd), and ma'rifu to that of .neamess' (qurb)
butwaqlþ is beyond both, dealing wirh God ¡¡¡or"¡¡.lll
All three modes of knowing fi¡nction as a way of selÊpresentation of God:
'ilm is his 'veil' (htjãb), i.e. knowledge relating to the other, ma,rifa is his
'speech' (khilaÐ, i.e. knowledge of the divine atributes, but waq¡fais his actual

436 lbn'Arabi: Sqfs ofAndahsiç 123.
437 ¡6n 'Arabi: s4Ês of Andalusia, T?. Ibn'Arabi

also happens ro mak€ an interesting remark
hinting at the possible source of at-Sarañ's inspiration: "This sheikh made his living from the
sale of opium."

¿¡8

E.B. Ibn'Arabi: Su!ìs of Andatusiq 153. A sheikh surprised lbn,Arabi, who on a visir to
Tunis was sunding in an 'l¡nlawfr¡l place", by saying: "The likes of you do not stand in a
place like that".

439 Niffar¡: Mawãqif,8:91.
440 Niff"ti: MawãqiÍ,8:43, 91.

&l

Niffari, MmvãqtÍ,8:82, 90.
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'presence' (bodro).042 Conespondingly, the authority (þulcúna) of the knower of
'ilm, empincally based knowledge, is in the knowledge itself, in its inner logic
and coherence; the authority of üre possessor of ma'rda is in the 'pronounced

speech' (nuÍq), but the authority of the possessor

of waqfa is in his

silence

ßo !).uj
Niffari's enigmatic utterances, however, are extremely problematic for a brief
general outline. Nevertheless, it seems evident fhat ma'rifa has va¡ious modes. (If
this goes unnoticed, much of Niffa¡i's discourse in fact remains incomprehensible.) In the widest sense ma'rifa is an¡hing experienced in a mystical or contemplative way.4"4 T\is ma'rifu is non-composite and thereby non-resolvable. For
example, Niffari decla¡es that if one asks about ma'rifa, one does not know God,
and the sign of ma'riþ is that one does not ask conceming it, nor does the master
of ma'rifa p¿¡ss on infonnation about it to others.445 Since there does not seem to
be any actual discursive content 1n ma'rifu, it might be concluded that in this
sense ma'rifa is more a way of knowing than information to be known. The most
interesting feature in this respect is the actual function of ma'rifa: Niffari may
indicate that it harrnonises various dimensions of knowledge and enables one to
comprehend the unity of discunive thought and mystical wisdom.ffi
More often, however, Niffari uses the concept of ma'rífa in another sense
that refers to the theological knowledge based on the revelation - it is important to
note that here ma'rifa is still verbal or, to be exac! it is the 'end of the utterable'.47 In additioq it may be the apprehension of the inner dimension of ordinary knowledge ('ilm), since the possessor of ma'rifa comprehends 'ilm' And
finally, God Himself is the mystic's ma'rifa. e8 Niffari also discovers that
ma'rda, in some sense at least, is transient - which is logical since a good portion
of it deals with the perishable world.ee
Nevertheless, ma'rifa is not in the least dependent on human reasoning, since
it must take place for the sake of God alone: "If you heed anything on its own
account or on your own account, it is not ma'rifa, and you have no part of
aa2 ¡¡6.t'¡'
443 N¡ffa,ri:

4

E.g.

.i'lJ

Møwãqif,8:,92.
Mautaqif,S:94.

Niff"ti: Mawagf;,E.95."Ma'rifa is what you

445 ¡¡6¿¡'¡' Mawãqif,57:l-3,

446

q. ¿*,¡j ü *

.rl

;*

5.

rt

-¡

¡i

rL ¿*, cr.+r,Fr-;li

r:¡

translates: "When my gnosis combines between thee and
science, or name, or letter, or gnosis, and thou proceedest by it.. ."

Niftari Mawãqf,5?:4. Arberry

g7

experience (encounter)."

L ¡j sjl

Niffa,ri: Mawaqif,S:95.

¡r;* u dj-:- ü -Jl

448 ¡¡6.r'¡' Mawãq$16,'5.'r:¡JÐ gt
449 Niff"ti' Mavtaqif, 16:3.
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ma'rifa."4'0 The relation between ma'rifa and the mystical or ecstatic experience
is supportive: the culmination of ma'rifa is the preservation of one's (ecstatic)
state (åaI¡.15t

Ma'rífo is also a divine perspective to one's self. Namely, it contains the
knowledge of what the knower is in God's opinis¡.a52 This indicates the notion
thal ma'rda is a divine favou¡ caused by grace (marþama).as3
Like the mystical language itself, and indeed all mysticism, mø,rifu is by
nature intentional and orienting, always aiming forward, never reaching a complete ñrlfilment.45¿ For this reason we are told that ma'rífa always contains ignonnce Çahl).4ss And conespondingly, Niffari may sometimes present ma'rifa as
vitality,a56 whereby it is contrasted with a verbal expression that is compa¡ed to
sleep, and sleep frrther to death.a57

Nitr¿ri also presents a squared dimension of ma'rifa, called ma,rifat alma'ãrif, 'gnosis of gnoses', which is'true ignorance' (al-jahl al-þaqíqî) of everything through 6o¿.458 It may concern all created beings: "every dominion (murk)
and kingdom, every

sþ

and earth, land and seq night and day, prophet and angel,
nd ma'rifa, and words and names, and all that is in that, and all that is between that".459 This supra-gnosis seems to be derived from (or perceived in) both

'ilm

the rational and emotional dimensions of mentality, for it has 'two springing
sources' of inspiration: 'spring of knowledge' ('oyn al-'ilm) and 'spring of wis6o-t4ó0 (ayn al-þuhn). In Niffari's paradoxical discourse, however, these a¡e
somewhat reversed: the 'spring of knowledge' flows from 'real ignorance' and the
'spring of wisdom' flows from the 'spring of that knowledge ('ilm¡'.tít Moreover,

as the principles of mystical discou¡se indicate, all modes of achieving are
avoided: even the 'gnosis of gnoses' is only 'one of his lights' (níir min
am,arihÐ.462 The function of this kind of parole is 'þsychedelic", mind-expand450 ¡:ffut'i' Mawãqif,9:S.

451 Nitran;Møwaqgf9:4. .{Jr- L¡^ üJÈll
452
453
454
455

Niff"tir Mul:hãtabãt, l;1.
Niffari: Mu|:hatabat, 7;13

Niffati

expresses this in his own wây:

which there is no

a56
457
458
a59

4æ

6l

uÈir

¡¡¡1¡.r¡' Mukhãtabãt, l:g.

¡¡6¿¡'¡' Mawaqif,

zali/a."

'Ma'riþ

in which there is no þorance is ma'rifa ín

Nitrari:. Mawâq{,36:27.

53:4.

Niff"ri, Mau,ãqif,5519.
NiF"rir Mmãqif, lt:|.
Niff"ri, Mawãgif, ll:2,5.
Arb"try t

*

slatæ þukm 'condition' which makes better sense in the context.

Niff"ti, Møv,ãqif 1l:2, 5.

462 Niffari, Mawãq{ll:1i.
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ing, in the sense ttrat it aims to open up further perspectives: first the reader is led
with verbal concepts into a new phase ofunderstanding, then he is again shown an
additional dimension in the mystical world-view.
The dimension beyond ma'rifa, as notd above, is called waqþ, which is "the
spirit of za 'r¡la, jrst as ma'rifa is the spirit of life".63 Niffa¡i's idea seems to be
thzt ma'rifa is here used in the sense that it concerns the knowledge of God's
attributes, hence dealing with othemess, bÍ waqfa is related to God Himself,
Perhaps ma'rifa as a tenn had undergone a certain inflation in Sufi circles, and
Niffa¡i as a lofty spirit needed an unused and more unusual term to express his
sense ofsuperiority to an average Sufi.
There a¡e certain features that indicate that we are justified in considering
waqþ as an ecstatic state. (Or to be more precise, that an ecstatic state may be
described as waqfa.) Ma'rifa is relative in cha¡acter and its possessor
comprehends the limits of his knowledge, but waqþ seens to be a total state
which is not hindered by reasoning or disceming. The one init(waqtfl is "beyond
every limit"4s and he is not to be moved by desires.6s It is the only level from
which one may see the (divine) reality.a6
Nitrari also seems to indicate that each Sufi should be faithful to his own
mode of knowledge and persist in it, without aiming higher than his capacity
Behind this estimation is probably Niffari's twofold division of man"¿toi6.467
kind into the'elect' (få,a¡p) and 'common' (ãmm¡.ut
Finalty we may note that both igrrorance and knowledge ('ilm) are, according
to Niffari, 'veils' (!1ijãb) in relation to the experience itself.6e In his thought
knowledge ('iln) is more harmful than ignorance Çahl) for those who 'see
6o¿'.470 In this way the dimensions of empirical and mystical knowledge are
sharply separated, which once more shows that the latter is not a matter of discursive knowing.

463

Nitran: Mmãqif 8:42;

464

Nitran: Mawâqif,8:83.

465

Niffan:. MawãqiÍ,8:93.

466

Niffari: Mwãq¡l 8:81,

467

Nitrari:. Muv,ãqrl

468

E.g. Niffari: Ma'rr,ãStJi 29:4-10. Both groups seem to have their own standard of salvation:
'iûz is "almost enough" for the common people, but the €lect one perishes unless he acts on
the principle that he is elect, The categories are not predestined but one may become elect by
turning towards God. The doctrine resembles some works of Syriac spiritualþ, especially

E

see

intoduction, pp. l4-l 6.

:8ó, 90.

Liber G¡adwn.

a69 ¡¡6¿¡'¡' Mau,aqtf,29:1. The experience
a7o ¡¡¡¿t'¡' Mawaqif,2S:1.

in this c¡se is called'vision' (ru'ya).
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3.4.4, Some Remarks on the Philosophicat postulates

Interpretations conceming the firnction of the experience have a latent capacity to
link themselves with manifold problems in the whole field of theological thought.
For instance, whether one understands one's experience as an indicator offorgiveness granted by God, and in what way one relates it to one's own sinfulness, lead
to questions of freewill and predestination.
Some Sufis held that lawba means "that you do not forget your sin', while
Junayd maintained thæ tawba means "that you forget your sin" and concentrate

on God instead.aTl According to the Mu'tazili view, God, because of His justice,
is bound to accept sincere repentânce, as the Ash'ari view emphasised that the

Almighty

has absolute freedom to grant or refuse forgiveness.4T2

sufis are basically in line with the sunna doctines on

predestination.

Kalabadhi presents as the Sufi view the deduction that God is the creator of all
things, and since man's actions and motions are things, God is the creator of them

as well. Consequently, happiness (sa'AdQ ¿¡d trnhappiness (íaqãwa), for instance, are not caused by acts but prescribed by the will ofGod.a73
During the time of our sources (around the l0th century) the prevailing poeti-

cal, philosophical and theological modes of expression were already internalised
by the authors. This means that the ecstatic discourse is conditioned by the rel!
gious culttral contexÇ and the expressions tend to be steered into the forms
described above, and this is in fact the point where the discourse adopts its nature
as Islamic discourse: if the expressions diverged too much from the eur'an and
Sunna" ûre discourse would no longer be Islamic.
The 'þhilosophical" conditioning in the case of Sufism is a complicated
matter, however, and much more sophisticated than in the case of syriac literature, since philosophical ideas penetrated into Sufism in a more profound way,

producing actual schools of speculative mysticism of a Gnostic nature (outside
our corpus). We must content ourselves with quoting a few remarks from the
authors of this study, the most scholastic of whom is Kalabadhi, who employs
philosophical reasoning mainly in the beginning of his work, where he discusses
basic theological matters.

The main dilemma in mystical language is how to portry the final state so
that there is nothing more to improve in the mystic's path towa¡ds God, but on the
other hand the outcome should not be a nirvanalike essential oneness between
471 Kahbadhi: Kitab at-Ta'arruf, 64.
472 Bðwering 1999,45.
4?3 K"l"b"dhi:, Kitãb øl-Ta'arruf 2314,3i;Arberry: Dætrirc

of the Sufis,2E-2g,44.
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man and God either. This boundary between the common identity of will and the
identity of essence seems to have been surpassed by the bold teaching of Abu

Ya

d.

As an example of philosophical conditioning we may note the manner in
which the climax of the mystical experience, that of fanã', is explained as disappearance ofthe accidents ('arad), or attributes (¡i/a), ofman and persistence of
his substance - a derivation ofone ofthe basic diflerentiations in Greek philosophy not present in traditional Semitic thought (e.g. the Old Testament).

Conespondingly, unification with God has customarily been divided as
unification with the name of God's essence and unification with His Essence.aTa
This may be applied to all description of experiences interpreted as having a relation to God. For example, the experiences connected with the symbol of light,
revealed by Jilani, are further interpreted by specifring them into the experiences
of the "light of names and attributes" (núr al-asmâ' wal-çifit) of God and those
of the "manifestation of the lights of the Essence" (ta¡allt amvãr al-dhãt) of
6o¿.47s T\e parole is apt to be taken as a description that refers to a static transformation rather than to an emotional peak.
In the same way Hujwiri's fanã' does not reach a pantheistic extenc it is
likened to fire which transmutes the qualities by its burning but leaves their
'essence' unchanged. In other words, essences are not capable ofa¡rnihilation, but
atüibutes úe.476 This is the way in which it was possible to explain how an
experience that is interpreted as unity with the Divine was, on the one hand, final
and ultimate, but on the other hand man was not one where man lost his humanity.

(The interpretation, however, is now in a sense out of date, since modem anal¡ical philosophy has actually abandoned the whole concept ofsubstance: an entity
is not considered anything else but its properties.)

If the disposition of the will as an attibute of the essence seems too obvious,
it is good to note that man's essence and properties can be constituted in reverse
order as well. The concept of "everlasting essence (of man) with disappearing
attributes" implies a non-pantheistic cosmologl, yet there a¡e more pantheistic or
metaphysical systems of philosophical thought in both East and West that offer
alternatives. Perhaps the most sophisticated is that of Schopenhauer in whose
philosophy even man is an accidental cover for the basic principle ofthe universe,
Ding an s¡cå, which is 'V/ill, the only thing beyond the structure of subjectobject.aTT This may be illusûated as follows:
4?4 Mo.e*edge
415 E.g. lllalr'ti

1992,215 (quoting Najm al-Din).
Sirr

at-Asrãr,9041;\euet of

476 Huj*iri: KashÍ at-Mahjùå, l7 l, xii-xiii
477 E.c.Schopenhauer t991, 6t-70.

se..re:r,, 56.

(Nicholson).
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Hujwiri's

monotheism

Schopenhauer's philosophy

MAN
¡¡cill etc.

WÏLL
man etc.

In historical perspective the identification of fanã'and ecstasy is a parallel foç
and continuation o[ Plotinus' neo-Platonic mystical theology in which ecstasy is a
direct and immediate expression of return and unification to the fust principle.aTs
Ecstasy and unification also appear together in poetical language: Rumi makes his
lover and Beloved be "united in ecstasy".479
one solution is to adapt the myth of the original existence of souls, corresponding to the neo-Platonic true identity in primaeval Reason, which has slender
support in the Qur'an (7:172). According to 'Amr ibn 'Uthmãn Makk! God first
created the hearts of men and kept them in a state of 'union' (wa;l), then afrer
another 7000 years he created the spirits (Pers.janhã) and kept them in the degree
of intimacy (uru) for 7000 years, then he created the souls (Pers. dflåä) in the
station of proximity (qurb) and again after 7000 years he finally created the
bodies. Then God "imprisoned the heart in the spirit and the spirit in the soul and
the soul in the body; then he mingled reaf¡on ( bqÐ with them, and sent prophets
and gave commands; then each of them began to seek its original station.'48o
Nitrad refers to the same doctrine mostly in an indirect way. The ecstatic
'gate'of Niff¿ri opens to consideration of that from which the one who enters is
created.4sl The divine subject ofhis discourse exhorts: "I manifested creatior¡ and
divided it into classes: and I appointed for them hearts,'482 and urges one not to
forget one's creation.483 According to Kalabadhi, God operates with an annihilating mystic (frní) as follows:
478
479
480
481
a82
483

Morewed ge 1992,66; Plotinus, Enneads Yl, 9:3.

Yarshater 1988, 193. (T.S. Halrnan's translation.)

Hu¡o'i.ir Kashf al-Mahjûb, 309.
Nitran: Mawaqf, 54:?. For the 'gate' in question, see above p.207 and230

Niffari' Mawãqif,53:2.

N¡ff*i, Mawãqif,20:21.
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God [...] makes him unconscious of the vision of his own attribute, that is, the vision of
the departing of his desire. There then remains in him only what proceeds from God to
him, and what proceeds from him to God passes away ûom him. So he becomes as he
was when he existed in God's knowledge, before God brought him into.being, and
when that which came to him from God came without any act on his paÍ.484

Similarly, the end of the individual is to be "as he was where he was before he
*^rt.485 In Sufìsm this pre-existential vision is effortlessly combined with a
doctrine familiar from Pythagoras and Plato, according to which the memory of
pre-existent Pa¡adise is awakened in the soul by music.
Around the speculations on the return to the primordial state there gradually
developed a whole neo-Platonic branch of Sufism (Suhrawardi, Najm al-Din etc.)
which is beyond the scope of this study.asó

3.5. MANIFESTATION

3.5.1. Physiological Manifest¡tion

Sufi sources, at least those ofthe present study, are quite sparing in providing any
information on the outward forms of the manifesøtion of the experience. For the
authors themselves these may have been selÊevident and for the reader somewhat
repulsive - it is to be recalled that the Sufi classics were intended mainly for a
general audience.

How the discourse directed itself towa¡ds abstractions, may be demonstrated

with the fotlowing beginning of Muhãsibi's answer when he was asked for the
srþns of attaining ecstasy ('alãmãt wujûd qalbihí):
The hearts of such lovers a¡e held captive in the hidden shrine of the Divine lovingkindness, they are marked out by their knowledge of the revelation of the Divine
Majesty, being transformed by the joy of the Vision, in contemplation of the Invisible,
and the enveloping Glory of Go{ and from them all bindrances are removed, for they
tread the path of friendship with Cod, and are transported into the Garden of Vision
and their hearts dwell in that region, where they see without eyes, and a¡e in the
company of the Beloved without looking upon him, and converse with an unseen
Friend. [...]487

4&

Kalabadhi Kitãb at-Ta'arruf 95; Arberry: Doctrine of the Sufis,124.

485 Kalabadhi: Kitãb at-Ta'arruf, 105; Arberry: Doctrine
48ó 3"" Morewedge lgg2,2l21l3.
487 smith 1935,247 (cit. I.lityat at-Awlþa fol.238a).

of the Su!ìs, 138.
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Nevertheless, experiences are manifested empirically as well. Firstly, indicators of
natural reactions like sighing are occasionally mentioned.488 Hujwiri discloses
stronger effects by reponing how the body firstly opposes the 'divine influence'
descending on it
by crying out, for exarnple but when the body becomes
accustomed to the continual influences, it is able to stand them quietly.a8e Na¡m
al-Din, too, mentions 'screams and shrieks' as signs of union (ifii¡,qt) with the
Most High Name (rsm al-a'zham¡.a90 This may be the reason why Jilani refers to

-

-

the shame connected

Jilani discloses ^h¿¡¡¡o.e9t
several ways of the manifestation of ecstasy (harakãt atwajd).4e2 These include symptoms of fever - shaking, trembling and moaning.
Jilani uses the analogy between spiritual ecstasy and high fever because in both
cases it is impossible to control the physical reactions - to prevent oneself from
shaking, trembling and stiffening. The equivalent movements, however, a¡e not
legitimate if they take place under the conEol of the will. He also mentions weep-

ng(bukã) as a sign of ecstasy.ae3
Ibn 'A¡abi's Sufi hagiographies include allusions to physical
mystic. The phenomena include strengthening of the heartbe"la9a

changes in the

-¿

even a case

of nansfiguration of the body with bright light.4e5 Weeping is usually connected
with sorrow for one's rou¡.496 The ideal of weeping is mentioned more often than
488 "Sorn.on"

said to Rumi: 'When you sighed a momørt ago, the ecstasy depafed- Do not sigh,
will not leave.' Rumi answered: 'Somctimes that ecstasy departs if you do not

so the ecstasy

sigh."' Rumi, Fihi-na-Fihi (discoune

489 Hu¡wiri: Kashf al-Mahjûb,

4S
491

4 I ),

4O74OE.

277.

A

sudden ecsratic

cry in Rumi's Fihi-na-Fihi

(discourse l0),78.

Morewedge 1992,216 (D. Martin, cit.: Najm at-D-rn al-Kubra, Die Fautã,ih al-G,amãl wa
Fawatih al-G'alãl lWiesbaden I 9571 145, 147).

å:Jtr.¡-i:ul

r.|Jt ,5i JL
Jilani: Sinal-Asrãr, L2};Secretof Secre*,92.Bayrakhere
interprets freely: "shame for one's moments of unconsciousness".

492 Literaily'movements of ecstasy'; Bayr¿k translates æ 'manifestations'.
493 Jilani: Sirral4srõr,ll9-t20; Secrerofsecrets,gl42.Bayrakhereinterpretsthequalities
of 'freedom' (tajarrud) and 'victory' (azsra)

as indicators of the change of cotour on one's

face: "one grows pale, or the face flushes".

494 lbn 'Arabi: Sals of Andalusia,92. "So mucb

was he dominated by the fea¡ of God that the
beating ofhis heart during prayer could be heard from a distance."

495 ¡5n 'Arabi:

84/rs of Andalusia, I18.

"A

man was on a mountain and saw a shimmering pitlar

of light so bright that he could not look at it. When he approached he found that it was alRundi standing in prayer." See also Kalabadhi: Kitab al-Ta'arruf,,75-76; Arberry: Dætrine
ofthe Sufts,97.

496 ç6.n

al-Sa¡afi prayed'the tean would fall down his face on to his beard like pearls" (Ibn
'Arabi: S4fu of Andalusia, TT); Abu Abdallah "wept much and kept long periods of silence"
(ibid,9}); Al-Sakkaz "put down a new mat to pray on and, as he prayed, tears fell upon that
mat." Afterwards'the spot wherc his tears had fallen had begun to rot' (ibid,g?). Al-Baghi
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one might expect on grounds of the classical works of Sufism, where the context
of tears often suggests a homiletic hyperbole rather than anal¡ical description.
Sometimes weeping is mentioned with reference to a saying from the Prophet
Muhammad's tradition, as if to offer a cerøin justification. As the cause of the
flow of tears we are given dhilv and especially the recitation of the qur'an.a97 Ibn

'Arabi tells how one Sufi was unable to restrain his tea¡s whenever he heard Holy
Writ recited, the result being that his eyes had become ulcerous from his frequent
weeping.498 Junayd considers weeping (bukã) to be a result of joy and ecstasy
(wajd) due to meeting the Beloved after passionate longing ¡ot gi-.aee
Tinnidhi sheds some light on the feature of crying by setting it at the point
when tÏe ecstasy is already fading. He compares the phenomenon with a child that
has lost its mother. The verbal picture painted by Timridhi is beautiful: "a remnant
of intoxication, however, still remains in him, namely his heart feels itself to be a
stranger in the wastelands of bewildermenÇ isolated in that Singleness (fardilya).
He experiences the scent ofkindness in his hea¡t and raises a cry to the Possessor
of kindness".5tr
Conceming the du¡ation of a genuine experience Shadhili notes: "If that
continues for anyone for an hour or two, he is the drinker ¡n ¡rr¡¡.tr50l Hujwiri
mentions a dervish who during samã'kept his lips shut and was quiet "until every
pore in his body opened; then he lost consciousness, and remained in that state for
a

whole day.'5oz

The practice of dhils may become so earnestly conditioned that it is no
longer dependent on active consciousness. Ibn 'A¡abi mentions a Sufi who was
known for the fact that he used to continue the invocation while asleep. This could
be recognised from the motion of his tongue, which Ibn 'Arabi himself witnessed
many times.so3

at-Sakkaz was usually "in a sad and tearful state" (iô¡d, ll0); Al-Rundi's "ecstasy wÍrs
intense and his tears copious" (iô¡4 lló); Al-Qaba'ili'\vas also much given to weeping"
(ibid,123); Ahmad ibn Hammam 'îept for bis soul like a mother who has lost her only son"
(ibid. 12Ç127); al-Salawi'\ras much given to weeping" (ibid, 127). An ecstatic weeping by
non-Muslim 'unbelievers' is mentioned in Rumi's Fiåi-ma-Fiåi (discourse23), 174.

197 E.E
Qu5ayri: Rßãla,

193; Principles
Arberry: Doctrine of the S4f¡$, 140.

49E ¡6n'Arabi:

as

54

Suftsm,

ló9; Kalabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'arruf, 106

of Andatusia, 133.

qu3ayri: Risãla,333 Principles of Sufun,348.

5oo pu¿tk. ¿ o'Kane

50¡

of

199ó, 185.

Sabbagb: Liysticat Teachings (Durrat at-Åsrar), 145.

502 Hu¡*iri: Kashf at-Ma\jûb.407-408.
503 lbn'Arabi: Sufis ofAndatusia, 6S.

Another exampte of losing consciousness on p. 410.
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sufi anecdotes include cases of a trance-like state where the subject seems to
be really "absent". These may offer an entirely new kind of perspective on the
state of ghayba. Al-Magtribi visited a sheik\ and they exchanged greetings
according to the Arabic idiom. since the sheikl¡ however, was "as if he did not
see me at all, I repeated the greeting more than once r¡ntil t realised that the man
was absent. Then I left him and departed from the house.'504

A great emotional charge present in the concentration on prayer is reported to
have been manifested in various ways. one sufi did "groan and mutter so that no
one coutd understand what he was saying".5o5 The climax of the ideal of intensive
concentation seems to have been attained by a Sufi who had gangrene in his feet:

once when he was finishing his prayers, he found out that his foot had been
amputated by the doctors without him noticing anything!56 The ñmction of the
story is clear: ecstasy concenmþs one's awareness and consciousness completely
on the non-physiological dimension.

Moreover, during the ecstatic state one may become immune to fire, being
unaware of what is happening and unable to relate it afrerwards. Ibn 'Arabi
witnessed many times how'h spiritual state overcame (Ahmad al-Sari3Ð and he
fell into a fue, but the fire did not harm him.-.507
Among the physiological manifestations of Sufi ecstasy ,üe may include
various unconventional manoeuvres like the rending of garments or throwing
them away, as mentioned above; some of the heretical g¡oups reprehended by
Jilani tb¡ew away their clothing and were naked drling their ecstasy.5o8 The anecdotes of the deranged actions are charming. Al-tlawari tbrew all his books into the
sea, declaring: "A guide is needed only so long as the disciple is on the road;
when the shrine comes into sight the road and the gate are worthless." Sibti ttuew
400 dina¡s into the Tigris, for "stones a¡e better i¡ 1þs r /¿1s¡,"509
As might be expected, the hagiographic literature contains a multitude of
stories concerning the miracles performed by the Sufis, and a good portion of the
anecdotes are imbedded in ou¡ sources as well. The frequent topics include
healingsslo and clairvoyance, which may be based on hearing inner voices (åãty')

5M
505

56

Eorly Islanic ìl,lysricisn, I 15. The story appears in chapter 6 (entitled al-tawajud wal-wajd
wa-l-wujûd) of Qûayri's.Rrsâ/a but is absent from the 1990 Beirut edition.
¡6n 'Arabi: S4/1s of Andatusia,73.

Huj*itir

Kashf at-Mahjäb, 304.

507 lbn 'kabí: Sttfis of Andatusiq 149.
508 Ji¡an¡: Sirr a!-Asrãr, l4l; Secret ofsecreß, ll8.

s09 Hu¡wiri: Kas|f at-Maþjúb, | 18, 417, 228.
s

l0

E.g. lbn 'Arabi: Sufu of Andalusia, 8l--52, t 3?. tn the latter case a man reads a book that
condemns Ghazali. Suddenly he becomes blind, which makes him prostrate himself and
swear that he would never read it again, and then his sight is restored.
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or intuitive insight (frrasãt), or occurring thoughts (khawãti).srl lthe boundary
between the latter two may be more or less arbitary.) In addition to these we may
encounter even more curious cases such as levitatioru5l2 ¡ta power to walk on
water,5l3 the ability

to

make

fire without incendiaries, flying in the air,5l4

disappearance Qryy al-malcãn),5rs magic (i.e. affecting other people's thoughts or
causing things to take place from a distance), tuming of urea into water for ritual

purification and even an instance of "open sesame'.516 It is noteworthy that lbn
'Arabi, a brilliant mind, took these as evident facts and strongly criticised those
fiurists) who did not believe in the existence of the spiritual degrees and miracles
but instead assumed that all claims to this were fabrications and superstition.slT
Kalabadhi also mentions talking with beasts and a case of "apport mediumship"
(production of an object in another place) in his chapter on miracles, where he
utilises a few authoritative miraculous traditions of the Prophet and other saints of
old, and discusses the functions of miracles in the divine economy.sls
The consuming character of the experience may manifest itself in various
ways. Kalabadhi reports an incident in which a man war¡ giving an exhofation in
a mosque when he suddenly fainted (ghuíiya 'aløyhi), by the divine action, and
did not recover until before the following day.5tr
Sufi literatu¡e, oddly enough, does contain even the most absolute possible
culmination for the category of ma¡rifestations, namely that of dying. Hujwiri
presents several cases where the subject ofthe experience did actually die during
his ecstasy. Even more odd is the fact that such an objective thinker as Hujwiri

5l

I

5tt

E.g. anecdotes by Kalabadhi (Kitab al-Ta'arruÍ, chapters 6?-óS), Qu$ayri (Risli/4 chapter
32) nd lbn 'Arabi: Suf of Andalus¡a, I l8 and 158 in which, for instance, a certain Abd alHaqq visited Jerusalem with his wife, who refused to leave the city. Abd al-Haqq "told her
that the Franks would come and take over Jerusalem and take her captive. Then she would go
to Acre, but she would return to Jerugalem where she would die. Everything happened
exactly as he had foretold."

E.g.Qu5ayri: Risãla, 154; Principles of Sufsn,99.

513 Jilani,
5

l4

Sirr al-Asrar, 57: Secrer ofsecrets, 21.

Jilani: Sirr al-Asrãr, 57 -58; Secret of Secreß, 21.

515 Jil-i, Sirr al-Asrãr,58; Secret of Secrets,2l.
516 lbn'Arabi:.Szþ ofAndalusia, 33, ll9, 153, 155, 103-t04,
517 lbn'Arabi: Sr/o of Andalusia, 106-107.

5t8

ttg

150, 132.

Kalabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'arruf,,4,f--51; Arberry: Dætrine of the Sr.fß,5746.

E.g.Kalabadhi: Kitãb al-Ta'anul llï Arberry: Doctine of the Sufis,15ó. The function of
the incident in its context ¡s to teach one to guard one's own inner state before judging
others.
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neither considers

it

necessary to judge this phenomenon nor tries to

justif it in

any way.52o

A

man cried out during sa¡rii'. His spiritual director bade him be quiet. He laid his

head on his knee, and when they looked he was dead.

Some one laid his hand on the head of a dervish who was agitated during sazrã'and
told him to sit down: he sat down and died on the spot.

3.5.2. Verbal Manifest¡tion

one of the most famous characteristics of sufism, and perhaps its most unique
feature overall, is to be found in the category of verbal manifestation. Ecstatic
utterances (íath,pl. sa¡þiyyât) indicate sayings given during the ecstatic state, but
in most cases they appear to be given in a state of mind that does not seem in any
way extraordinary - often as an answer to a questior¡ sometimes even literally.s2l
Since there can hardly be any reasonable criteria to differentiate such utterances
according to the quality of the ecstasy behind them, and since they are generally
considered ecstatic in the broad sense ofthe term, it is absolutely appropriate to
take a closer look at the ecstatic utterances, their various types and their interpretations.

In the following I shall give a systematic presentation of üre most important
and best-known ecstatic utterances. I have arranged them into five main types
according to their logical structure.522
The fi¡st type is to be called "I4od". It consists of self-esteem given as with
the mouth of God. The human subject here acts as a divine subject (or vice versa)
concretely representing the divine in the world.

l.

"I

-

am I, and there is no God but me, therefore worship -".1523

Abu Yazid Bistami (i.e. Bayazid) addressing the congregation in

a

mosque

520 Hu;o,i.i,

Kashf at-Maþjúb.40E-410. Sec also Schimmel

K it ab al- lama', 267

521 Emsr 1985,48.
522 Niffa¡i is a special

tg82,24,22},andthe discussion in

-299.

case counted outside those who give ecstatic uüerances, since his works
would constitute a separate (and massive) category ofecstatic utterances.

523

Ernst 1985, 45. (Badawi: Shatahat al-Sufyahl, 122.)
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-
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am the Truth." (anã al-haqq)s24

Hallaj

"Praise to me! How mighty amI" (subþãnî, mã a'zhama ía'ní¡525

-Abu

Yazid

Cases two and three are the most famous: there are few books on Sufism, classical

or

modem, that leave them without comment. (Kalabadhi is one of the
exceptions.) Hallaj has been considered as a kind of paradigrnatic and normative
ecstatic in whose utterances Islamic ecstaticism and the whole of Sufism in a
sense culminates.526

The second type "I-He" consists of like sayings that are not uttered in the
character of the Divine subject but connected with the third person singular. The
unity is just as evidently present, the result being a kind of bi-personal human
estimation of one's own "divine unity".

4.

"Behold, I am Het'522
- Hallaj

5.

"I

am the one I love, and the one I love is me."

(anã man ahwãwa man ahwã anã)s28

6.
7.

-

Hallaj

"I am my highest Lord."529
-Abu Yazid
"There is nothing under the cloak but God;' (mãfi-l-jubba illallah¡sto

-

Abu Yazid

524 Anã ol-lr"Sq, though simple in structure, has extraordinarily divergent equivalents when
translated into Western languages: "I am the truth'(Arberry 1950,59), "1 am the Divine
Truth" (Schimmel 1982, 92), "I am the Ultimate Re¿liq/'(Watt 1953, l4), "l am God"
(Nicholson 1914, 150), "l am tle ONE REAL!" (Gairdner in Ghazali's Mishløt al-a¡u,ãr.
60), 'Te, c'est la Vérité Créatrice" (Massignon 1954, 38), "Ich bin die Absolute Wahrheit''
(Schimmel 1984, I l5).

525 ¡¡-6¡¿2li:
Emst 1985,

MiSkãt al-Am)ãr,57; Jilani: Sirr al-asrãr,13ó; Hujwiri: Kashf al-Mahjúb,254;
455 etc.

l0-l l; Arberry: Sufism/Handbuch der Orientalistik

526 History

seldom follows logic: the very same sentence was uttered by Abu Yazid decades
before Hallaj without ¡eceiving hardly any attention (Emst 19E5,43). Moreover, the reading
has a va¡iant arã al-þaqq,'I see the Truth', which may well be the original one. Baldick

2000,48.

52? Sh"dhilit
Qøutãnin hilcam at-i3rãq,12.
528 Schimmel 1982,32 (Cir Massigron
fed.l: Diwan, muqqp'ano.57).
529 g.r1 1985, 5l (Cir Badawi: Shatahat al-Sufiyahl, 103,68.)
530 Jilani, Sin al-asrar,l36; Ghazali: Mishtñt al-Amtãr,s7 (ü.60).
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8.

"My 'am' is not 'am',

since

I

am He and

I am 'he is He' (lrawa

huwa\.-s3l
- Abu Yazid

9.

*I

shed my self (za/,r) as a snake sheds its skin, then
and behold! I was He (arzã huwa) ."s32

-

I looked

at myself,

Abu Yazid

The third type, I-Thou is an application of the preceding case in the second
peßon, which gives a slightly more emotional impression - especially so, if we
allow ourselves a Buberian subtext. [n fact this type functions as the ultimate form
of Ma¡tin Buber's famous l-Thou relation, which refers to an intimate encounter
with the Other; here the logical deep-structure of the relation goes a phase deeper
in intimacy and identity.

10. "I saw my Lord with the eye of the hea¡t and I asked: 'Who are you?'
(man anta) He answered: 'You' (anta\.- sll
-Hallaj
ll. "My spirit mixes with your spirit, in nearness and in distance, so that I
am you, just as you glg f ."

-

534

Hallaj

The fourtÌ¡ type, which we may name as God in nature consists of the cases of a
kind of "local pantheism", i.e. applications of God's particular manifestations:

12. "Here am I, Lord!" (labbayk)s3s
- Nuri when hearing a dog barking
13. "One morning I went out, and God came before me. He wrestled with
me and I wrestled with him. I continued \ryrestling with him until he
threw me ¿o*tt."536

-

Hasan al-Kharaqani

53¡

Ernst 19E5, 26 (Cit. Ruzbihan: Sharh, chapter 7ó.)

532

Emst 1985, 27 (Cit. Badawi: Shatahat al-9ufiyah 1,77 .)

533

Schimmel 1982,32 (Cit. Le Dîwãn d'al-Hallaj, ed. Massignon, muqatta'ano. 10.)

534

Emst 1985, 27 (Cit. Le D-rwan d'al-Hallaj, ed. Massignon, 82.)

535

Ernst 1985, 37. (Ruzbihan: Sharh, chapter 96.) In this case the conventional Sufi use ofthe
expression is to be found in Niffari, whose divine subject urges one to say labbryka rabbí in
every mystical state (hãt). Niffari: Mul<hãtabãr, 7 :3 (cf . 33:l).

536

Ernst 1985, 38. (Ruzbihan: Sharh, chapter I 82.) cf. Gqt. 32.'23-32.
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14. '?raise be to him whose
manifested the secret of the splendour
of his radiant divinity, and who then appeared openly to his people, in
the form of one who eats and drinkstD53T

-Hallaj

I should like to add one more category based on the ñrnction of
certain uttera¡rces: the category of provocetion. A certain "teasing" aspect is
always present in the ecstatic utterances, but some of them, it seems, do not necessarily have any other ñrnction or meaning than provoking the audience by exaggerating rema¡ks that aim to break the ba¡riers of conventionality in ever-renew-

And finally

ing ways.

15. "I am greaterth* ¡¡".1538

-

Abu Yazid as a resporise to the prayer call Allãhu alúar, God is great.

To this category we may count remarks that challenge and question conìmon
Islamic presuppositions. For example, Abu Yazid said when passing a Jewish
cemetery, "They are pardoned", but when passing a Muslim cemetery he said:
"They are duped.'53r The fi¡nction of this kind of utterance is to show his
contempt for all organised religion and belief in the worthiness of all spiritual
religion. By this overstatement he perhaps aimed to create some balance between
somewhat arogant Isla¡nic presuppositions and his own exaggeration.

Finally we may note that Niffari's discourse, written in the form of divine
of its own: his opaque lreatises a¡e a kind of divine
oracle. Due to his method of presenting his discourses in the lst person singular
as from God Himself, they contain a multitude of sayings that, when taken sepaspeech, constitutes a type

rately, would do well as instances of ecstatic utterances of extaordinary boldness:

I

a¡n God. (anã allãh)sao

I
I
I
I

am the Almighty, the Compassionate. (anã al-'az:a al-rahim)sal
am the Merciful (ra'úfl.s4z
am God: none may enter to me in the body.5n3
am the Mighty (anã al-'azhîm) whose mighty can bear no other than He.5e

537 Frnst lgïs, 27.(Ruzbihan: Sharh, chapter 267.)
538 Emst 1985,38. (Ruzbihan: Såarå, chaptcr 53.)
539 Zaehner 1960, 108. (Cit. Sarraj: Kitãb al-luma',138).
540

¡¡ff*¡'

Mul:hfrabãt, 19:22-24.

541 Niffæi: Mawaqf,5:8.
542 Niff"ti' Mavãqif,47:26.
543

54

¡¡6*¡'

Mavtaq¡Í, l3.4.

Niff"ri, Mawãqif,54:5.
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I am the Manifest (al-zhahi) without

veil, and

I am the Hidden (al-battn)

without unveiling.s+s
Obey me for that I am God, and there is no God except me.546
The time has come for me to unveil my face and manifest my splendour.547

Curiously enougtr, the divine subject of Niffari's discourse requires to be add¡essed 'You, you' by those in the state of vision (ru'ya), but 'I, I' by those in the state
of absence (Shayb$.s+8 This may be a pointed rebuke to those who utter ecstatic
utterances without ñrll inspiration (compared with Niffari's own, of course).

3.53. Interpretation of Verbal Manifestetion

A theoretical basis for the interpretation ofecstatic utterances was developed by
Ja'fa¡ al-Sadiq (d.765), the sixth imam of the Shiites, who produced a theory of
divine speech. It is based on the exegesis ofthe phrase innT anã spoken by God to
Moses, and explained by God Himself: "I am He who speaks and He who is
spoken to, and you are a phantom (iabah) between the two, in which (khitãb)
takes place."s4g Nwyia (1970) and Emst (1935) agree that this is a precise expla-

nation for Sufi ecstatic utterances.Sso

Junayd (d. 910) wrote a commentary on ecstatic utterances (Tafsîr alíathiyyõt), in which he seems to estimate that Abu Yazid's utterances do not
emanâte from the highest mystical experiences. Junayd preferred not to talk
openly about such experiences.ssl According to Sarrãj (d. 988), too, the ecstatic

ofthe path rather than being intended for the
advanced; he even avoids mentioning Hallãj's anã al-haqq. Yet both of them
utterances belong to the beginning

considered ecstatic utterances worthy of taf$r.ss2

Hujwiri explains the utterance given by Abä Yaa-d during his

ecstatic

moment by shifting the subject of the clause from the created being to the Creator.

sþ

These words were the outward
of his speech, but the speaker was God. [...] When
the divine omnipotence manifests its dominion over humanity, it transports a man out
of his own being, so that his speech becomes the speech of God. But it is impossible

545 Nitr-i, Mqt+astf,29:1. (cf.48:6.)
546 Niff"ri' Mavtõgif, 33:12.
547 N¡ffrri, Mavrãqif,

5:8.

5aE Niffari, Mutùõtabat, 47:9.

549 Nwyia 1970,

179; English eanstation according to Emst 1985,

205.
550 Fmsr 1985, I l.
55

¡

Schimmel t975, chåpter 2.

552 Emst 1985, ll-13.

l0; Massignon 1954,201-
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that God should be mingled (imüzaÐ with created beings or made one (øiåãd) with his
works or become incanrate (!talt) n things: God is exalted far above that and far above
that which the heretics 65s¡¡616 ¡¡¡¡.553

This choice of words is one way to unite the transcendent Islamic God and a
mystic speaking as his mouth so that they are not united; man's psychic faculty is

"off'during the experience and the frrnctioning zubject is God.
Ghazali, in his classical work lhyã' 'ulúm al-ãn, distinguishes between two
kinds ofecstatic utterances: (l) exûavagant, exaggerated claims and (2) unintelligible babbling or otherwise misarticulated voices. Neither should be displayed in
public, for the danger of misunderstanding is inevitable, and conrmon folk would
be misled by weird sayings. For that reason he even declares that'the killing of
somehow tumed

him who utters something of this kind is better in the religion of God than the
resurrection of ten others."S54
In his more esoteric book," Miílrãt al-Anwãr, however, Gha'ali displays a
much more positive attitude towa¡ds ecstatic utterances. He places them in the
same category with those anthropomorphic traditions and Swas in which God
"sits down on the ¿u'on"r555 or otherwise acts in human terms.556 When teating
utterances Subþãnî and Anã al-baqq Ghazali places stress on the fact that a
subject is always bound with a perspective: any state eúsæ in relation to its
zubject (bi-I-idAfa iIA íAhib al-þãla) who does not necessarily comprehend the
phenomenon in its atl totality.557 "In that state he is unconscious of his own self,
and unconscious of his own unconsciousn"s.rsss This state may be called metaphorically 'unification' (bi-lisãn al-majãz ittibãd) and in the language of reality
'unity' (bí-Iisãn al-þaqlqa tav,hld).sse This bold use of tav,h:td probably indicates
here, as 7-aehner puts it, "affirmation of the divine unity".560 After such a choice

of words even Ghazali has to calm down: "beyond these verities there are also

553 Hu¡*i.i, K^ tfal-Mabjúb,2s4
554 Ghrzali, Ittyã', l:l;üanslation according
remain somewhat

555

to Emst 1985, 14. (Emst's views on Ghazali's ideas

limite{ for they are based

on ^lþã'alone.)
Qur'an32:4. The phrase istav'ã btã-t- arä can be translated atso "estabtished Himself on the
Throne", as Abdullah Yusuf Ali does.

556 chazalir MiÉkat at-Anwar,6lJ2 (ù. 64-{15).
557 Ch"olir Mßkãt al-Amvõr,s7 (ù.61).
55E

'...t.. ÒrJ¡å le+ )J Jul ,{l¡gi .r¡ir--!
Ghazali: Miíkãt al-Amoãr, 57 (F.

6l).

559 Gh"zali' Mßkãr al-Amttu,58 (r. 6l).
'unification'.

5@ zut-",

t960, 166.
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Gairdner ûanstates iuihâd as 'identity', ând tav,bîd as
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s€cretvmysteries, the treatment of which would take us too far."Sól Elsewhere he
states: "The words of passionate lovers in the state of intoxication a¡e for hiding,
not for discussing."562

What, then, does Ghazali leave unsaid here? In his Persian commentary on
since ¡vo different things can never
become one, 'þerfect tawþ1d means that nothing exists except ¡t" 9o"-.563 This is
the secret which may be labelled 'pantheism' or 'monism', or it might be
explained in terms of the concepts of Atrnan and Brahman - in any case it unquestionably surpasses traditional orthodox Islamic thought.
Various interpretations ultimately deal with the limits of the ego: has the
(God of) experience filled the consciousness completely or has the subject
surpassed the limits of his ego? In the previous cr¡se the subject itself will inevitably give an exaggerated interpretation: God is all and/or he is God. The second
possibility is illogical and paradoxical itself: how could a subject surpass his own
consciousness? ('Wherever the subject goes to or is in, there is also his consciousness, by definition.)
According to Rumi's mystical explanation, well in line with the position of
Ja'fa¡ al-Sadiq described above, Hallaj represented exteme humility by saying
anã al-þaqq, for by calling himself God he made himself non-existent and
recognised only one tn¡e Existent, God.56a Nevertheless, Rumi also states that
"the mouth of a drunken camel must be tied", in other words: experiences should
not be divulged in public.sós
The art of commentating on the ecstatic utterances reached its peak in the
Persian work called Sarh-i Sa¡þiyyat by Ruzbihan Baqli (d. 1209), which consists
of 192 different ecstatic utterances by 45 Sufis. This exhaustive work also aimed
at restoring the reputation of Hallaj. Ruzbihan describes beautifully the journey of

Míilút al-anvãr he finally a¡gues that

the soul in the world of beauty and how it reaches various states that may "overflow" and hence be manifested to outsiders as ecstatic utterances. Ecstatic utterances are symbolic (mutaíãbih) expressions of divine secrets, just as certain
secrets are expressed in the Qur'an symbolically as anthropomorphic attributes, or
in hañth as actions. The object that ía¡f symbolises is, according to Ruzbihan,
firstly 'ayn al-jam'(Pers.'ryn-i jam), which is translated by Ernst as'essential

5ól k+i uårJl ¡r¡* rtr-ì t'r¡ ër--^lt cg

rl.¡e Ghazali: Mi1kãt at-Amvã¿ 58 (tr. 6l)

Gairdner translates "... mysteries which we are not at liberty to discuss", the basic meaning
of gãla is no more than 'to be long', 'lengthen'.

562
us-r YJ úJrr .<JI
563 Quoted from Zaehner

Jt- ;

út r" rl ¡)lS Ghazali: Mßkat al-Amvar. 57 (my translation).
Fa!ã'il al-anãm (ed. M. Säbiti Tehran 1333

1960, 166. Original in

A.H.),24.

564 Rurni' Fihi-ma-Fihi(discourse 5Ð,3a9:lqbal
565 g.¡¡.-"1 1982,97.

1956,97.
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union' and secondly, 'clothing' (iltibãs\ which represents how man is clothed in
the divine.str

According to Ernst, Ibn 'A¡abi considered ecstatic utterances as vainglorious
acts that merely indicate pride, and this actually became the final reason that
resulted in the general devaluation and gradual disappearance of ecstatic utterances, since it was his school that occupied an eminent position in Sufism. Yet lbn
'Arabi's own docüine of wajd al-wujúd fìnally led towa¡ds simila¡ formulations,
though as if via another route.567 For example, he himself said after being saved
from danger, "Horil may the one be imprisoned in whose humanity divinity
resides?'568

3.6. SOME REMARKS IN CONCLUSION:

MYSTICAL LANGUAGE A¡tD MYSTICAL EXPERIENCE
Sufi discourse is largely discussion about words. This makes an outsider wonder
whether there is anything to be discovered about the mystical conditions themselves. The problem is recognised by Sufis as well, most profoundly by Niffari,
who makes rema¡ks on the introspectiveness of (Sufi) parlance and its "letter that
speaks about letter". As we have already seen, he also distances himself from the
standa¡d discourse by refraining from the usual classifications of states and their
comparison.
One may also wonder whether, or to what extent, the spiritual phenomena are
intended to be uncovered or concealed in the Sufi classics. Ofren the primary
purpose of the discou¡se does not seem to be spiritual instruction but a certain

intellectual, albeit not exactly rationalistic, discussion of the va¡ious ways of
perceiving and arranging the i¡ner states in spite of their imprecise and inexact
nature. Perhaps we could call this a "metaspiritual" *ay of discoursing. One
reason for this is that in Sufism, as in other mystical taditions, mystical literature
is clearly secondary to practice. This is explicitly stated in the textual discourse
itself. For instance, after a long discussion on va¡ious states, Qu5ayri gives a
division of three phases: (l) the master of the moment (waqt) is a beginner, (2)
master of the states (aþwõl) is in between, but (3) the master of the breaths (a"fas)
is an end.s69 One way of interpreting this is that anyone can have individual
experiences, and the ability to control their totality in linguistic discourse is
566

Ernst 1985, 15-20. Sharh-i Shathiyathas been edited by H. Corbin in the series 8¡ó tiothègue
Iranienne /2 (Teheran 1966.) Emst gives several long quotations.

5ó7 g-t1 1985, 22,24 (Ibn'Arabi: at- Futähãr al-mak'ki¡ya ll:2, 238).
568 Aurl¡n'r introduction in Ibn'Arabi: Sufa of Andalusra,39. (Cit.
5ó9

5ó0.)
quSayri: Risã/a, 83; Early Istanic Ìtþsticism,142.
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reached by some, but only the one who practises

God in every breath

-

it constantly

-

by recollecting

has reached the point.

Yet on the other hand, mystical language is not a purposeless veil but an
important means of mystical growth; a'letter' is not only a'veil'but a'treasury'
(lchizãna'¡ and 'fire' @Ar\ as *"1.570 Nor can genuine mystical language be
independent of the experience. The primary function of mystical discou¡se is to
direct one towards the experience: to make the reference and significance come
together by the recipient's participation in the same reality.
The true saying of every speaker is that which establishes you in the experience of Me
(al-vnjd biya). Therefore, interpret (i'tabir) the sayings in the light of your ecsrasy in
Me (bi-wajdiko biya), and interpret your experience of Me in the light of your tuming
away from other than Me (NifarÐ.571

The second fi.¡nction of mystical langu¡ge is to extend the limitations of human
thought and widen the subject's perspectives towards the whole creation by open-

ing new trails of thought for the mind. The fu¡rction could be called "psychedelic": it reaches for the verbal and conceptual limits and aims to move them
farther. Niffari's divine subject promises:
Be through Me, and you shall see knowledge and þorance as limits, and speech and
silence in them as limits, You shall see every limitation veiled from Me by its limitation, and y-ou shall see the outer part ofthe veil to be knowledge, and its inner part
ignorance.572

The main factor in this respect is the paradoúcality of expression in various
fomrs. The semantic openness of mystical language is revealed illustratively by
the sentences that are absolute paradoxes in their formal structu¡e. The logical
structure of a sentence like "my speech is not speech (mã nu¡qí al-nutq¡"S73
implies that the same sign is used in two different senses: nil.fqt refers to the
boundless expression of imperceptible thought, the significance of which is

nu!¡zlo the ordinary
expression in natural language. The same principle of twofold meaning can tle
applied to any crucial temr like wasl or itühùd. Paradoxical sentences like 'their
dependent on the recipient's capacity ofcomprehension, and

presence is absence"5Ta shows that the reference is not bound to the verbal form

-

and not to ttre signiñcance, we might add.

Consequently, a mystic like Niffari is not afraid of language (which may be
seen as an indi¡ect proofofthe genuineness ofhis mystical experience that caused

570 Niff ti' Mukhãtabãt,23:6, 53:1.

s7t

Nitrari: MukhQaba\ lg.27.

572 Niffari' Mukhãgabãt, l4.8.
573 Niffati' Multhftabãt, l:4.
574
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Junayd: Kirãb al-fana',EO; Zaehner

1960,22l.
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him to rise above the discursive level and above religious language games.) In his
approach there is no force with the ability to veil or rmite as such: the qualities and
attributes a¡e 'paths' in the created dimension but no more; God is not known by
the letter, nor by that \Ä'hich is of the letter, nor in the letter.5?5 1¡¡r "supralinguistic" approach to reality is the one that the mystical language, in an analogous or metaphorical way, is all about. As uttered by a Sufi poet:
So Truth is known in ecstasy,

Fortr¡th will everywhere prcvaih
And even ttre greatest mind must fail
To comprehenã this mystery.576

575 Niffari' Makhãlabil, 56:6; Mawâqif, 67;lo.
576 Kalabadhi: Kitãb at-Ta'øraf,,104; Arberry: Dætri¡æ oÍthe S{ts,
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